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SUiARY

The information presented in this report is organ-
ized somewhat differently than that in previous reports.
In general the same type of information is presented, but
under different rubrics. Following the introductory para-
graphs, the report is arranged under the following major
headings:

Growth, Notable Acquisitions, Preparation
of Materials, Use of the Library, Personnel,
Exhibits and Visitors, Space Problems, Cur-
rent and Future Budget Requirements, and a
concluding section entitled General.

Over-all statistics, discussed in the departmental
and divisional reports and in the section noted above, are
treated in detail in Appendix B. These may be summarized
as follows: The Library added 125,300 items of all kinds
during the year and our total holdings now number 1,052,898.
Of this, S'-l-8,983 are bound volumes or items cataloged and
ready for use, and 503,915 are non-books (documents, tech-
nical reports, maps, atlases, etc.), marked and otherwise
processed and available for use through indexes.

The expenditures for library materials during the
year came to $351,000; we receive over 5200 journal sub-
scriptions and over LI-500 serial titles; over 53,000 vol-
umes were cataloged and classified and more than 171,000
catalog cards were produced and filed. The recorded use
of general library materials was 269,133; and nearly
60,000 reference inquiries were handled throughout the
Library system.

Personnel problems are minor and turnover appears to
be low, but space and budget requirements are pressing.
Information on a number of subjects is detailed in appen-
dices as follows:

A - Professional Staff Activities and Asso-
ciations

B - Statistics of Book Resources; Statistics
of Library Use

C - Library Officers
D - Faculty Library Committee
E - Copy of Memorandum Concerning Ten-Year

Projection of Library's Capital Expen-
diture Needs (only in President's copy)

F - Detailed Breakdowns of Estimated Budget
Needs for Non-book Library Materials
Items to be Acquired in the Next Decade
(only in President's copy of this report)
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University of Arizona Library
Annual Report

1965/1966

Dear President Harvill:

I am pleased to present herewith the Annual Report

of the University Library for the 1965/1966 fiscal year.
Because we are now sending copies of the Library's var-
ious departmental and divisional reports to your office,

the text of this report will consist largely of a broad

survey of the Library's activities, services and prob-

lems, a look to the future, some summary sheets of con-
densed statistics, and a selection of special informa-

tion in appendices.
We hope to begin this year a series of special

reports to you on problems and special topics such as
personnel, space, budget, our services and resources
for various groups in the University community (under-
graduates, graduates and faculty) and Arizona, materials

for research, our participation in the several nation-
wide programs of federal aid to libraries, interlibrary
cooperation within the State, etc. It is hoped that
this manner of presenting material outside of the annual

report will be helpful to you.
Following the general trend of the University, the

outstanding characteristic of the Library was growth in

nearly every major phase, but particularly in the expan-

sion of resources for research and study and in the
utilization of library materials by students and faculty

and staff. These and other aspects of the Library's
activities are discussed below.

GROWTH OF THE LIBRARY

Last year we uncovered an error in our records and
duly reported a revised holdings figure on our annual
statistical report in the fall to the United States
Office of Education (incidentally, this report, for the

l96LI/'l965 fiscal year, is now more than six months over-
due from the Office of Education and we have no way of
knowing when it will be issued); as a result of the
discovery of this error, we did further checking and

came to feel that some of our methods of record keeping
from previous years have resulted in inaccuracies still

unidentified. Another close check revealed an additional
error, and this correction also is reflected in the sta-
tistics presented in this report. Further, recent
partial inventories have helped us revise figures in
certain areas, but we plan to undertake a complete
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shelf-list count during the coming year. Any necessary
revisions will be noted in appropriate reports and we
expect that the figures which we arrive at as a result
of this check will be the most accurate statistics of the
last decade.

At the close of the fiscal year on June 30, 1966,
the currently revised figure for the Library's holdings
showed 1,052,898 items cataloged or otherwise fully pre-
pared for use; this represents a net increase of 125,300
items for the year.

Our figure for cataloged "book" resources (includ-
ing most microforms as well as bound volumes) is
5L18,983, an increase of 67,393; however, these figures
include over 5,000 volumes "added" by binding, and nearly
23,000 volumes in Oriental languages reported for the
first time. Our records of "non-book" resources show
503,915, an increase of 147,907 items of various kinds,
the largest part of which is accounted for by the
receipt of United States government documents (over
18,000) and Atomic Energy Commission reports (17,000);
the balance consists of technical and other reports,
OAS microcards, maps and atlases (over 1400 atlases are
reported here for the first time).

The total cost of materials obtained for the Library
was $351,000, of which $5,000 was received under Title II-A
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and $5,000 was the
University's matching fund for the Title II grant; over
$L1,000 was received in gift and grant funds; over $12,000
came in a special grant from your office in July 1965,
and $32,000 was received from University NDEA funds.
Binding as well as book and journal expenditures from
budgeted State funds came to $33,375, and $2146,000
respectively. Your large special allocation of
$100,000 was almost completely encumbered by the end
of the 1965/1966 fiscal year although only $13,000 of
this fund had actually been paid out on invoices re-
ceived by June 30th.

In addition to the cost and volume figures shown
for general acquisitions, it should be noted that during
the 1965/1966 fiscal year $12,500 more was invested in
subscriptions and renewals than in l96'-11l965 ( a little
more than the difference in the increase between 19614/65
and 1963/614); this increase in snhscription material re-
ceived each year represents a large addition to the pre-
parations work load. Fifty-three titles have been dis-
continued for a variety of reasons, but we now receive
a total of 9777 periodical and serial titles (5269 peri-
odicals and 14561 serials) in addition to about 150 pur-
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chased bound annuals. The Serials Section also prepared
approximately 10,000 binding slips during the year.

The activities of the Gifts and Exchange section
accounted for over 2700 items added to our holdings. We
now receive English language newspapers and periodicals
through the Public Law 1480 program as follows: India
(28); Israel (114); Pakistan (14); U.A.R. (3); and mono-
graphs are received from the same countries in about
the same proportion as above except for India from which
we receive 12. Three very generous gifts from alumni
were received through the excellent cooperation of the
Arizona Alumnus which gave some of our wants publicity
in very attractively prepared articles in good locations
in separate issues. A large number of duplicate and
other unneeded books and periodicals were given to Pres-
cott College, Northern Arizona University, the Indian
Oasis School at Sells, the Arizona Boys Ranch at Queen's
Creek, the Junior League Rummage Sale, and the U.S.
Book Exchange. However, the decrease of the University's
publications program in some areas has resulted in re-
ceipt of complaints and notification of withdrawal of
exchange agreements with a number of institutions, much
to our disadvantage.

Figures not brought out previously show that peri-
odical subscriptions added by gift and exchange as well
as purchase numbered 553; and continuations (excluding
sets) totalled 775.

Space limitations prevent anything more than an
arbitrary selection of more than a few of the note-
worthy materials obtained by gift and purchase during
the year. A relatively small group of these have been
selected for brief descriptions below, but more detailed
listings will be found in the reports of the Acquisi-
tions Department, the departments of the Special Collec-
tions Division, the Field Historian, etc.

NOTABLE ACQUISITIONS

Oriental Studies Collection
Among major additions to the Oriental Studies Collec-

tion were the Ssu Pu Ts'ung K'an (Collectanea of Chinese
classics) consisting of 2,112 Chinese fascicles in 110
volumes; Wai Chiao Pu Hui Pien (Documents of Foreign
Relations) in 33 volumes; and the Gendai Nihon Bungaku
Zenshu (Collection of Modern Japanese Literature) in
98 volumes; and Yüeh Ya T'ang Ts'ung Shu (Generalia of
Chinese Literature) in 20 volumes.
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Music Collection
In addition to 1,095 scores of bound music added

to the Music Collection, the Complete Works of Schubert,
the Complete Collected Works of Rimskii-Korsakov, and
the Neue Ausgabe Samtlicher Werke of J. S. Bach were
acquired; nearly 1800 pieces of sheet music and over
q-oo recordings, mainly classical but also including
ethnological and folk music as well as juvenile musical
recordings, were acquired; and 13 new music periodicals
were added.

Map Collection
This year the first of the eight volume Meyers

Grosser Physischer Weltatlas, facsimiles of the "Gough
Map of 1360" and the "Portolan Chart of Angellino de
Dalorato--l325," and the now famous Vinland Map and
Tartar Relation were acquired for the Map Collection.
Here the outstanding addition of the year was the
Atlas Over Sverie; and two new cartographic journals
of excellent quality were added, the British Carto-
graphic Journal and the Canadian publication, The
Cartographer. Among other valuable items obtained
was the seventh in the Arizona State Highway Depart--'-
ment's series of county atlases, the Atlas of Green-
lee County.

Instructional Materials Collection
Significant additions of teaching materials neces-

sary for classes in the College of Education were ob-
tained for the Instructional Materials Collection this
year. Included here were over 500 textbooks, curri-
culuni guides, maps, teaching devices and transparan-
cies; and over 200 recordings, filmstrips, and slides
were acquired. The children's and adolescent's liter-
ature collection now totals over 10,000 volumes, and
the "non-literature" materials here now number over
12,000 pieces.

Acquisitions of the Field Historian
During the year the Field Historian was instrumental

in helping obtain for the Library's Special Collections
a large number of important groups of materials of vary-
ing size, largely of manuscript or documentary nature,
but also including some valuable books. Selected items
among these materials are: Business letters and docu-
ments of the Arizona Mohair Growers Association; origi-
nal manuscripts and proof sheets of books from Mr. Paul
Bailey of Los Angeles and Mr. Nelson Nye of Tucson;
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microfilm and photocopies of ledgers, journals, day
books, and correspondence of the Blazer family of New
Mexico, 1873-1876 to 1919; the collection of letters,
documents, audio-tapes, etc. of the late Lou Blachly
of Tucson; 31 boxes of historical material dealing with
the late Judge J. S. Henderson of Patagonia; photocopies
of items concerning H. Stevens, an Arizona pioneer; the
extensive and outstanding historical collection of the
papers of the late Selim Franklin and William Herring;
material relating to the DA ranch in Yavapai County, Ari-
zona; an extensive collection of items relating to the
mining, ranching, and business interests of the Arizona
Pioneer, John Lawler of Prescott; and the Vail-Wilkinson
ranch collection, a large group of ledgers, letter press
books, deeds, maps, incorporation papers, correspondence,
statements and other documentary records concerning the
Empire Land and Cattle Company, the Crittenden Cattle
Company, the San Pedro Cattle Company, and others.

Special Collections Department
The following titles, obtained by gift and purchase,

are listed as being especially noteworthy additions to
the materials in the Special Collections Department for
the research of students and faculty. A number of these
were obtained through funds made available by interested
donors: The four volume set, Relation de la Riviere des
Amazones, Paris, 1682, of Cristobal de Acufa; Daniel
Bernouilli's Hydrodynamica, Strasbourg, 1738; Joseph
Blessington's A Campaign of Walkers Texas Division, New
York, 1875; a 1965 reproduction of the 1844 edition of
Frederick Catherwood's Views of Ancient Monuments in
Central America; Paul Hope Hutton's The American Drawings
of John White 1577-1590, Chapel Hill, 1962, 2 volumes;
A Comparison of Northern and Southern Mines in Mexico,
San Francisco, 1863; U. S. President's Mediation Commis-
sion, Transcript of the Proceedings in Connection with
an Investigation of Industrial Conditions at Clifton,
Arizona, Washington, 1917; and a two-volume folio set,
edited by Seeiche Izumi, Costume and Textile Ornament
of the Pre-Inca Cultures, Tokyo, 1964-.

Among the interesting gift materials were: The
Fleming Henry James collection of Ezra Pound materials;
the Richard D. Sparks collection of adventure and ex-
ploration; the correspondence and other papers of Mr.
Dean Burch of Tucson covering the period of his chair-
manship of the Republican National Committee; twelve
interesting and very valuable 18th century books on
mechanical engineering, donated by Mr. Arthur Wormser of
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Tucson; early photographs of the University of Arizona
campus; 25 cartons of correspondence and other records
from the Associated Students of the University of Ari-
zona; and papers, photographs, and other written mater-
ials relating to J. F. ("Pop") McKale at the Princeton
University Training Corps, 1918, and the University of
Arizona.

General Library Acquisitions
In addition to the many routine items which this

and other academic libraries obtain, largely on request
from the faculty, a number of distinguished purchases
were made during the past year. Of these, a selection
of some of the outstanding ones has been made for listing
herewith: Columbia University, Cumulative Sub'ect Index
to Psychological Abstracts, 1927-1960, 2 vols., Boston;
Elliott Monographs in the Romance Languages, vol. 1-LW;
Entciclopedicheskii Slovar Brokgaus-Efron, St. Peters-
burg, 1890-19014, 82 vols.; Grande Enciclopia Portu-
guesa e Brasillera, LW vols., Lisbon, 1936-60; Harvard
University, Catalog of International Law and Relations,
Dobbs Ferry, 1965; Massachusetts Horticultural Society,
Dictionary Catalog of the Library of the Massachusetts
Horticultural Society, 3 vols., Boston; Munsell Color
Co., Inc., Munsell Book of Colors, Neighboring Hues Edi-
tion, Baltimore; U. S. Library of Congress, Index to
Latin American Legislation, 1950-1960, 2 vols., Boston;
and Wielka Encykiopedia Powszechna, vols, l-6, Warsaw,
1962.

Among the significant serial titles acquired were
the following: The Journal of English and Germanic
Philology, vois. 15-28; Sewanee Review, vols, i-146;
Victoria History of the Counties of Engiand, 35 vols.;
Journai of the Royal Central Asian Society, vols, l-11;
World Court Reports, 200 vols.; Archivo Portuguez-
Oriental, 5 vols.; Revue de Linguistique et de Philologie,
vols, l-148; Zeitschrift für Deutsches Altertum und
Deutsche Literatur, vols. 67-93; Accademia Nazionale dei
Lincei, Rome, Memorie, Series 3-7; Bulletin of the Cai-
cutta. Mathematical Society, vols. 2-50; Optik, vois.
l-7; and Soviet Physics, JETP, vols. 1-9.

Some important titles added in the Social Science
Department this year are: Congress and the Nation,
19145-19614: a Review of Government and Politics in the
Postwar Years, 1965; Index to Latin American Legislation,
1950-1960, 1961; Urquhart, Historical Statistics of Canada,
1965; and International Affairs: . , Compilation of Signi-
ficant Books and Articles, Annotated and indexed, 1965.
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In the Humanities Department, the following have
been selected for listing from the yeart s acquisitions:
Art Collectors' Almanac, vol. 1, 1965: Farmer, Slang and
its Analogues.. Past and Present, 1965, 7 vols, in 3;
Morgan, Critical Bibliography of German Literature in
Translation, Supplement 1928-1955, 1965; Mental Retarda-
tion Abstracts; Wichniannts Bibliographie der Kunst in
Bayern, 1961, 2 vols.; and Delarue, Le Conte Populaire
Francais, 2 vols.

We continue to receive a large number of miscella-
neous, unsolicited gifts of materials each year, mostly
from individuals, but a few from business concerns. The
donations with little value for us usually are accepted
merely in the interest of good public relations and often
an institution or another library is found or is known
which is glad to obtain these. However, we obtain a
number of useful items, some of them quite valuable, from
faculty members at the University of Arizona as well as
other institutions, surviving members of families of
former members of our faculty, townspeople, and other
Arizona citizens, students, and Library staff members
(an example of one type of unusual donation is the
voluminous collection of papers of the late Professor
Andrew Douglass to which additions have been made by
his family recently).

This year, of the over 6000 items given us by ap-
proximately 200 donors, close to 3000 were retained.
Considering the fact that we do not carry on a large
"begging campaign" for gifts, this is a reasonably good
showing, and the useful items are indeed helpful and
appreciated. More impressive are the materials purchased
with the $Li300 in gift and grant funds received during
the year with which over 300 expensive or especially
valuable books were purchased (see page 6 of the report
of the Head of the Acquisitions Department).

PREPARATION 0F MATERIALS

The Technical Services Division of the Library--the
Acquisitions Department and the Catalog Department, and
their sections such as Serials and Processing, are responsible
for procurement, organization, and preparation of all sorts of
library materials. A large proportion of the items added
to the Library are ordered, received, cataloged and pro-
cessed here, and the binding of all periodicals and books
is a technical services responsibility also. While some
specialized items, such as Government Documents and related
materials, are received automatically, and some are pro-
cessed by the personnel in the appropriate special collec-
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tions sections (e.g., maps, certain music items, special
collections materials, literature in Oriental areas,
various types of instructional materials, etc.), the over-
all labor of Technical Services personnel involved in
checking lists, preparing and sending out requests and
orders, receiving and recording and processing for use
is trememdous.

Much of the results of the year's work in the Acqui-
sitions Department as well as other Library areas has
already been touched upon in the previous pages covering
the increase in our collections and the selected listings
of significant materials added. A good impression of the
impact of acquisitions work throughout the Library and the
University's academic departments may be gained by scru-
tinizing the first eight pages and the last five pages
(21-33) of the report of the Head of the Acquisitions
Department, pp.3-S of the report of the Field Historian,
the text and pertinent pages of the report of the Orien-
tal Studies Librarian, the reports of the Music Librarian,
the Instructional Materials Librarian, the Map Librarian,
the lists of Distinguished Purchases and Gifts in the
report of the Chief Special Collections Librarian, and
the Documents Section report incorporated in the Social
Science Department Annual Report.

During the year, the Cataloging Department cataloged
and classified nearly LIO,000 items, withdrew almost 2000,
and reinstated 98. Approximately 125 microfilm reels,
113 microcards, and 4-7 microfiches were processed. Over
171,000 catalog cards were produced and filed, of which
nearly 25,000 were main-entry cards.

The Special Collections Department continued with the
major task of sorting and arranging the Andrew E. Douglass
papers; the organization and classification of the Maurice
G. Fulton papers was continued as the project of a graduate
student in history; the film of Sonoran Parish Archives
was calendared; the processing of the Campbell Collection
was started and much work was done in the preparation of
western research materials. The Map Collection acquired
and processed over '-i-000 sheet maps and 165 books, while
withdrawing only five sheet maps and three books. For the
Music Collection, 3500 items of numerous types were acquired
and processed, and 133 withdrawn. The Oriental Studies
Collection acquired LI-,l24- volumes in Japanese, 1,562 in
Chinese, and lLl5 in Korean and other Eastern languages,
while processing over 3700 volumes of Japanese literature
and nearly 2250 in Chinese literature. Six thousand cata-
log cards for Oriental Studies were produced.
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These figures for the most part represent substantial
increases in work accomplished during the year. Not to be
overlooked is the considerable task of maintenance and
"repaira of the Library's publie card catalog as well
as our official shelf-list which is one of the responsi-
bilities of the Catalog Department.

The General Reference Department prepared a checklist
of University of Arizona theses and dissertations prior
to l9'-I.6 and an annual checklist of 1965 theses during the
past year. The Humanities Department added approximately
5,500 new volumes to its shelves this year and withdrew
1,000 for shelving in the stacks, bringing the total nuni-
ber of volumes now on the department's shelves to 35,000.
Nearly 1,000 items were added to the department's vertical
files of art catalogs and a few were discarded. Much
staff time here, as is also true in other departments and
divisions, goes into maintaining order in the current
periodical shelving.

USE OF THE LIBRARY

The Public Service departments, the parts of the
Library with which most patrons have most of their con-
tacts with us, is chiefly where we win or lose with the
majority of our users--where we locate the information
our students and faculty need, in a reasonable time, or
we fall down on the job. Whereas the Technical Services
departments identify requested material not in the Library,
order and receive it, catalog, classify it and prepare it
for use, the Public Services departments are responsible
for seeing that the materials we have are found when re-
quired.

Basically the goal of all the work which goes on in
the Technical Services departments is the same as that
for which the Public Services deparLnients aim. There are
differences in the numerous tasks involved, and these are
readily observable by looking into the work flow at dif-
ferent points; but the justification for the separation
of a Library organization into apparently discrete and
various parts such as administration, divisions, depart-
ments, branches, sections, and units develops only when
the Library becomes large enough so that in order to be
handled economically, the work must be broken up into
manageable parts in which the tasks are logically re-
lated, follow from a normal flow of activity and materials,
have a relationship such as source, forni, language, sub-
ject, purpose, use, etc. In a library such as ours, such
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classifications are not only helpful but they are re-
quired for administrative and management convenience.
But one should not be blinded to the ultimate goal of
all library work, from administrative jobs through
the routine clerical tasks, by the label of the organ-
izational part or the title of the individual. Regard-
less of the work involved, the job has as its end
product the support of the University's reason for being,
servicing the materials of communication through all
library activities for the benefit of University cli-
entele, the Library's "public".

Even though there is one major division of the
Library with the title "Public Services Division" and
although work in which the Technical Services departments
engage is actually the early stages of "public service"
work, there are also "technical services" aspects of the
work of the various collections in the Special Collections
Division mentioned earlier as well as the "public service"
facets which are more obvious to the Library's users.
The Science Division of the Library is wholly devoted to
"public service" activity as is the Public Services Divi-
sion, the chief difference between these similar divisions,
separated by the length of the campus, being in the type
of material serviced and the clientele--the latter divi-
sion works largely with humanities and social science
materials for students and faculty in these areas.

In 1965/66, recorded use of general library materials
as shown by the Loan DeparLittent report was 269,133, an
increase of 9% over the l96tI/6S year (the increase of
other years over the immediately preceding years were
respectively, 17%, 16%, 19%, and 13%, back to 1960/61).
Reserve book use over the same years showed increases of
lLI.%, 6%, a loss of t-1%, and increases of 36% and 5%, back
to 1960/61. The percentage of increase in the use of
materials loaned for home use from 1960/61 through 1965/66
is 102%; the over-all increase in the use of reserve
materials has been 66%.

Interlibrary loan statistics show a decline from
t-1,0t-1# transactionshandled in l96Ll/65 to 3,1-t-23 for the
fiscal year just completed. This reflects at least two
slowly developing changes: the improvement in our own
holdings (materials borrowed this year were over 500 fewer
than the previous year) and our preference, like that of
other libraries, to send photocopies instead of loaning
the "hard copy" (we loaned about 620 items less this year
than last). Much time-consuming labor, such as that in-
volved in requesting the desired item often from as many
as three different libraries is not shown by our statis-
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tics; this shows the increasing difficulty of obtaining
the more advanced and sophisticated materials now coming
into demand as the University's research programs develop
and mature. We also borrow for the "one-time" needs of
graduate students and faculty (and order available mater-
ials for our own collections if we do not have them when
a demand becomes significant). The use of photocopies
represent a considerable share of the interlibrary loan
activity here and elsewhere. In addition to our own on-
campus clientele, the interlibrary loan service now
attempts to assist smaller libraries in the State when
the State Extension service is unable to do so, and we
now have a very satisfactory interlibrary loan agreement
with the Tucson Public Library and its branches for the
mutual benefit of University people and the general public.

While the output of the Photocopy office varied from
month to month, depending largely on the students' accent
on studies, the number of photocopies produced increased
steadily as a rule throughout the year. The total number
of prints made during the l96Ll/65 year was 399,23LI; for
the present year, 511,931. The increasing demands for
photocopies of Library materials from students and faculty
necessitated adding one more photocopying machine to
this self-sustaining activity. At the end of the fiscal
year we have four machines (two at the Science Division
building and two at the Main Library).

The General Reference Department not only serves as
a "clearing house" for reference queries which cannot be
answered elsewhere in the Library system or which come
to it first and can be satisfied with the general mater-
ials at hand, but it also frequently serves the University
administrative officers and other University offices. In
addition it assists the Catalog Department in the pre-
filing of cards in the public catalog, has handled an
increase of 6000 reference inquiries over the previous
year (excluding referais to the Library's Social Science
and Humanities Departments, the Science Division, and
other service points), and answers questions and solves
problems for many patrons concerning reference tools as
well as the card catalog, which becomes larger and more
complicated as the Library grows and obtains newer types
of materials.

The Humanities Department registered an increase for
the year of 1673 reference questions over the previous
year; and its Readers' Advisory Service showed a gain in
assistance to 6,527 students in l9611./65 to 8,200 in
1965/66 for a net increase of 1,673 and a change in the
monthly average from 595 to 68L1. over the same period.
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Several needed projects were completed in the Social
Science Department this year. Among these were the com-
pletion of a bibliography of Latin American Newspapers in
the University Library for inclusion in the Union List
now being prepared by the Library of Congress; a list of
University theses and dissertations on the American Indian
was prepared for the supplement to Dr. Frederick J. Dock-
stader's American Indian in Graduate Studies as well as a
bibliography on the macaw in collaboration with the Science
Division, and a list of new acquisitions in the Social
Science Department. This department, as well as others,
engages heavily in "extra curricular" services which are
partly orientation, partly instruction, partly conducting
tours, etc. but all of it basically teaching of students
or faculty in cooperation with various instructors in the
College of Education, Department of History, College of
Nursing, College of Business and Public Administration,
the Department of Astronomy, the Tree-Ring Laboratory,
out-of-town visitors, etc.

The University Law Library receives all its federal
Judiciary and Justice Department publications through the
University Library's Documents Section. The Documents
Section also provides all documents requested by faculty
when these have been available from the Office of the
Superintendent of Documents, and has also filled many
other requests for publications. Many documents reference
questions also were handled by personnel serving at the
reference desks of the Social Science and General Refer-
ence Departments. Patrons of the Documents Section have
found the guide, Locating U. S. Government Documents...,
and the Documents Locator Sheet, prepared by the staff of
the section, to be invaluable aids.

With the arrival on campus of the Librarian for the
College of Medicine, a Medical Library Cataloger, and the
transfer of a librarian from the University Library Sci-
ence Division to be Acquisitions Librarian, the Medical
College Library program got well underway during the year.
Voluminous files of medical journals and many books in the
field of medicine and related areas which we have been
accumulating for several years were transferred to the
College of Medicine's embryo library holdings, and deci-
sions were made on the location of many titles in the
Science Division of interest to the College of Medicine
and the University general science faculties.

Use of certain materials located in the Science Divi-
sion was limited by the Federal Government's tightened
restrictions on access to reports emanating from the Defense
Documentation Center. In view of this action, the entire



collection of restricted reports was moved to an area
where access could be better controlled; as a result,
in order to permit free access to unrestricted reports the
collection is being split. The Student Lounge in the
Science Division appeals increasingly to students as more
of them find this reading room which is stocked with a
selection of the best titles currently available in paper-
back books in many fields; in addition to this general
book collection for browsing, a selection of periodicals
and newspapers is available here also. The Loan and Ref-
erence desks of the Science Division were patronized by
a large number of students and faculty during the year.

Even though there was a small decrease noted in the
number of recorded reference questions answered because
of redefinition of what constitutes a 'Treference ques-
tiofl'T loans increased 5%. An instruction sheet concern-
ing the use of Biological Abstracts for the use of biology
classes was prepared; similar instructions are being made
up concerning the Biological and Agricultural Index. Sci-
ence Division personnel also worked on a number of special
projects, such as a list of medical journals for a state-
wide union list.

The number of reference problems received and answered
during the year throughout the University Library system
totals 59,328. This breaks down as follows:

Instructional Materials
Collection 1,273

Oriental Studies
Collection LI2O (est)

Map Collection 3,551

Social Science Department 11,301

Humanities Department 8,200

General Reference
Department 20,609

Science Division l3..97LI

TOTAL 59,328
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This year we have had far fewer complaints concern-
ing the Library's schedules than previously. We are open
during the regular school year while classes are in session
from 7:00 a.m. to midnight five days a week; 7:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. on Saturdays; and 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on
Sundays. Most major university libraries maintain schedules
from 89 to loo hours weekly; and only about eight libraries
in large universities approach or equal our schedule of
open hours (107 per week); and to our knowledge only one
major library in the entire country exceeds our total. In
addition to remaining open for study until 1:00 a.m. during
examination weeks, we started remaining open until 1:00 a.m.
the week before examinations at student request, and this
has been appreciated by the students.

PERSONNEL

As for several years past, the Library had no major
personnel problems during the year; about the usual nuni-
ber of clerical personnel resigned, largely because family
members (usually husbands) moved out of town, or, occa-
sionally, for better jobs elsewhere. One librarian resigned
to study and travel while another librarian resigned to
pursue further graduate study. There is, on the whole, less
stability in the ranks of non-professional staff, at least
in libraries, than among professional librarians, and this
is not unusual. Nevertheless, we are fortunate in having
what we feel to be a smaller turnover among clerical
workers than do other types of employers, and we are able
to fill vacancies of this sort reasonably well.

While sometimes we find it more difficult to locate
suitable candidates for professional appointments (if
such people are not already on our staff) than we gener-
ally do for the non-professional jobs, this is not a local
phenomenon. We are reasonably competitive in our salaries,(
although we face the annual problem of upgrading salaries
all along the line in order to remain competitive in a
constantly escalating market. This is a nation-wide situ-
ation and librarians are only one breed of scarce candidates
among a large list of academic personnel of all descriptions.
Considering the number of library positions open all over
the country and the relatively few people who are interested
in leaving their jobs for other opportunities, and also that
library schools cannot come anywhere near adding enough new
graduates to the profession to alleviate the situation sig-
nificantly, we are not in a bad situation. But we do
sometimes have to wait, sometimes for a considerable time,
before finding a suitable applicant who is available.
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In recent years we have had enough applicants for
work as student assistants so that we have been able to
fill our needs for this type of wage worker. However,
even though the recent minimum wage legislation will
enable us to continue to be very selective in adding only
the best student assistants, this law has raised our wage-
budget requirements alarmingly.

Considering the potential problems of clerical and
professional personnel management, we hope that we can
be as successful in the future as in recent years. As
for the minimum-wage problem as it affects our wages
budget, all we can do is wait and see how our budget
holds out, hoping that it will be sufficient to withstand
the pressure of the minimum wage law.

Library personnel continued their associations and
activities with various professional and other groups,
particularly in the Arizona State Library Association,
the Southwestern Library Association, and the regional
chapters of the Special Libraries Association; and 31
staff members including about a dozen non-professionals
attended Prof. James Perryt s course on theory of infor-
mation science and computers, Information Methods, Tools
and Systems for Library Service.

EXHIBITS, LECTURES, VISITORS, TOURS, PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

Most of our public service divisions, departments,
and "branch" collections maintain bulletin boards or cases
where displays concerning special or current topics are
prepared. These exhibits are changed periodically. While
some exhibits attract more viewers than others, the interest
in them has been gratifying and sometimes surprising.

Titles and topics of some of the exhibits appearing
in various areas during the past year were: "Pen and Sword:
Novels of World War II"; "Bullfighting"; "Books for Lenten
Reading"; "Tucson Crafts"; numerous map displays; "The
Arctic and the Antarctic"; various topics of specialized
scientific interest; "Frederic William Goudy"; mountaineer-
ing and adventure; examples of early printing and the book-
maker's art; and an outstanding display on "The Navajo",
etc. By far the most ambitious exhibit project undertaken
in recent years at least, was the campus-wide memorial
exhibit consisting largely of materials relating to the
late President Kennedy, his career and family, from the
personal collection of Mr. A. J. Buttacavoli, a Liberal
Arts senior. Mr. Buttacavoli and a large number of interest-
ed Library staff members and student assistants put in many
hours of their own time in planning and mounting the materials.
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Generous financial assistance from the University administra-
tion enabled the Library to put on a first-class exhibit in
November which attracted thousands of viewers, townspeople
as well as students and faculty. The exhibit has been com-
memorated in a special brochure, the proceeds from the
sale of which will be used to purchase books for the Library
pertaining to President Kennedy.

Numerous Library staff members gave a large number of
tours to students, faculty, individual visitors and groups
during the year, and participated as occasional guest lecturers
in various University classes. In October, the Library
sponsored a well-attended lecture in the l'MN Auditorium
given by Mr. Jacob Zeitlin of Los Angeles on the biblio-
graphic "misadventures" of Galileo Galilei.

Mr. Powell and Mrs. Higley again gave their University
class, Library Techniques 289, in bibliographic techniques
for advanced and research students. They were assisted
with occasional guest lectures from Dr. Rudolph Gjelsness
and Mr. Robert Poland.

An entirely re-written edition of the Libraryt s hand-
book for students, Getting Around in Your University of
Arizona Library, was prepared, and with the cooperation of
the University's Mimeograph and Multilithing Bureau was
made ready for issue to all students in time for the fall
semester. It was placed in the registration packets of
all new students entering the University during the year.
Indications are that this has been a most helpful aid to
students. A similar publication for graduate students and
faculty is now being prepared.

The Librarian continued the practice, started in l96LJ,
of sending letters to all new faculty appointees welcoming
them to the University and expressing our desire to help
them become acquainted with the Library and to aid them in
making the best possible use of our resources and services.
Not all recipients have acknowledged or answered the letters,
but many have accepted our invitation to come for visits
or have made appointments for visits in their offices.

The Library has had many non-University visitors during
the year, some scheduled in advance and some not. Aside
from Dr. Joseph Wood Krutch who is rather regular in his
use of the Library, a quick scanning of our visitors' roster
for the year shows one or more visits from Archibald MacLeish,
poet and professor, and a former Librarian of Congress;
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace Bonk of the Department of Library
Science at the University of Michigan; Mrs. Grace Stevenson,
former Deputy Director of the American Library Association;
Miss Ruth Warncke, Deputy Director of the American Library
Association; Mr. Richard Quick, Director of Libraries,
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Northern Arizona University; Dr. and Mrs. M. E. K. Johnson,
Kalispell, Montana; Mr. Jacob Zeitlin, Los Angeles; Prof.
Jerome H. Buckley, Harvard University; Dr. Alan Covey,
University Librarian, Arizona State University; Mr. and
Mrs. Murray E. Taggart, Walla Walla, Washington; Mrs.
Louise L. Udall, Phoenix; Mr. Paul Bailey, Los Angeles;
Miss Frances Quebbeman, Tucson; Mr. Gene Gressley, Director,
Western History Research Center, University of Wyoming;
Mrs. Ruth Bradley, Berkeley, California; Mr. Robert Mullin,
South Laguna, California; Mr. and Mrs. John Lawler, Prescott;
Mr. Paul Galleher, Los Angeles; Mr. William H. Canson,
former University of Arizona Librarian and Director Emeritus
of Libraries of the Oregon State System of Higher Education,
and of the Oregon State University Library; Mr. Don Perceval,
Santa Barbara, California; and others.

SPACE PROBLEMS

One theme reappears in the departmental annual reports.--
space, or rather the lack of it--lack of space to shelve
books in the stacks of the Main and Science Libraries, lack
of space for expanding collections in the Humanities Depart-
ment, lack of space for readers. Transfer of some medical
materials to the College of Medicine from the Science Divi-
sion in 1967 will only enable us to put off one year an
inevitable major shift there with a consequent disarrange-
ment of the present simple and easily understood plan of
division of materials. Small shifts are constantly being
made in the stacks of the Main Library, and a major rear-
rangement of Dewey classes is inevitable within a year or
less. Shelves in both Humanities and Social Science Depart-
ments have reached the point--only three years after re-
modeling of the building--where an older volume must be
retired to the stack each time a new one is added. Although
a casual stroll through the Main Library stacks reveals
some empty spaces, that space is only sufficient for the
growth of the next two or three years, and it is apparent
that our predictions made in the five and ten year pro-
jection report of last fall is conservative rather than
liberal--we expect that we shall have to put books on the
floors by the year 1970.

Space for readers is no less at a premium. We have a
total of 1300 reader spaces to seat a student body of 20,000
in the two large library buildings, and each year we fall
farther behind in providing adequate space for students
and faculty. In the Main Library, the Reserve Book study
room and the Humanities reading room are crowded beyond
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their proper capacity: the tables are too close and there
is insufficient aisle space in the central reading room.

In the Main building there is almost no group study
space, and only the most limited space for the use of type-
writers; and there are only 25 locked study cubicles for
the hundreds of graduate students who are working on theses,
dissertations and other long term projects. There are no
really adequate faculty study spaces. The situation in
the Science Division building is scarcely better--it has
a few more conference study rooms but proportionally fewer
individual study cubicles. Just within the past month
we have been forced to relinquish a study room on the
third floor of the Main building in order to provide room
for another Xerox copying machine made necessary by the
heavy use of our photocopying service and the still in-
creasing demands for it. Very soon a basement storage
room will have to be cleared to provide room for our
urgently needed photographic laboratory, and this will
crowd the remaining storage space in the "back basement".
Information concerning needed construction for library
purposes is shown in Appendix E (which appears only in
your copy of this report).

CURRENT AND FUTURE BUDGET REQUIREMENTS

Information concerning our estimates for space re-
quirements is contained in the Library's report on Capital
Expenditures Needs for the University Library System for
Two Five-Year Periods, 1966/67 to 1970/71 and 1971/72
through 1975/76 which was prepared for Vice President
McMillan upon request last fall. This appears here as
Appendix E (which is only in your copy, as is true of
Appendix F noted below).

Present and future budget requirements for library
materials and services, both non-book and book, also are
presented in the five- and ten-year projection report
noted above (Appendix E); and a more detailed breakdown
showing what we believe to be a very conservative estimate
of the University's needs for the major types of library
resources and services, is given in the three pages of
Appendix F.

Our budget request for wages, operations, capital
investment, and staff, as presented earlier in our budget
request for 1966/67, need not be repeated here; but it
should be noted that the 1966/67 budget request is a
scheduled step in our ten-year projection. The 1966/67
budget request and the ten-year projection figures are
based on current and future needs as well as we can trans-
late them into budgetary terms. Various budget problems



require continuous attention, and one of these is the
purchasing power of our budget dollar. According to
recently published price index studies made of the
changes in cost of periodicals, serials, and books
during the past several years, periodical costs have
risen every year since 1959, and the increase in 1965/66
was seven percent; serial service charges rose even more
in the 1965/66 period, and the increase in book costs
fell about midway between periodical and serial increases
('TPrice Indexes for 1966...," by Helen M. Welch, and
Norman B. Brown and William H. Huff, Library Journal
(July 1966), pp. 3339-33'-12; and 'Tl96LI in Review: News
Trends and Statistics in the Mierican Book Industry,T'
Publishers Weekly (Jan. 15, 1965), pp. 79-8-).

GENERAL

A reading of the annual reports of the Library's
division and department heads reveals the vast amount
of work performed during the year throughout the system.
These reports enable us to obtain a view not only of the
smoothness and efficiency of our internal operations but
also of how we are meeting our service responsibilities
to the University. It will be noted that not all of the
department heads agree completely with all of our operating
policies, and that there is frank statement of problems
where these are felt to be major.

For example, the open stack policy initiated in 1963,
comes in for some criticism from one of the Technical
Service department heads. This policy was thoroughly
discussed at the time additions and changes were planned
for the Main building, and it was adopted only after a
complete study of both sides of the problem. It is true
that a discouraging amount of mutilation of materials
goes on; but this is hardly a local phenomenon, and
libraries with closed 'stacks have reported this problem
for years--and still do.

The Public Service departments, while regretting,
of course, any wanton destruction of library materials,
find that the open stack policy has made their work easier
and has enabled patrons to find desired items or related
items much more readily than before. A considerable share
of the recorded increase in the use of the Library and its
resources is attributed to our open stack policy. Obviously
mutilation is expensive, but so far there is little evidence
that the open stack policy has increased it, nor any evi-
dence that it has increased; all we know is that it exists
and has been with us for a lo'ng time.
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On the other hand, we feel that the easy availability
of photocopies on the one hand and the initiation of a
security checking system on the other, has at least kept
these problems from becoming significantly worse and may
even have decreased thievery considerably. There is no
denying that the open stack system has been a boon beyond
measure to the responsible, mature student. Many major
libraries across the country have adopted such a policy,
one of the most recent being the Stanford University
Library. I feel that the open stack policy is here to
stay, and that any argument about it at this point is
largely academic. Most of the other problems brought
out in the divisional and departmental reports are of a
more reasonable nature, and will be handled on a priority
basis after some study.

This has been an interesting, satisfying, and pro-
ductive year for us, but it would not have been so much so
had it not been for the loyalty, conscientiousness and
hard work of the Library staff members, individually and
collectively. In conclusion, I wish to express my appre-
ciation to you, to my colleagues throughout the University
and on the Library staff, to hundreds of faculty members
and to many other friends of the Library, all of whom
have contributed significantly to a year of progress for
the University Library.

Respectfully submitted,

ert
Universi

son
rarian
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PROFESSIONAL SThFF ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS

BABBI James:

Member, American Standards Association; American Society of
C inematographers

Attended Systems Engineering 211

BALL, Phyllis:

Member, Arizona State Library Association; Arizona Pioneers'
Historical Society; Southwestern Library Association

BEAN, Gladys H.:

Member, Arizona State Library Association; Sigma Tau Delta

BLAKELEY. Mary:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association; Southwestern Library Association; Special
Libraries Association.

Attended Special Libraries Division, ASIA, quarterly meeting

BRINER, Jeanne:

Member, Arizona State Library Association

COLBY, Clinton E., Jr.:

Compiled Checklist of Theses and Dissertations Accepted for Higher
Degrees at the Uníversity of Arizona Through 1946. Tucson:
The University of Arizona Library, 1965; 1965 Checklist

ESPENSHADE Ralph:

Member, American Association of University Professors; American
Institute of Biological Sciences; American Library Association;
Arizona State Library Association; Ecological Society of
America; Wilderness Society.

FRANKLIN, Elizabeth:

Member, American Library Association; Secretary-elect, College and
University Division, Arizona State Library Association;
University of Arizona Faculty Women's Club
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GILCHRIESE, John D.:

Member, Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society; Western History
Association; Historical Society of Pomona Valley, and
the Southern California, California, and Kansas State
Historical societies; Denver, Los Angeles, Tucson, and
English (London) Corrals of the Westerners; Steering
Committee, Arizona Historical Convention.

Publications: "Territorial Tales" (monthly column) Arizona
Currents, February 1966 to date; Clum, John P. It All
Happened in Tombstone. Edited and with foreword by
John D. Gilchriese, Flagstaff, Arizona, The Northland
Press, 1965; Review of Al Sieber, Chief of Scouts. By
Dan L. Thrapp, Arizona Quarterly, Vol. 21, No. 3 (Autumn
1965).

Attended Arizona Historical Convention, Tombstone, May 6-7, 1966;
Annual Meeting of the Arizona Pioneers' Historical
Society, November 1965.

GJELSNESS, Rudolph:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library Asso-
ciation (participant in Annual Convention); Association
of College and Research Libraries; Bibliographic Society
of America.

Author, "Med Boken Som Bakgrunn, Festskrift tu Harald Tveteras",
College and Research Libraries, Vol. 26, November 1965,
pp. 527-528; Co-author, "Library Education and the Talent
Shortage", Library Journal, April 1, 1966, pp. 769-770.

GLOYD, Kathryn J.:

Member, Arizona State Library Association; Beta Phi Mu; Special
Libraries Association

Attended Regional Workshop on Report Literature, Special Libraries
Association, Albuquerque, New Mexico

HIGLEY, Lutie L.:

Member, American Association of University Professors; American
Library Association; Nominating Committee, College and
University Division, Arizona State Library Association;
Nominating Committee, Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi;
University of Arizona Faculty Women's Club.

Attended Arizona Council for Education, Phoenix, Arizona; Confer-
ence on Library Applications of Data Processing, Urbana,
Illinois.
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JOHNSON, Robert K.:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library Association;
American Association of University Professors; Steering Commit-
tee, Arizona Historical Convention; Western History Association;
University Folklore Committee, Coordinating Committee, Publica-
tions Committee, President's Advisory Council; Arizona Library
Survey Advisory Committee.

Chairman, Committee on Comparative Library Organization, Library Or-
ganization and Management Section, Library Administration
Division, American Library Association; Faculty Library Com-
mittee; Conference Committee, Arizona State Library Associa-
tion, 1966; Exhibits Chairman, Arizona State Historical Con-
vention, Tombstone, May 6-7, 1966.

Attended Annual Conference, American Library Association, Detroit, July
1965; Midwinter Conference, Chicago, January 1966; Annual Con-
ference, Arizona State Library Association, Tucson, April 15-17,
1966; Arizona State Historical Convention, Tombstone, May 6-7,
1966.

Visited Arizona State University; Arizona State College at Flagstaff;
University of California (Berkeley) Library School; University
of California (Los Angeles) Library School; University of
Southern California Library School, May 1966; University of
California Library (Berkeley); Bancroft Library, Berkeley;
Stanford University Library, Stanford, California; Hoover
Institution Library, Stanford, California; University of
California Library (Los Angeles); University of Southern Cali-
fornia Library, (Los Angeles); California State College Library.
Long Beach, California, May 1966.

Publications: "Library Education and the Talent Shortage" (a symposium).
Library Journal, Vol. 91, No. 7 (April 1, 1966) pp. 1768-1769
(with Donald M. Powell, Rudolph Gjelsness, and others); "On
Playing Both Sides". American Library Association Newsletter on
Intellectual Freedom, Vol. XIV, No. 5 (September 1965) P. 58;
Review of Cow People. By J. Frank Dobie. Arizona and the West,
Vol. 8, No. 2 (Summer, 1966) p. 181; Review of Mustangs and
Cow Horses. Edïted by J. Frank Dobie, Mody C. Boatright, and
Harry H. Ransom. Arizona and the West, Vol. 8, No. 2 (Summer,
1966) pp. 81-182.

KRIZMAN, Geraine:

Member, Arizona State Library Association; Southwestern Library Asso-
ciation

McCONVILLE, Gilbert:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library Association

MKUCH, Andrew:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library Association
Attended Annual Convention, American Library Association, Detroit,

July 1965



I4UTNER, Robert:

Member, American Library Association; American Association of Uni-
versity Professors.

Chairman, Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, University of
Arizona Chapter, American Association of University Pro-
fessors.

President, College and University Section, Arizona State Library
Association

PARK, Joseph F.:

Member, Phi Alpha Theta

PATTERSON, Joan:

Member, American Library Association; Nominating Committee, Ari-
zona State Library Association; Program Committee, Arizona
State Library Association, Annual Convention; Arizona
Index Committee, Arizona State Library Association.

Recording Secretary, Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society
Co-chairman, Foreign Foods Interest Group, University of Arizona

Women's Club
Attended Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society Annual Meeting,

November, 1965.

PHILLIPS, Elsie:

Member, American Library Association; Music Library Association;
United Kingdom Branch, International Association of
Music Libraries; Southwestern Library Association.

Vice President, Arizona State Library Association
President, Special Libraries Division, Arizona State Library

Ass oc iat ion

Program Chairman, Special Libraries Division, Arizona State
Library Association, Annual Conference

POLAND, Robert:

Member, American Library Association
Chairman, Constitution and By-Laws Committee, Resources and Tech-

nical Services Division, Southwestern Library Association
Editor, Arizona Librarian, Arizona State Library Association

POWELL, Donald M.:

Member, American Library Association; Book Award Committee, South-
western Library Association; American Association of Uni-
versity Professors; Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society;
University Folklore Committee; Selection Committee, Essay

and General Literature Index; Steering Committee, Arizona
Historical Convention.
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President, College and University Division, Arizona State Library
Association; University of Arizona Chapter, Phi Kappa Phi.

Chairman, Local Arrangements, Conference Committee of the Arizona
State Library Association, 1966.

Publications: Marion, John H. Notes of Travel Through the Territory
of Arizona. Edited by Donald M. Powell, Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1965; "Current Arizona Bibliography."
Arizona Quarterly, Vol. 21, No. 3 (Autumn, 1965) pp. 274-278;
Vol. 22, No. 1 (Spring, 1966) pp. 78-81; Review of Down the
Colorado. By Robert Brewster Stanton. Arizona Quarterly,
Vol. 21, No. 3 (Autumn, 1965) pp. 281-282; Review of The
Little Package and Southwestern Book Trails. By Lawrence
Clark Powell. Arizona and the West, Vol. 7, No. 2 (Summer,
1965) pp. 177-178; "A 'Professional' Attitude is Not Neces-
sarily Acquired in the Library School." Library Journal,
Vol. 91, No. 7 (April 1, 1966) p. 1769.

Attended Annual Convention, Arizona Historical Convention, Tomb-
stone, May, 1966; Arizona State Library Association Con-
ference, Tucson, April 14-16, 1966.

PRICHARD, Louise:

Member, Arizona State Library Association; Pacific Northwest Library
Association; University of Arizona Faculty Women's Club.

Attended meeting of Special Libraries Division, Arizona State
Library Association.
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SACCONAGHI, Charles:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association; Western History Association; American
Association of University Professors.

Attended Annual meeting of Western History Association, Helena,
Montana, October, 1965; Seventh Annual Arizona Histori-
cal Convention.

Publications: 'tUncle Sam Explores the Southwest". Arizona
Librarian, Spring 1966.

SIEBECKER, Dorothy:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association.

Attended Annual Conference, Arizona State Library Association.

SMITH, Elinore:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association.

Attended Annual Conference, Arizona State Library Association.

STENGLE, William B.:

Member, Arizona State Library Association.

STROEHLEIN, lola:

Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library
Association; Special Libraries Association; International
Association of Agricultural Librarians and DocumentalistS;

Beta Phi Mu
Secretary-Treasurer, College and University Library Division,

Arizona State Library Association.
Attended Third World Congress of Agricultural Librarians and

Documentalists; Annual Conference, Arizona State Library

Association.

WELLBORN, Cecil:
Member, American Library Association; Arizona State Library

Association.
Attended Annual Conference, Arizona State Library Association.
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* Does not include 14,638 building use and 3,016 home use musical recordings.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LOANS 459,611 614,094

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF CATALOGING

Kinds of Items Processed 1964/65 1965/66

VOLUMES NEWLY CATALOGED:
General Library 29,795 26,144

Law Library 845 1,511

(Total volumes newly cataloged) 30,640 27,655

ADDITIONS TO ITEMS ALREADY CATALOGED:
Continuations, General Library 21,545 20,508

Continuations, Law Library 1,914 873

Second Copies 2,286 3,247

(Total Additions) 25,745 24,628

VOLUMES RE-CLASSIFIED AND/OR RE-CATALOGED 2,085 1,448

(Total Volumes Processed) 58,470 53,731

MICROFILM REELS CATALOGED 347 592

MICROCARDS AND MICROFICHES CATALOGED (no. of cards) 618 113

TEMPORARY CATALOGING 921 569

TOTAL ITEMS CATALOGED 116,741 107,288

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO CATALOG 180,558 171,353

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF LIBRARY USE

Type of Loan 1964/65 1965/66

HOME USE: Main Loan Desk 182,734 213,505

Science Loan Desk 63,567 65,533

Music Loan Desk 4,746* 7,083*

Home Use Total 251,047 286,121

BUILDING USE: Main Library Reserve 92,179 102,084

Science Reserve 17,117 19,514

Liberal Arts Reserve 38,516 39,939

Music Reserve 5,461* 6,516*

Instructional Materials 48,963 53,611

Special Collections 6,327 6,309

Building Use Total 208,563 227,973



STATISTICS OF BOOK RESOURCES

* Number of cards added
** Includes 22,870 vols, in oriental languages, reported for the first

time
*** Includes 454 atlases reported for the first time
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1964/65 1965/66

ÌUMBER OF ITEMS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR - 440,875 481,590

purchased Items:
General Library . 28,643 26,712
Law Library . 1,860 2,392
Microfilm reels 368 592
Microcard and Microfiche sets 555* 160*

Gifts and Exchanges . 4,859 5,457
Volumes Added by Binding . 5,912 5,273
withdrawn Volumes Reinstated 27 98

Oriental languagess 5,831

Total Items Added . 42,224 46,515

Volumes Withdrawn . 1,509 1,992

Net Total Items Added 40,715 44,523

NUMBER OF ITEMS AT END OF YEAR 481,590 548,983**

GROWTh OF OThER LIBRARY RESOURCES

Number of Items at Beginning of Year 415,044 456,008
Number of Items Withdrawn During Year 285 8

414,759 456,000

Additions: Government Documents (Regular Deposits) 13,249 15,220
(Non-Deposits) 4,197 2,881

A.E.C. Reports 14,062 17,040

N.A.S.A. Reports 4,238 1,060

J.P.R.S. Reports 3,419

Industrial Research Reports 800 184

Maps (cataloged) and atlases 4,703 4,457

O.A.S. Microcards 3,200

TOTAL AT END OF YEAR 456,008 503,9l5

GRAND TOTAL, ALL LIBRARY MATERIALS 937,598 1,052,898



INTERLIBRARY LOAN TRANSACTIONS

PHOTOCOPY

1964/65 1965/66

Total Photocopies Produced 399,234 511,931
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1964/65 1965/66

Items Sent to Other Libraries 2,260 2,149

Items Received from Other Libraries 1,784 1,274

TOTALS 4,044 3,423
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LIBRARY OFFICERS

University Librarian

Assistant University Librarian

Chief Public Services Librarian

Chief Science Librarian

Chief Special Collections Librarian

Head, Acquisitions Department

Head, Catalog Department

Head, Loan Department

Chief Humanities Librarian

Chief Social Science Librarian

Instructional Materials Librarian

Map Librarian

Music Librarian

Oriental Studies Librarian

University History, Manuscripts,
and Archives Librarian

Curator, Western Americana

ROBERT K. JOHNSON

DONALD M. POWELL

LIJTIE HIGLEY

ROBERT MAUTNER

RUDOLPH GJELSNESS

ROBERT POLAND

DOROThY SIEBECKER

CECIL WELLBORN

RONALD SPARKS

S. LOUISE STULL

EVELYN HARRIS

MARY BLAKELEY

ELSIE PHILLIPS

JOHN B. LIU

PHYLLIS BALL

JOSEPH F. PARK
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FACULTY LIBRARY COMMITTEE

DAVID BISHOP, Librarian, College of Medicine (ex officio)

O. M. HARTSELL, Professor of Music

ROBERT K. JOHNSON, University Librarian (Chairman)

H. A. MARCOUX, Professor of Aero Mechanical Engineering

OLIVER E. SIGWORTh, Professor of English

ThOMAS J. TORNEY, Law Librarian (ex officio)

HENRY TUCKER, Professor of Systems Engineering

ALBERT B. WEAVER, Professor of Physics, Head of the Department;
Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts

KENNETh F. WKRTNAN, Professor of Microbiology, Head of the Department
of Microbiology and Medical Technology

JOHN H. WIELAND, Professor of Marketing

EDWARD WISE, Professor of Chemistry
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Appendix E

Copy of Memorandum Covering Ten-Year Projection of
Library's Capital Expenditure Needs

(For PresidentT s copy only of Annual Report)



8 October 1965

cc: Dr. Delaplane
Mr. Marvin Johnson
Dr. Patrick
Dr. Rhodes
Dr. Roy

Appendix E

MEMORANDUM

To: Vice President Samuel McMillan

Subject: Capital expenditures needs for the University
tibrary system for two five-year periods, 1966/7
to 1970/71 and 1971/72 through 1975/76

The attached papers are forwarded to you at President ilarvill's
request in response to his earlier directive for a breakdown of
needed expenditures for the next decade. The projected expend-
itures beyond tIte main (first summary sheet, are broken into two
five-year periods and presented on separate summary sheets for
those years. The supporting statements and statistics, however,
are presented in one group of papers which follow the summary
sheets.

Robert R. Thnso
Universi y ibrarian
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First five-year Summary, Library Capital
Expenditures Projected from 1966/67 through
1970/71

Building Needs

Two story addition to Science Division Library
building needed by 1968/69. Estimated cost $826,000.00

Library Resources Requirements

Book and non-book items. Estimated cost $2,761,670.00

Total estimated five-year capital expenditures
projected from 1966/67 through 1970/71 $3,585,670.00
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Second five-year Summary, Library Capital
Expenditures Projected from 1971/72 through
1975/76

Building Needs

New Main Library building in central location.
Estimated cost $8,000,000.00

Library Resources Requirements

Book and non-book items. Estimated cost $LI,9LI9,lS0.O0

Total estimated five-year capital expenditures
projected from 1971/72 through 1975/76 $l2,9L,.9,150.00
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Building Needs

Addition ScL'ncE BivLsion bibrry building.
Estimated ost
New Main f1ibrany building in centa location.
Estimated cost

Tarai projected huidding reqn.
r ti1c cxt der

Ten year Summary, Library Capital
Expenditures Projected from 1966/67
through 1975/76

Librar nces Reliemen:s

Book :n,book itr:, :mate o5t $716,820.00

year estimated total reneíaent,
aital funds projected througc 1975/76. $16,536,820.00

$826,000.00

000.00

$8,:. :oo.00
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The University of Arizona Library now has somewhat under 500,000 volumes

jncluding bound journals, and approximately the same number of non-book items--

ps, microforms, government documents, technical reports, etc. This is an-

other way of saying that it only has roughly about 2 to 4 times the baèic book

collection which educational experts feel adequate for college libraries:

100,000 to 250,000 books*. In the years since World War II the student and

faculty population of the University has increased by geometric proportions,

but the increasing volume of library materials available nationally to this

growing body of patrons has not been made available to them locally: the

library services per student and faculty have actually decreased in spite of

significant increases in Library holdings.

It is obvious, that in comparison with other universities of similar size

and roughly similar programs, that the University of Arizona should currently

have a minimum of about 1,000,000 volumes (aside from non-book materials). The

figure of 481,000 book holdings points to inadequacies in past purchasing pro-

grams, at least since World War II, to support curricular developments which

are now with us, to say nothing of those which are actually underway, e.g.,

Ph.D. programs in English, History and other areas, and probable approval of

advanced work at various levels such as that in optical science and other fields

of study.

Allan Cartter, Vice President, American Council on Education, Letter,

September 30, 1965.
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In spite of the sincere desire of the present University Librarian to

ot "view with alarm" there is no point or good purpose to be served in not

8dmitting the inadequacies of the Library's holdings for the over-all Univer-

sity program in spite of the fact that the Library is now approaching respec-

tability in some areas. The Library's inability to provide necessary materials

is sufficient evidence of "academic anemia". This is no reflection on the Uni-

versity's other administrative officers: one of the duties of the University

Librarian as viewed by the present incumbent is to point out current, as well

as potential future, inadequacies in services and materials covered by the

term "materials of communications" and in physical facilities so that the in-

stitution not only as a whole but its various parts can "keep up" academically

with their peers- -the institutions with which others compare it or those with

which it would prefer to be compared. Regardless of what may be said against

it, the matter of "academic prestige" is important not only in keeping and at-

tracting good and outstanding faculty, but also, increasingly in recent years,

in drawing serious students at the undergraduate as well as the graduate levels.

The program outlined in the following pages covering projected Library

materials and building requirements for two five-year periods (roughly 1966/67-

.1967/71, and 1971/72 - 1975/76), assumes (a) that the University's administra-

tive officers agree that the institution's library resources are inadequate and

must be bolstered by a strong program gaining increasing momentum during the

next decade, (b) that the request in the Library budget for the fiscal year

1966/67 for a niicrophorography laboratory will be approved in the budget for

that year, (c) that the possible expense of conversion from the present Dewey

Decimal Classification to the Library of Congress system (in the event that this

is eventually recommended by the University Librarian and approved by the Uni-

versity Administration) will be funded outside the normal budget allocation for
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the Library, (d) any approved gradual conversion of specific library routines

from manual to data processing methods can be funded in a similar nature, and

(e) the next area where a major library service point may have to be established

ja likely to be in the Fine Arts-Architecture complex; it would service Fine

Arts, Architecture, Music, Drama, and Speech (the present and future need for

9uch a branch Library collection will be intensified if the University. provides

a new Main Library building in a centralized location, but it should not re-

quire a separate building, at least in the beginning).



GROWTh OF TRE COLLECTIONS

Growth of library collections is difficult to estimate and to project.

Fremoflt Rider in the Scholar and the Future of the Research Library noted that

the average university library tended to double its collections every 16 years.

Growth at the University of Arizona has been more rapid than average over the

past ten years: from approximately 461,000 items in 1954/55 to 937,598 items

in 1964/65.

Over the period 1960/61 to 1964/65 the annual acquisition of bound volumes

has increased from 24,556 to 40,715; or, from a total of 342,629 volumes to

481,590. The rate of growth for this period is slightly in excess of 3,000

annually over the number of voiumes acquired the year before.

Likewise, over the past five years, annual acquisition of other materials--

non-book items (maps microform, documents, technical reports, music scores,

recordings, etc) has increased from 18,636 (1960/61) to 41,249 (1964/65), or

from a total of 241,414 items to 456,008 items. The rate of growth has not been

consistent but it has risen each year.

Total holdings of both bound volumes and non-book items over the past five

years have increased from 648,043 (1960/61) to 937,598 (1964/65).
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*

pgOJECTI0N OF GROWTH

If we project growth at the accelerated pace which will be required to

put the book collections at approximately 1,500,000 volumes* by the end of

1915/76, we will have a book stock of roughly 791,000 in 1969/70. This will

Mr. Allan Cartter, Vice-President, American Council on Education, was mis-
quoted in Time magazine; what he said to the reporter was that in his
forthcoming study of graduate education he found a strong correlation
between prestige of a university and the size of its library. Except
for technical institutions such as M.I.T., Cal Tech, and Rockefeller
Institute, all of the universities which rated "Distinguished" or
"Strong" had libraries of a million and a half volumes or more. (Letter,
Allan Cartter, September 30, 1965),
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at the lower pace that we expect will characterize their acquisition here, we

can figure on a stock of 676,000 items by the end of 1969/70.

Combining these projections of bound volumes, based on a rate of purchase

of books which will give the Library volume count of nearly 800,000 bound

volumes by 1969/70, with the more normal acquisition figures for non-book

items, which would increase these holdings to 676,000 items in five years, we

can estimate that the university library units will have approximately 1,500,000

items of all kinds by the end of 1969/70. II, as Keyes Metcalf, former Director

of the Libraries of Harvard University and Harvard College, notes from his ex-

perience at Harvard, that when a library reaches "maturity" (strong background

materials in depth) its growth rate decreases, we can estimate that we will

reach such maturity at Arizona around 1975/76, and can further estimate that

require an increase of from just over 3,000 volumes each year over the number

of volumes obtained in each previous year beginning 1965/66, to an increment

of 13,000 volumes each year over the previous year's additions by 1969/70;

or, acquisitions of 85,500 volumes in 1969/70 as compared with approximately

42,000 volumes in 1965/66. If we project the growth of the non-book resources



0ur annual projected growth rate of 140,000 bound volunies in 1976/77 will

9tart to go down slowly over the next several years until it reaches around

100,000 bound volumes or less by 1980/81. By the end of 1975/76 at the pro-

jected growth rate the Library would have approximately 1,500,000 books and

973,000 other items for an over-all total of almost 2,500,000 items of all

kinds.
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Present Holdings and Projected Growth of
University Library Units

Bound Volumes 481,590

Non-Book Items 456,008

937,598

Present Library materials occupy all but 50

double-faced stack sections in the Science Division,

and all but 90 in the Main Library. Two or three

years of normal acquisition of Library materials will

use most of the present space available for shelving

books so that shelving areas will begin to be crowded

at that time, and will become jammed to overflowing

soon thereafter.
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1966/67 - 1970/71

The projected growth of the Science Division

holdings and the expected increases in the part of

the student body needing to use the Science Division

will require the addition of two floors to the Science

Division building by 1968/69.

Estimates on Required Addition to the
Science Division Building by 1968/69

Construction Furniture and Equipment Totals

$620,000.00 $206,000.00 $826,000.00
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1971/72 - 1975/76

Projected growth of materials in the Main Library and

present inadequate space for patrons in addition to the pe-

ripheral location of the present building make a new central

Library structure ready for use by 1971/12 mandatory if the

present building is not to be greatly expanded at what we

feel would be a greatly disproportionate expense.

We are advised by Mr. Robert Houston, Director of the

Physical 'lant, that not only are future extensive additions

to the present Main Library building not contemplated but

are, for various landscaping, architectural, and structural

reasons either .nadvisable or impossible.

Estimate on Recommended New Centralized
Main Library Needed by 1971/72

(Present site of Beardown Gymnasium is suggested as the loca-
tion for this proposed construction; the Science Division Li-
brary would be a wing to such a new central Library facility)

Construction Furniture and Equipment Total

$6,000,000.00 $2,000,000.00 $8,000,000.00
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ESTIMATES OF PROJECTED GROWTH, UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA LIBRARY 1966/67 - 1975/76*

Based on assumption of an increased program of purchase of library materials
at a rate which will provide approximately 1,500,000 bound volumes within a
ten year period (non-book materials are projected at a slower growth curve
Whjh we feel will be normal for this type of materials).
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- 1966 - 1970/71

Bound Volumes Other Items Total All
Holdings

Total Cost,
All Items

No. Cost k2 Cost

1966/67
523,590 1498,008 1,021,598
50. 000 143,000

$209, 150 $177,200 $386,350

1967/58 573,590 5141,008 1, 1114,598
60. 000 l4, 000

$265,620 $195,000 $1-I-60,620

1968/69 633,590 585,008 1,218,598
72.500 '-i-5, 000

$31-i-3,000 $212, 1400 $555,1-i-00

1969/70 706,090 630, 008 1,336,098
855 00 '-I-6,000

$1-I-18, 200 $230, 000 $6f-i-8,200

1970/71 791,590 676,008 1,1-I-67,598

90. 000 147000
$1465,000 $2146,100 $711, 100

Total costs, first
five years, 1966/67-
1970/71

Books Non-book items

$1,700, 970 $1, 060,700

Grand total, first five years, all items $2,761,670



- 1971/72 - 1975/76

No.

igll/72
881,590
100. 000

i972/73
981,590
110. 000

i97/ 1,091,590
120, 000

i974/7 1,211,590
130. 000

1975/76 1,3141,590
1140.000

Total costs, sec-
ond five years,
1971/72-1975/76

Books

Total for first
five years,1966/
67-1970/fl

Totals

ESTIMATES OF PROJECTED GROWTH, UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA LIBRARY 1965/66 - 1975/76

Bound Volumes

Cost

$538,350

$615,250

$702,000

$768,350

$835,700

$3, 1459,650

$1.700.970

$5,160,620
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Grand otal 1966/7 -

Other Items

Cost

Total All
Holdings

Total Cost,
All Items

No.

1,6014,598723,008
148.000

$263,1400 $801,750

771,008 1,752,598
149.000

$280,600 $895,850

820, 008 1,911,598
50. 000

$297, 900 $999,900

870, 008 2,081,598
51. 000

$315,100 $1, 083,1450

921, 008 2,262,598
52. 000

$332,1400 $1, 168,100

$1, 1489,1400 $1-i-, 9149,150

$1.060,700 $2,761,670

$2,550,200

1975/6, All Items $7,710,820

976/77 1,1481,590 973,008 2, tl5 14, 5 98

Non-book items All Items



SEATING AND STUDY FACILITIES

There is no known formula for estimating required seating capacity for

academic libraries although numerous persons have had a try at figuring out

a suitable formula. Nevertheless, experts agree in general, and the various

recommendations which have been made vary from provision of seats for some

107. to 307. of the student body, (some recommendations have been as high as

50%); however, 107. is regarded as an absolute minimum. Many academic li-

braries built in recent years have attempted to provide around 307. of their

patrons with seats.

The University of Arizona Library presently provides a total of about

1300 study spaces in the Main Library an1 in the Science Division. With the

Fall 1965/66 enrollment of more than 20,000 students it can be seen that the

University Libraries are already well below the figure generally accepted as

an absolute minimum.

If, as projected, the University's enrollment by 1970 should reach a

figure between 28,000 and 30,000 students' and 33,000 by l972 the Library

should provide an absolute minimum of seating for between 2800 and 3300 stu-

dents. In other words, the present seating capacity of the main library units

will need to be more than doubled. If enrollments increase after 1970 and on

to 1975, the present ability of the libraries to provide adequate seating will

fall even more sharply behind.

Almost completely lacking in the present Library are facilities for graduate

students engaged in writing dissertations. There are 35 enclosed cubicles for

** Dr. C. B. Merritt late in 1964; Mr. A. P. Grant in 1962.
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øulty and graduate students combined in the two buildings. To assign these

an equitable basis is impossible.

The Graduate College estimates conservatively that at present approxi-

mately 150 candidates are actively engaged in preparation of doctoral disser-

tations. This means that we can acconnuodate only about one in five candidates

o need study cubicles, leaving no space for faculty engaged in research re-

qúiring heavy use of Library material. We probably should have 100 such study

cubicles for faculty alone, and several hundred for students. In addition, the

present provision of typing rooms does not meet the need, and there is a con-

siderable need for seminar rooms which are almost non-existent.
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Appendix F

Detailed Breakdowns of Estimated Budget Needs for Non-
book Library Materials and for Nunthers of Book and
Non-book Items to be Acquired in the Next Decade

(For President's copy only of Annual Report)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

July 7, 1966

Dr. Robert K. Johnson, Librarian
University of Arizona

Dear Dr. Johnson:

I have the pleasure of submitting the Annual Report of the
Public Services Division for l96/66. May I take this
opportunity to thank you and Mr. Powell for all the help
you have given me during the year.

I am deeply grateful to Mrs. Polek for her kindness and
consideration on all occasions.

Respectfully submitted,

I
Lutie Hjgley
Chief Public Services
Librarian



PUBLIC SERVICES

It seems appropriate this year for the first time to report
on public services in general, since so many activities apply to
several departments.

Automat ion

A concentrated effort was made this year by the Public Ser-
vices staff to learn as much as possible about libraries and
automation. Dr. James Perry was kind enough to offer a weekly
course on this topic during the second semester. It was attended
by the following staff members:

Miss Stull Mr. Weilborn
Miss Franklin Mrs. Frazier
Mr. Babb Mr. Braun
Miss Hall Miss Corona
Mr. Colby Mrs. Bagley
Mrs. Bahm Mrs. Tucker
Mrs. Higley

An afternoon seminar was offered this spring by Mr. Sweet,
an information scientist, who spoke on the Science Citation Index
and ASCA (Automatic Subject Citation Alert). Miss Stull, Mr.
Babb, Miss Franklin and I attended.

Miss Stull and I attended two programs on programmed instruc-
tion presented by representatives of publishing firms.

The Conference on Library Applications of Data Processing
which I attended at the University of Illinois was most profitable,
and I learned a great deal about practical aspects during my visit
to the Chicago Circle Library. The Director of Technical Processes,
Mr. Schultheiss, spent an entire morning showing us his pioneer
work in this field.

Our staff is looking forward to the implementation of auto-
mated procedures in the Library.

Foreign Student Program

A most rewarding accomplishment this year has been an accel-
erated program of assistance to the Foreign Student Advisor.
Realizing that there are many unusual problems facing the foreign
student, the Library staff is constantly on the alert for new
ways of serving the program. It was my pleasure in February to
present a slide lecture to the incoming students as a part of the
formal orientation series. I hope that we can extend this type
of cooperation.



Visitors

The Library was honored to have a number of distinguished
visitors during the year. Mr. Archibald MacLeish was extremely
pleased to see an exhibit of his books in Special Collections,
arranged beautifully by Dr. Gjelsness. Miss Ruth Warncke,
Deputy Executive Director of the American Library Association,
was in Tucson briefly, and it was a privilege to meet her.
Ruth Stone, Visiting Poet for the Poetry Center, was honored at
a luncheon and I was happy to be a guest.

Gifts

Slightly over a year ago, the Salonic family was most gen-

erous in a gift of $1,000 for the purchase of rare books in the
field of American History, exclusive of the Southwest. Notable
acquisitions from this fund were Nathaniel Parker Willis' Ameri-
can Scenery, the Journals of Robert Rogers, and the Journal of
Charles Beatty.

Dean Roy and Mrs. Williams of the English Department presented
to the Library a substantial collection of books on the Teaching
of English as a Second Language. This is a very important topic
for the Southwest, and we are deeply grateful for the gift.

Teaching

It was a rare privilege to be asked to offer Mrs. Elinor
Saltus' course, Library Science 282, summer 1966, since the
approval of the NDEA Institute for Advanced School Librarians
meant that she would be unavailable. I am most grateful to Mr.
Powell and Dr. Johnson for allowing me time to conduct the
course.

We offered for the ninth consecutive year Library Tech-
niques for Research 289. This year we were pleased to have as
guest speakers Dr. Gjelsness and Mr. Poland, who discussed bib-
liography and acquisitions.

University Affairs

During the year the staff took part in many functions.
Miss Franklin, Miss Prichard, Miss Stull and I marched in the
academic procession at Commencement. We voted in the faculty
elections and attended as many meetings as possible. Most of
us heard Mr. Jacob Zeitlin deliver the first Library Lecture,
and the reception for the winners of the Personal Library Award
was impressive. I was invited by the Poetry Center to hear
lectures by Mr. Archibald MacLeish and Mr. Reed Whittemore. At
least two staff members attended each tea sponsored by the
Faculty Women's Club.



Winter School

I accepted by third invitation to speak on the Library to
the Winter School. The Winter School course is attracting much
acclaim with its international flavor, and the Library is grate-
gui for its inclusion in their program.

Choice

Librarians throughout the country are grateful for the con-
tribution of Choice as a book selection guide. Choice began to
appear in 196)4 and contains critical reviews by professors and
librarians. This year several librarians on our staff were in-
vited to submit reviews, and several faculty members from the
Department of Government and Sociology will also participate. I

look forward to doing occasional reviews in the field of general
business and economics.

Recommendations

I strongly recommend that the University Library convert to
the Library of Congress classification as soon as possible.
Having worked with the new edition of Dewey this summer in my
teaching of Library Science 282, I am convinced that the changes
place an almost impossible burden on the catalogers. The pur-
pose of classification will be defeated if both the old and new
editions are used, but at the same time, it is impossible to
change thousands of books which are already cataloged. Even
more importantly, there is no question but that the Library of
Congress will ultimately lead the way in automation, and that
it will use its own classification system as the base.

Orientation

We need many more programs of formal orientation. As each
year passes, the need is more apparent, and the only answer is
through audio-visual techniques: film, tapes, slides. I sincerely
hope that during the coming year we can produce some effective
media for this purpose.

Space

Each year the shortage of seating space becomes more acute.
The extended hours of opening have been greatly appreciated, but
they do not solve the problem of space at critical hours. This
winter, almost every evening, every space was occupied by 7:30.

A lecture room for orientation purposes is still needed.
Locked cubicles should be available for all doctoral candidates.

There are 25 in the Main Library.



The Collection

Multiple copies should be purchased to support the teaching
of basic courses whose enrollment numbers several hundred stu-
dents. Because we have not kept up with this demand, professors
are bypassing the Library. It seems unfortunate, since wide
reading versus the single textbook is considered by many to be
a criterion of effective teaching.

We should, moreover, buy five or even ten copies of im-
portant new titles, books by Gaibraith, Schlesinger, and Oscar
Lewis.

Even more acute than the above two categories of material
is the need for more copies of scholarly and professional jour-
nals. The pressures on this form of publication are incredibly
great. Photocopy has been a boon here, but it does not solve
the problem of lengthly articles, illustrations, and single issues
devoted to one topic.

In-Service Training

Intensive training sessions are urgently needed for new
staff members on all levels of public service, from the pro-
fessional to the student assistant.

Staff manuals are recommended for the sections, departments
and the divisions. It is my hope that we can make concrete pro-
gress during the coming year, although this type of activity must
of necessity be secondary to our foremost objective of service to
the public.

Respectfully submitted,

(Mrs.) Lutie L. uigley
Chief Public Services Librarian



Professional Activities

Lutie Higley

C onferences At tended
Library Applications of Data Processing,

University of Illinois, April 24-27,
Urbana, Illinois

Arizona Council for Education, November 20,
West Terminal, Phoenix, Arizona

Membership in Professional Associations
American Library Association
Arizona State Library Association
University of Arizona Library Staff
Association

Committee Assignments
Nominating Committee, College and University

Division, Arizona State Library Association
Book Award Committee, University of Arizona
Library Staff Association

Membership in University Organizations
Phi Beta Kappa, and Nominating Committee

assignment
Phi Kappa Phi, attending tea and banquet
University Faculty Women's Club



GENERAL REFERENCE

ANNUAL REPORT

1965/66

When the Library adopted the divisional plan three years ago, it
was anticipated that General Reference would serve as a clearing house
for the system. This has proved to be the case, except that we could
not foresee the volume of requests that would come to this desk. The
General Reference staff handled 20,609 inquiries, as compared with
14,256 for the previous year. This figure does not include referrals
to the Social Sciences and Humanities Departments whose staffs are
equipped to serve patrons, in depth, according to their specific sub-
ject needs. This figure does include the many questions concerning
the card catalog, which becomes a more complicated tool as the collec-
tion grows.

Mr. Colby completed an outstanding project in his compilation of
a checklist of theses and dissertations prior to 1966. This accom-
plishment fills a need which has been evident for some time. He also
compiled the annual checklist of theses for 1965. During the year Mr.
Colby participated in the selection of reference tools for the De-
partment, and assisted Mr. Poweli. in the indexing of the Arizona news
in the Star.

Mrs. Bahm joined the staff last fall and served in the Social
Sciences Department until March when she transferred to General Ref-
erence. She is interested in indexing, and plans are in progress for
some work in this area. Her Master's degree in History equips her
well for reference and bibliographic service.

The General Reference staff serves the administrative officers
of the University frequently. Particular departments have special
need for our services, and it is always a pleasure to hear from our
friends in the News Bureau, the University Press, and the Bookstore.

The staff continued its practice of long standing in assisting
the Catalog Department in the pre-filing each week of cards for the
public catalog.

With the addition of Miss Franklin to our staff, General Refer-
ence will be able to concentrate on an accelerated acquisitions
program. Notable acquisitions of the year include two major ency-
clopedias: Grande enciclopedia portuguesa e brasileira, and a Polish
encyclopedia. This brings our collection of foreign-language ency-
clopedias to one of great strength.

We cannot conclude our report of the Department without express-
ing appreciation to two young ladies who worked with us on a temporary
basis during the academic year, Mrs. Janet Feldmann and Mrs. Linda
Ramaley. Their professional competence and cheerful manner will
always be remembered.

Respectfully submitted,

(Mrs.) Lutie L. Higle
Chief Public Services Librarian



Professional Activities

Louise Prichard

Conferences Attended
Arizona State Library Association,

Pioneer Hotel, April 15-16, Tucson

Membership in Professional Associations
Arizona State Library Association
Pacific Northwest Library Association

Membership in University Organizations
University Faculty Women's Club

Professional Meeting Attended
Special Libraries Meeting, Amerind
Foundation

Clint Colby

Membership in Professional Associations
Arizona State Library Association

Linda Bahm

Membership in Professional Associations
University of Arizona Library Staff
Association

Sandra Emerson

Membership in Professional Associations
Arizona State Library Association
University of Arizona Library Staff
Association



INTERLIBRARY LOAN

ANNUAL REPORT

1965 / 66

For the first time interlibrary loan statistics show a
decline, from 4,044 in 1964/65 to 3,423 for the past fiscal
year. I hasten to add that this work is changing drastically,
especially in the type of requests we are now receiving from our
faculty members and graduate students. Our own collection has
improved greatly, and the research programs of the campus have
grown spectacularly. It is not uncommon to apply to three li-
braries for loan of an unusual item. Many requests we are unable
to fill at all because libraries are unwilling to release heavily-
used materials even for short periods, or because of rarity.
This time-consuming work is not reflected in the statistics. The
figures show that we lent almost as many volumes as during the
previous year, again pointing up the increase in our holdings.

Photocopy represents a large proportion of interlibrary loan
activity because of the heavy demand for journal articles. A
great stride forward was made this year in the execution of a
routine whereby grant holders can purchase photocopy through
Interlibrary Loan. We are grateful to the Office of the Comp-
troller for its patience in working out the details.

Miss Prichard brings to this position fine professional
experience. She participates in the regular schedule of the
reference desk, and this summer her able assistant, Mrs. Emerson,
joins us in this team effort.

While the library staff has always been aware of the need
for interlibrary cooperation, current and future demands bring
this awareness into sharper focus. It begins with our need to
borrow unusual items from the largest libraries to aid our doc-
toral and research programs, and to assist smaller libraries in
the state when the Extension Service is unable to do so. A sur-
vey of state library resources is under way, and I enjoyed ¡ny
participation in an all-day conference at ASU.

A new era of cooperation with the Tucson Public Library is
in sight, with the single objective of serving better both the
University and the community. Miss Prichard, Miss Franklin,
and I, with other staff members attended a meeting with the
public librarians.

Respectfully submitted,

(Mrs.) Lutie L. Higley
Chief Public Services Librarian
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To: Lutie Higley
From: Cecil W. Weliborn
Re: Annual report, Loan Department, 1965/1966

Since the opening of the stack to the general public in the fall of 1963,
providing easier access to library materials and better study conditions,
the use of the Library's collection has shown a remarkable growth. The

statistics for the past five years reflect an increase of 102% in the
number of books borrowed for home use from 133,214 in 1960/61 to 269,133
in 1965/66. This is a greater per centage increase than that of either
the Library collection or the student enrollment.

A comparison of the data showing the growth in the use of the Library
collection from the year 1960/61 to the year 1965/66 follows:

Reserve book loan over the sanie period shows an increase as the f ollow-

The over-all increase in the use of Reserve library materials for the

five years was 66%.

* Statistics from 1963/64 include data from the Science Division.

Year Home Use Per Cent Increase

1960/61 133,214

1961/62 151,252 13%

1962/63 180,968 19%

1963/64* 210,716 16%

1964/65 246,301 17%

1965/66 269,133 9%

ing data indicates:

Year Reserve Per Cent Increase

1960/61 97,237

1961/62 102,515 5%

1962/63 139,188 36%

1963/64 133,421 -4%

1964/65 141,815 6%

1965/66 161,597 14%



Perhaps the most significant change in the Loan Department operation
is the result of the open stack policy. During the era when the Library
followed the closed stack policy, the Loan Department personnel paged
Building Use materials for those patrons who did not have access to the
stack. In 1960/61 this was 62,167 items and in 1962/63, the last year
of closed stack operation it was 80,805. Although there has been an
impressive increase in the use of library materials in the building,
as evidenced by the extraordinary demand on the student staff that
shelves and does the stack housekeeping, the absence of frustration
that accompanied the seemingly interminable wait for needed magazines
and other restricted materials creates an atmosphere of great calm.

Because we were able to use students who qualify for the Economic
Opportunity Act program, the inventory project that was begun last
summer and which produced such excellent results has been continued
this summer and will be completed by the beginning of the fall semester.
This is the first time in ten years that an estimate of the loss suffer-
ed by the Library has been made and the results indicate that our loss
is well below the national average. Perhaps the security guard system
is, in a large measure, responsible for the lack of loss.

difficulty that faces the Loan Department and will become more acute
in the future is the rapidly filling shelves in the stack. As the book
collection expands, it almost necessitates daily adjustment and rearrang-
ing within the stack to accommodate the additions. The general collection
will soon be in need of the area presently occupied by the Oriental Studies
Collect i on.

During the past year Mrs. Frances T. Smyth, who spent fifteen years in
the Circulation Department of Texas A & M, joined our staff as Library
Assistant responsible for faculty loans and the annual faculty inventory.
This is the first year in many that there has been no resignation of
appointive staff from the department and the continuity is meaningful
in better service.

The large turn-over among the part-time personnel seems to indicate a
need for a more stable group. One possible solution would be to employ
one and if possible two full-time wages staff to assist in the stack
work and another person is needed to assist with the filing and dis-
charging at the Main Loan Desk.
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"Library peopleare of two sorts --- operators and users,"

Howard Mumford Jones has written in his introduction to former Har-

vard University librarian Paul Buck's book Libraries & Universities.

The operators, or the librarians, are available to satisfy the demands

of the users, or the general public, for services. In a broad sense

'the entire University of Arizona Library staff is concerned with pub-

lic services, since any library's ultimate program is one of services

to its public.

The Humanities/Fine Arts Department, however, is one of the agen-

cies devoted to public services in the stricter sense: to referenceand

readers advisory services of a varied nature on the library premises,

as well as maintaining liaison with the faculty and the building and

care of the book and other collections with which the department gives

its services.

During the fiscal year 1965-1966 the Humanities Department operated

in much the sanie pattern as in the previous two years of its existence,

offering service from a single information point in the southwest corner

of the main library's second floor. iith an additional reference librar-

ian added to the staff for the coming year, reference service will be



available during the busier daytime hours also from an information desk

in the Fine Arts room, where the traffic has gradually increased during

the past three years.

The subject coverage of the department remains the same: literature

and languages; philosophy, folklore and religion, psychology; art, music,

and theater; sports and recreation.

COLLECTIONS AND RESOURCES

IN THE HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS

Approximately 5,500 new volumes were added to the Humanities Depart-

ment in 1965-1966, and in the same period about 1,100 were withdrawn to

the stacks. The number of volumes in the department totals now about

35,000. The added volumes include again several hundred new editions

of standard works, many of which were not previously representedin

department. Also tallied here are several hundred additional duplicate

copies of heavily used works of such writers as Hemingway, Faulkner, Or-

well, Steinbeck, etc., the English poets,and a significant number of

psychological titles much in demand by students in both the Department

of Psychology and the College of Education. The continuation of such

duplication is imperative, but at the same time the already acute problem

with shelf space is further complicated by duplicate copies.

Among the more outstanding reference works acquired in 1965-1966

were the following:

Art Collectors' Almanac, No. 1 (1965).



Bibliografia dei Libra d'Arte Italiano. 3 vols. rof projected
set to cover current publications)

Colas, René. Bibliographie Général du Costume et de la
Node. 1963. 2 vois.

Cumulative Subject Index to Psychol cal Abstracts, 1927-1960.
1965. 2 vols.

Delarue, Paul. Le Conte Populaire Français. Catalogue
Raisonné des Versions de France. 2 vols.

Elsevier's Dictionary of Photography in 3 Languages, English,
French, and German. 1965.

Farmer, John Stephen. Slang and Its Analo2ues Past and
Present. 1965. 7 vols, in 3.

Ferrater Mora, Jose. diccionario de Filosofia. 1965. 2 vols.
International Cojjjittee of Historical Sciences. Bibliographie

de la Réforme, 1450-1648. 1958- 5 vols. of projected set)
Korzeniewskiej, Ewy. Slownik Wspolczesnych Pisarzy Fols-

kich. 1963. 4 vols.
Mental Retardation Abstracts.
Michel, Franois. Stendhal Fichier. 1964. 3 vols.
Morante, Joachim Gomez de la Cortina. Catalogis Liborum.

1854-62. 8 vols.
Morgan, Bayard Q. A Critical Bibliography of German Literature

in English Translation. Su-.plement Embracing the Years
1928-1955. 1965.

New Yçrk. J?ub]ic Library. Musj iyisioi. Dictionar Ctalogue
ot the Music Coilection. ZU Vois. ot pr. ] ).4.

0ko, Adolph S. The §j?inoza 3ibliography. 1964.
Rigdon, Walter. The Biographical Encyclopedia and Who's Who

of the American Theatre. 1966.
Shumami, Shiomo. Bibliograp1y of Jewish Bibliographies. 1965.
Temple, Ruth Z. A Library of Literary Criticism: Modern British

Literature. 1966. 3 vols.
Wichmann, Hans. 3ibliogra. der Kunst in Bayern. 1961-

2 vols. cfirst of projected Set)
Wilkins, Ernest H. A Concordance to Divine Comedy. 1965.

Young, lone D. A Concordance to the Poetry of Byron. 1965. 4 vols.

Near the beginning of the spring semester the entire collection in

the 400 Dewey Decimal Classification was shifted from the small west

room to the large reading room on the south at the time additional shelf

space was made available. This brought the literature and language collec-

tions together for ttFefirst time since the department was opened.

Despite the added staff and hours of service gained by the Architec-

tural Reference Collection at the time it was moved into the new building
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of the College of Architecture, the collection of architecture books in

the Humanities Department, particularly the indexes, were heavily used.

This group of books received a great deal of physical wear and tear.

The Humanities book collection in general suffered extensive physical

abuse and has required a thorough inventory for the purposes of repair

and rebinding. t'he constant turnover in use of the book collection in

most subject fields underlines the need for much more duplication.

The vertical file of art catalogues continues to be of consider-

able general reference value. From the several thousand items a few

have been weeded, but it is felt that the currency of the bulk of the

collection will be valid for some time yet. Nearly one thousand pieces

were added during the year, all from galleries and museums on a gratis

basis. Miss Patricia Turner very aptly directed the processing and in-

dexing of this material. There is hope that a separate index on cards

may not be necessary in the future, since this year we received the

first volun of a new reference work, Art Collectors' Almanac, which

provides an índex of artists who were exhibited during the current year

(1965). If this work continues to be issued annually, it should serve

as an excellent index to the art vertical file, reducing the clerical

detail now required in maintaining it.

A proposal for developing a collection of spoken word recordings

for the university library has been evolving in the thinking of the

Humanities staff, but a concrete plan is still in the making and will

be presented to the library administration later. From the inception of

the Humanities/Fine Arts Department the need for such a collection has

been evident.
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SERVICES TO THE UNIVERSITY COUNITY

From a purely statistical viewpoint it can be seen that in the

Humanities Department there was an increase in service. 8,200 ques-

tions were recorded during 1965-1966, as compared to 6,527 for the

preceding year. This is a net increase of 1,673. Of the total about

10 per cent were fine arts questions answered from the information

desk. It is felt that the latter figure would be much greater had

reference service been available from a desk also in the Fine Arts

room.

There is considerable disagreement about the validity of and

interpretation of such figures. According to Samuel L. Rothstein,

the noted specialist in library reference services, "the evaluation

of reference service thus far can best be depicted as a closed circle

of futility." (In "The Measurement and Evaluation of Reference Service,"

Library Trends, XII, January, 1964, p. 461). Quantitative measure is

at best an inadequate reflection of quality of the service offered. Two

departments in the same system may give vastly different quality of

service, even though the figures for both may be nearly the same. Cri-

teria for high quality service should depend as much on the academic

qualifications, library techniques, personalities, and interests of the

professional librarians as on the excellence and depth of the library's

book collections.

The merits vs. the weaknesses of the University of Arizona's book

resources need not be argued at length at this time, but admittedly there

is much building of the library collection to be done yet. The reference



collection in the Humanities/Fine Arts Department are probably adequate

to the basic needs of the university community, but at this time cannot

really bear comparison in depth to the resources of the major American

university libraries. Yet the energy, knowiadga'ility, perspective, and

perspicacity of the library staff, and a continued increase In funds for

the library, should bring an early realization of a research collection

f considerable depth.

It is possible, however, and appropriate, to attest to the superior

qualities of the personnel in the Humanities Department. I am convinced

that good services are dependant largely on outstanding personnel. The

present professional staff in Humanities each hold the master's degree in

librarianship, and all have done graduate work in subject fields beyond that.

One of them, Mrs. Gladys Bean, has earned three master's degrees, including

one in a subject field. It is thought likely that subject specialization

will be an increased emphasis in the field of librarianship in the future.

The thorny controversy about faculty status for librarians in academic

institutions can best be settled through the initiative of librarians them-

selves. This writer would like to see the day when advanced degrees in

both librarianship and a subject field will be considered suitable qualifi-

cations for an academic librarian.

Training beyond the baccalaureate degree in librarianship alone does

not seem comparable to the advanced scholarshíp of the teaching faculty in

most institutions of higher learning. Recognition of librarians as equals

by the teaching faculties may not come until librarians prove themselves

to be worthy scholars also. Robert B. Downs has written that it is desir-

able to have "more graduate degrees', both at the doctoral and master's



level, represented on our 1ibrary3 staffs, in subject fields as well

as in library science. Like the teaching profession, librarianship is

becoming increasingly a career for specialists. In the future, college

and university librarians will undoubtedly be called upon to have academic

preparation as thorough and as advanced astheír colleagues in other fields."1

In his introduction to Guy R. Lyle's The President, the Professor and the

College Library (1963), Kevin Guinagh comments that the librariants know-

ledge "may often be more broad than deep in many areas, but he, too,

should have some special area of concentration in which hehas consider-

able competence." Professional librarians are hereby warned of the in-

evitability of more intensive subject and professional training in order

to keep pace with colleagues in the teaching profession with whom they are

in frequent contact.

Library service to faculty and graduate students seems to me still

to be more effective at the University of Arizona than that offered to the

undergraduate students. Both of the former groups through years of experi-

ence have developed library research techniques which enable them to util-

ize the library's resources to a high degree without more than occasional

assistance from the library staff. In addition, faculty members are aware

of the special attention available when needed: compilation of bibliographies,

lectures to classes, etc. Most undergrad.ates, who make up the greatest num-

bers on our campus, require rore attention and are most often quite reluctant

to ask for it.

It is my opinion that the Humanities staff have given excellent serv-

ice to all three groups mentioned above. But the amount of time needed

Downs, Robert B., "Are College and University Librarians Academic?" College
and Researeh Libraries, XV (1954), 9-14.
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for instruction of undergraduate students individually inbasic library

techniques is becoming formidable, as praiseworthy as this approach may

be. A formal program of library instruction using the group approach is

surely desirable in such a large university as this. While one Cannot

hope to develop a plan of such scope as the excellent course in library

techniques offered by the university library for credit to graduate stu-

dents, there are library orientation programs of more permanent value

than the traditional library tour which are within the realm of possibili-

ty.

Luella Snyder, in her provocative study on the use of library re-

sources at Syracuse University (The Second Kind of Knowledge, 1954), says

that ideally, "library instruction should be offered at the tir:e when

it is needed by the student .,. At the freshman level, it is particularly

essential that library instruction be an integral part of the course pre-

sentation U She is inclined to disfavor the one-hour guided tour, ex-

cept as the introductory phase of a more intensive orientation period, and

would eschew the inclusion of library instruction during the freshman ori-

entatíon week at the opening of school. Louis Round Wilson in discussing

library orientation in his book The University Library believes that such

instruction "is more effective when it is not submerged in unrelated

activities." (page 430).

Despite the size of the large University of Arizona freshman classes

it is not impossible to hope that library instruction can be integrated

with several of the basic courseds required of all students. Since one

important aspect of such programs is faculty interest and cooperation, per-

haps this program needs to be worked by the university administration into



the curriculum as an integral part of certain basic courses in such fields

as English, history, political science, etc. Certainly it should include

several hours of planned instruction, possibly utilizing audio-visual materi-

als as well as actual experiences on the library premises. No doubt a large

part, appropriately, of the professional library staff would be at some stage

involved in this program.. The program would not then, and should not, fall

on the shoulders of a few.

An additional factor limiting effective, service during the year has

been the inadequate shelf space for the collection in the Humanities Depart..

ment (especially in the large south room), and the inconvenient floor plan

which does not allow flexibility in the arrangement of materials, nor seat-

ing space sufficient for the users of the library. The reference collec-

tions in the Humanities must remain segregated into three. major groups

which are widely dispersed, since the inflexible floor plan does not permit

bringirg these books together in one area. The aim of the circulating collec-

tions has been to provide a basic approach to t he literature of a subject

rather than an immediate reflection of the curriculum of the university.

A balance between standard works and current works is endemic to the plan

of the subject divisional reading room collection. However, with the in-

creased proliferation in the publication of new reference materials now

encroaching on the shelf space formerly occupied by the circulating materi-

als, the time is approaching when the circulating collection must be radical-

ly reduced in numbers to provide space for the reference works. There does

not seem to be satisfactory solution to this problem in the present library

building. .
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One need not argue here at length on the merits of a separate

undergraduate library as opposed to a main research library with spe-

cial facilities for undergraduate use. The overwhelming need at the

University of Arizona now is simply for more library space: space for

seating readers, for shelving of materials, for the convenience of the

library staff. It will not perhaps be inappropriate to refer to a state-

ment made by Louis Shores, dean of the Flórida State University Library

School, in a University of Tennessee Library Lecture in 1959:

Viewed in the perspective of American college history
the current Undergraduate Library trend is but another
milestone along the road to educational revolution.
So that there may be no doubt of the argument in this
lecture the Undergraduate Library is simply another
evidence that reading room and classroom are about to
exchange relationships. College education has been inex-
orably leading to a reversal of the present regimen
which calls for regularly scheduled lectures followed
by irregular periods of library reading ... If3 the
library is really the heart of higher education then it
is about tme to let this important organ perform as
it should.

Also of interest is Stanford University's philosophy of undergraduate

services as recently described by Wolfgang Freitag:

The important thing is that Stanford, whose main
library, including the stack, is now open to all under-
graduates, does not plan to restrict the use of the
research collection to graduate students and faculty.
On the contrary, undergraduates will be expected to
use both libraries. Actually, the undergraduate li-
brary should encourage use of the main and departmental
libraries.so that undergraduates may gradually become
familiar with the research collections and the special-
ized services to be obtained in them.3

Dr. Freitag indicates further that he has decided that "the

2Shores, Louis, "The Undergraduate and his Library," University of
Tennessee Library Lectures, No. Eleven (1959), 31.

3 Freitag, Wolfgang, "Planning for Student Interaction with the Li-
brary," California Librarian, XXVI (1965), 90.
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species 'undergraduate book' does not exist ... True, there are

standard works ... considered the backbone of every library collec-

tion."4 This statement recalls a constant problem here in the Hurrian-

ities Department, that of including many titles on the shelves which

as properly belong in the research collection in the stacks as well

as in the undergraduate collection. Since considerable duplication

of individual titles is already necessary, one feels that "all out"

duplication for a separate undergraduate library is probably the best

solution for university as large as this one. However, like Dr.

Freitag, undergraduates here should always be urged to use the main

collections when needed.

The present 35,000 (plus) volumes in the reading collection in

the Humanities Department do not nearly approxiraate the standard

100,000 volumes usually recommended for a basic undergraduate li-

brary collection. Therefore, undergraduate students at the University

of Arizona must use the stack collection even for much basic research.

It is not felt that a really basic collection is possible in the Human-

ities Department if existing shelf space is to be utilized. At this time

adding new works entails more removal of standard works than is desirable;

growth of the reference collections continues to restrict the amount of

space available for the circulating collection. Only in the Fine Arts

room is there room for expansion for some time yet.

For another year the Humanities staff continued a useful service

in its liaison with the faculty in respect to book selection. More than
L

a thousand titles of a specialized nature went recommended for purchase

by the English Department through its library allocation arri NDEA funds;

about half this number of titles were sent similiarly to the Romance

Languages Department. Several other departments have received such
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advisory assistance in book selection. The total number,titles

handled in this manner is somewhat less that that of a year ago,

since many gaps in the library's collections are gradually being

filled in. Yet it is felt this is an important service which saves

valuable time for the faculty and at the same time speeds up the

acquisitions process. The book selection program is another instance

where subject specialists in the Humanities Department are of prime

importance. It is felt that in academic libraries in the past perhaps

not enough of the load of book selection and collection building has

been shared by the library staff. Recently Jean Legg of the Mjchigan

State Library has written:

cThe job of book selection properly belongs to the
librarian because it is a full-time job. A collec-

tion built by the haphazard method of acquiring any
title that may catch the eye ... cannot hope to be
the equivalent of a collection built by conscientious,
consistent review of specialized book selection tools.
Nor are most faculty members likely to have the time
or inclination to evaluate an existing collection in
order to strengthen it. Furthermore, the faculty is
frequently handicapped by a point of view which ±s neither

broad nor impartial ... On the other hand the li-
brarian, who can be objective so far as special inter-

ests are concerned ... selects books3 designed to
meet not only immediate needs, but a share of future
needs as well.5

The faculty's specialized knowledge is essential for certain

aspects of the book selection program, but the present tendency for

academic librarians to take a greater part, as is the case with the

University of Arizona Library, is to be commended.

5Legg, Jean, "The Death of the Departmental Library," Library Resources
and Technical Services, IX (1965), 354.
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HUMANITIES DEPARThNT STAFF

Three professional librarians and one fulitime subprofessional

assistant have comprised the regular staff of the department. There

are several part time clerical and student assistants also. A fourth

professional librarian has been added to the staff effective July 1,

1966.

The Senior Humanities Librarian, Miss Patricia Turner, who

resigned effective June 30) 1966, served a third year as (the first

assistant in the department. Much of the effective development of the

Humanities Department has come through her diligence, insight, and

sympathy. She his shouldered considerable responsibility with great

finessej her ability and charming personality will be greatly missed

in the future. Supervision of the clerical and student personnel has

been one of her main responsibilities, one beautifully carrid out.

But on the reference desk she has also offered her excellent background

and lively interests in literature, art, and music to the students and

faculty requiring assistance. In the absence of an art specialist, which

we hope to add to the staff during the coming year, Miss Turner also most

ably supervised the work done on the art vertical file. Her contributions

to the demanding book selection program have been significant, both the

intellectual and mechanïcal aspects. In the spring of 1966 Miss Turner's

services were welcomed as the Registration Chairman for the Arizona State

Library Association annual meeting held in Tucson. Her presence at so

many university functions ---concerts, plays, movies, lectures, art exhi..

bits--- have made her well known on the university campus, and in this
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respect she has accepted her responsibilities in the uiiversity community

to a greater degree than a good many of the library staff.

Mrs. Gladys Bean, a new addition to the Humanities staff in 1965-1966,

has been involved in a number of projects in addition to her regular stint

on the reference desk. She has done much of the basic research on plans

for collections of spoken word recordings in college and university librar-

ies. She has developed as well a list of several hundred currently avail-

able recordings essential to a basic collection of spoken word recordings.

The new and growing collection of uncatalogued plays, mainly a working file

of play scripts, has been indexed and processed under Mrs. Bean's capable

direction. The fields of psychology and literature have been her chief

responsibilities in book selection. She has handled the considerable

chore of checking the catalogues of the second-hand booktrade, which is

so important in filling in gaps in our book collection. The renewed and

very attractive Newsletter of the University of Arizona Staff Association

has flowered under Mrs. Bean's stimulating editorship. She has served

also on the Association's Executive Council. Her dry sense of humor has

added much to-staff relations and to rapport with the students who use

the department frequently.

Although called upon regularly to share the responsibilities of the

reference desk, Mrs. Dordthy James, whose cheerful personality is a boon

to a public service area of the library, has handled a number of thorny

projects efficiently and patiently. Particularly tiresome is the chore of

maintaining order in the current periodical files in the department. Among

the most numerous complaints we receive are those concerned with periodicals,

both current issues and bound files. Mrs. James and her student assistants
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have coped admirably with the problems of disappearing periodicals, and

she is particulary adept at smoothing the ruffled feathers of the often

frustrated patrons who are unable to find the periodicals in place. She

has devised a simple method of recording new arrivals in order to assure

patrons of the availability of specific current issues when the Serials

staff is not available for consultation. The 'card index to plays in

collections which supplements the printed play indexes is still ably main-

tained by Mrs. James, who continues to index older collections already in

the library as well as new titles. The monologue index is similarly her

responsibility. lirs. James has been a pertinent force this year in the

achievements of the Staff Association Social Committee.

Obviously a largepart of the work in the Humanities Department in-

volves contact'with the students and faculty in readers advisory service.

Miss Turner and Mrs. Bean have been assigned also to occasional weekend

duty in the General Reference Department. Staff members spend 18 to 20

hours weekly at a reference desk, but, of course, are. on call at all times

in assisting patrons. Often the full staff is involved in helping the

public at one time.

Again pressing committments to the public service desks limited the

time available for work on The Folio, the book review publication issued

for the past two years by the Humanities Department. However, continua-

tion of The Folio was made possble by the interest of the staff who have

contributed much of their own time in reviewing the books recommended in

this publication. There are no plans to discontinue this service to the

students.

Once more a significant segment of professional staff time was devoted
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to flagging in the public card catalog cards for new books added to the

Humanities Department. I continue to feel that in terms of staff time

alone we have spent on this project several times what would have been

the original cost of a duplicating a separate catalog for the divisional

libraries in the main library. Addition of such card catalogs would

immeasurably íncrease the effectiveness of our readers advisory program

and our service in general. It has also been observed that the colored

guide cards which are filed are at best barely adequate as indications of

locations of materials, since the users tend to be oblivious to the purpose

of the cards and generally ignore them. The Humanities Department staff

has from the beginning spent considerable time consulting theepartment's

shelf records for individuals who admit they have paid no attention to the

colored guide cards in the public catalog. This has been done to spare the

tempers of the users, rather than re-route them to the first floor to check

the public catalog agaín. It is hoped that in the future a more effective

means of noting locations of materials in the library can be devised.

The recent change in procedures which has resulted in the provision

of a shelf list card for the divisional libraries has been proven so success-

ful that one cannot help wishing that a card catalog for thepartment could

be similarly provided. The card f lágging routine has been simplified with

the aid of the subject headings providéd on the L.C. cards furnished by the

Catalog Department.

For bulletin board exhibits set up by Miss Turner, Mrs. Bean, Mrs.

James, and Miss Rice, the following topics were used: Bullfighting, 100

Year of Alice Lin Wonderland3, Historic Libraries, Pen and Sword: Novels

of World War II, "Peanuts1' Recommends, Books for Christmas, Coolers and
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Chillers Suspense Fiction3, Books for Lenten Reading, First Ladies coperatic

treatment to commeraorate the closing of the old Metropolitan Opera3, J.R.R.

Tolkien and His World, and Tucson Crafts.

Again space problems plague us as the library staff seeks vainly for

adequate working space when not assigned to a public service desk. Particu-

larly needed are quiet quarters away from the public eye where librarians

may accomplish work requiring concentration, and more spacious areas for

assembling exhibits, display projects. The ladies of the staff have done

well to utilize the space now available when working on exhibits, but only

when Miss Turner and Mrs. James assisted Mr. Powell in arrañging book dis-

plays in the glass cases in the library lobby was the small work room on

that floor convenient to them.

SUMMARY

It can be seen that this writer feels that the kind of service

which is potentially available in the University of Arizona Library cannot

be offered until a number of present problems are resolved. These include

problems posed by lack of library space (perhaps the most serious one),

by lack of card catalogs in the divisional libraries in the main library

building, by the absence of a library orientation program of a formalized

nature which reach all freshman students during the early months of their

college careers. In short, the library at this time needs a plan of some-

what broader perspective if effective service is to be offered to the

university community. It is felt that the present library staff is of the

high calibre so necessary to outstanding library service, but that presently

it cannot function to its fullest potential under the exiatipg circumstances.
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READERS ADVISORY SERVICE

HUMANITIES DEPARTLNT, 1965-66

Period Total, 1965-66 Total, 1964-65 Gain/Loss

July 462 399 ,63

August 392 166 226

September 568 332 236

October 769 791 -22

November 915 504 4ll

December 593 510 , 83

January 741 865 -124

February 623 597 26

Marcs 1,072 878 194

April 834 631 ?203

Nay 853 854 - I

June 378 403 25

Totals 8,200 6,527 . . s Net Gain 1,673

Monthly Average 684 595



SOCIAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

ANNUAL REPORT

1965/66

A record number of 11,301 inquiries was recorded by the
Department. While figures do not reflect the qualitative nature
of reference work, they indicate something of the number of peo-
ple served.

Library Instruction

A continuing program of cooperation with the College of
Education is a most rewarding aspect of our work. For many years
we have been invited by the faculty to give comprehensive lec-
tures to classes in Educational Research Techniques, 390, the
course offered in lieu of a thesis. I spoke to four sections in
the fall, and three in the spring. Miss Stull presented the
orientation lectures this summer to five sections of students.
Tours followed the formal lectures, and these were admirably
conducted by Mrs. Patterson and Miss Franklin. We are especially
grateful to Dr. Barnes, Dr. Krebs, and Dr. McCann of the faculty
for their cooperation in this mutually profitable enterprise.

Mrs. Patterson presented a formal program to Dr. Fontanats
class, Indians of North America, and conducted a tour of the
Library's reference sources. Miss Franklin spent a fruitful
hour recently with Mrs. Coulter's group, "Getting Ahead", who
are working at the University as the result of a grant. I was
asked to speak to a graduate class in Agricultural Education,
two research classes in Public Administration, and an honors
group in the College of Education.

Tours

As a result of Dr. Johnson's invitation to the Deans, we
conducted several tours for groups of faculty members. Mrs.
Patterson took a group of astronomers through the Main Library
and the Science Division, and I was pleased to orient new faculty
members from the Accounting Department, the College of Education,
and the Tree Ring Laboratory. Miss Franklin arranged a tour for
students from Sonora; a high spot of the year, the tour was con-
ducted in Spanish by two staff members in our Loan Department,
Miss Corona and Miss Burrell. Miss Corona gave each student a
photocopy of the introduction to Getting Around, which she
translated. Tours were also scheduled for students from Flor-
ence High School, Catalina Foothills, the Student Library Asso-
ciation of Arizona, and Mrs. Par's class in American History at
Sunnyside. Several staff members conducted a tour for four sec-
tions of Dr. Heflin's Speech class. Miss Franklin and Mrs.
Patterson spent an hour with 40 members of the InstLtute for
Advanced School Librarians, currently in session under the di-
rection of Mrs. Saltus. It was a special pleasure to welcome
a group of foreign students under the leadership of Mrs. Mees.



Mrs. Patterson gave Nr. Quick, Librarian of Northern Arizona
University, a comprehensive introduction to the Library.

Bibliographic Projects

Several projects were accomplished during the year. Miss
Franklin did an outstanding job of compiling a bibliography of
Latin American Newspapers in the University Library for inclu-
sion in the union list in progress by the Library of Congress.
She continued the indexing of new Cooperative Research Projects
as they arrived so that our record of this important material
will be completely up to date. In cooperation with Dr. Raymond
Thompson, Mrs. Patterson prepared a list of University theses and
dissertations on the American Indian for the supplement to The
American Indian in Graduate Studies by Dr. Frederick J. Dock-
stader. She collaborated with Mrs. Gloyd of the Science Divi-
siona bibliography of the macaw, at the request of Dr. DiPeso
of the Amerind Foundation. Her anthropological background was
invaluable in her work on lists pertaining to the following
topics: Apache Tears and Legends, Battle of Big Dry Wash, Early
Military Efforts in Arizona, Seri Indians, Athabascan Language.

A noteworthy service was inaugurated this year at the request
of Miss Cappelluzzo of the College of Education. Since her field
is educational psychology and sociology, she is concerned with
the social sciences as a broad field. She asked that we compile
a list of new acquisitions in the Social Science Department. Mrs.
Bahm undertook this project and performed a valuable service
which we hope to expand into a more formal list for other depart-
ments, perhaps in the form of a printed brochure.

Since the Department was organized, a need has been felt
for a complete shelf list, and this year the record for subject
bibliography (016) was photocopied and filed. It has been a
decided advantage to have this list within the Department.

Interview With Dean Paulsen

During the summer I hope to arrange appointments with depart-
ment heads associated with Social Science to present Miss Stull,
and to offer the services of the Library. The first of these was
an interview with Dean Paulsen. Since summer school is an ex-
tremely busy time, we wanted to be sure that we are doing every-
thing possible for the students and faculty. Dean Paulsen was
most receptive and congratulated us upon our present service.
His only suggestion was that the Library acquire multiple copies
of books needed for classes with enrollments of 500. As a re-

sult of our conversation, Social Science will plan an orientation
program for new faculty members this fall, and will prepare a
newsletter including new acquisitions. The Dean authorized us to
speak with the faculty members in charge of the various departments
in the College regarding specific problems and plans.



Acquisitions

An important reason for the increasing use of the Social
Science Department is the freshness of the circulating collection.
This was one of the guidelines adopted in the original organiza-
tion of the divisions, and each year its soundness is confirmed.
Each week new titles are examined for possible addition, and
little that is new and worthwhile is overlooked. But perhaps
even more importantly, a consistent program of ordering is in
effect. Miss Stull and her staff checked the following bibliog-
raphies, among others, and ordered titles which we did not have:

"Review Literature on Housing and Urban Development"
from Special Libraries. 1966.

American Universities Field Staff. Select Bibliog-
raphy: Latin America. 1965.

"Services to the Handicapped: a List of Professional
Agencies and Directories." National Society for
Crippled Children. 1966.

A new program of cooperation with two departments was imple-
mented, Anthropology and Government, in an attempt to avoid dupli-
cation of effort and to ensure the acquisition of all good current
materials. Book chairmen from the two departments worked with the
Social Science staff in compiling lists of professional journals
containing scholarly reviews. Our staff performs the clerical
task of checking the catalog and typing the requests which are
then forwarded to the department chairmen. The plan worked so
successfully that we hope to extend this service to other de-
partments in the fall.

Mrs. Patterson and Miss Franklin also checked systematically
approximately twenty titles each in the fields of sociology, eco-
nomics, history and geography.

The professional staff studies reviews in all the basic
tools of library literature, e.g. Choice, Library Journal, Special
Libraries, and LC Information Bulletin.

Reference service is the chief function of the Department,
and keeping abreast of new reference titles is a challenge. A
few of the most important works added:

Congress and the Nation, 1945-1964: a Review of
Government and Politics in the Postwar Years.
Congressional Quarterly Service, 1965.

Catalog of International Law and Relations,
volume 1- Harvard Law School Library, 1965.

Index to Latin American Legislation, 1950-1960.
Hispanic Law Division, Library of Congress.
1961.

Wish, John R. Economic Development in Latin
America, an Annotated Bibliography. Praeger,
1965.

Urquhart, M. C. Historical Statistics of
Canada. Cambridge University Press, 1965.

International Affairs: an Annotated and Inten-
sively Indexed Compilation of Significant Books,
Pamphlets, and Articles. Universal Reference
System, 1965.



The Law Librarian, Mr. Tormey obtained for the Social Science
reference collection a back file of the U.S. Code Congressional
and Administrative News, and duplicate sets of the Journals and
Session Laws of the Arizona Legislature.

Special Services

Miss Franklin and Mrs. Patterson received a commendation from
Dr. Andriola for outstanding reference service. We provided an
unusual amount of assistance to Mr. Loveday in his organization of
the Executive Development Conference last November.

At the request of the College of Business we compiled a
detailed outline entitled "The Library's Resources for Business."

Staff

The entire staff is to be congratulated upon its achievement.
Public service work is demanding, challenging and rewarding. It
calls for independent thought, and equally important, effective
team work. We look forward to the coming year under the competent
leadership of Miss Stull. And we say goodbye to Carene Brown,
with regret.

Respectfully submitted,

(Mrs.) Lutie L. Higley
Chief Public Services Librarian



Professional Activities

Louise Stull

Conference Attended
Arizona State Library Association,

Pioneer Hotel, April 15-16, Tucson

Membership in Professional Associations
American Library Association
International Relations Round Table
American Association of University Professors
California Library Association
Arizona State Library Association

Joan Patterson

Conferences Attended
Arizona State Library Association,

Pioneer Hotel, April 15-16, Tucson
Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society,
Annual Meeting, November 20, Tucson

Committee Assignments
Arizona Index Committee, Arizona State
Library Association

Nominating Committee, College and University
Division, Arizona State Library Association

Program Committee, Arizona State Library
Association, Annual Convention

Membership in Professional Associations
American Library Association
Arizona State Library Association
Arizona Pioneers' Historical Society,
Recording Secretary

University of Arizona Library Staff
Association, Chairman, Staff Quarters Committee

Membership in University Organizations
University Faculty Women's Club, Co-Chairman,
Foreign Foods Interest Group

Elizabeth Franklin

Conference Attended
Arizona State Library Association, Pioneer
Hotel, April 15-16, Tucson

Membership in Professional Associations
American Library Assocíation
Arizona State Library Association, Secretary-

elect, College and University Division
University of Arizona Library Staff Association,

Membership and Books Award Committee

Members hip in University Organizations
University Faculty Women's Club



DOCUMENTS SECTION

ANNUAL REPORT

1965/66

The report of the Documents Librarian is attached. It is an out-
standing account of the year's work, and requires little amplification.

Miss Hall executed the graphs, and deserves special credit for an
excellent job.

The major acquisition of the year was our subscription to the Joint
Publications Research Service. Several departments have been keenly
interested in this series for some years, and the Department of Govern-
ment feels that it is basic to research. The series is appearing in
microfiche form. It is concerned basically with East Europe, Latin
America, and international affairs, and is comprised of translations of
hitherto unavailable research materials.

We are watching closely an important new development, the imple-
mantation of the Technical Services Act. Since we are a regional de-
pository, we have special strength in Department of Commerce publications
with emphasis on small business. The University has been delegated as an
information center, and we are looking forward to participation in this
service.

We wish to thank Mr. Babb for his fine service during the past year.

Respectfully submitted,

(Mrs.) Lutie L. Higley
Chief Public Services Librarian



POCUNENTS SECTION ANNUAL REPORT

During the fiscal year 1965-66, the Documente Section received
27.4% more items than in fiscal year 1964-65. (See Appendix A). The
fact that the number of items received in 1965-66 is no greater is an
indication of the success of our efforts during the past year to re-
duce the number of duplicates received. Particularly, we have tried
to cancel aU subscriptions sent to us from issuing departments that
are duplicated in the depository collection.

The backlog of duplicate8 that had accumulated was offered to
libraries within the state. When none accepted, the range of the
offer was extended. As a result, many boeces of duplicate material
have been mailed to the University of South Florida. John Thayer,
Librarian of Prescott College, visited the Library in April and se-
lected some of a stock of accumulated duplicates for the Library of
Prescott College. Subsequently, another 18 boxes of duplicati'were
sent to the University of South Florida.

A section of basement storage area previously re5erved for doc-
uments was cleared for the use of the Medical College Library staff.
Duplicates in certain fields have, since its inception, been held for
the Medical Collego Library. These materials have been forwarded to
that Library's present location in Polo Village. In addition, the
Documents Section has worked with the Medical College Library staff
by notifying them of government publications in which they might be
interested.

The Documents Section has continued to send certain materials
to the Law Library, and to order materials for them. We are now or-
dering all Judiciary Committee and Justice Department publications
for the Law Library.

The Documents Section has ordered all documents requested by
faculty members when the documents have been available from the Super-
intendent of Documents, and has filled many requests for publications
available from government agencies.

In addition to the above total, approximately 3200 microcards of
CAS materials were checked in and filed in the microfilm room on tier
five. The EC materials, which have been available in microcard form,
were converted to microfiche, requiring alterations in the arrange-
ments for their storage.

Also in addition to the above total are the JPRS microfiches, of
which the first 3419 have been received. It was decided to house the
JPRS materials in the Documents Office of the Main Library. Accord-
ingly, the f ew separately ordered microcards that constituted the Sci-
ence Division's JPRS holdings were transferred to the Main Library
building.

We have in process circular listings of significant acquisitions
and series subscriptions, to apprise interested departments of publica-
tions available in our Documents collections.

To make them more accessible, the Department of the Army (M), the
Department of the Navy (N), and War Department (W) collections were
moved from the sixth tier to the first tier.

Twenty-five volumes of the Annals of Congress, the Congressional
Globe, and the Congressional Record, which have become too dilapidated
for use, were rebound and added to the collection on the sixth tier.



The FS 5ta, representing the Office of Education, were moved from
the first tier into the Documents Reading Room.

A major shift, completed early in January, has simplified the or-
gard.zation of the documents on the first tier, especially of the Con-
gressional committee hearings. The documents materials on the first
tier now correlate in arrangement with the non-government stack areas1

Earlier, inventory was completed of documents housed în the Main
Library building. The total holdings were found to comprise 108,305
items.

The Checklist of United States Ptiblic Documents l79-l9O9, shelved
in the Documents Reading Room, in which our holdings are indicated, is
being corrected, and its record of our holdings brought up to date.

Approx1nitely 5000 new cards were typed and added to the documents
shelf-list housed in the Documents Office, not including those ôards
which were added for the new non-series acquisitions.

The documents locator sheet, designed last year, was re-mimeograph-
ed several times and distributed. After the rearrangement of the first
tier, the locator sheet was revised again and distributed. In the in-
terests of clarification, the Brief Guide to Follow in Locating U. S.
Government Documents was rewritten and distributed under the title Ii)-
CATING U. S. GOVERNNENT DOCuMENTS in the University of Arizona Library
(Appendix B).

A form postcard was designed and printed, to ensure that faculty
and staff members requesting government documents will be promptly in-
formed of the status and progress of each order.

1811 reference questions were answered from the Documents Office.
In addition, Mr. Babb and Miss Hall answered many documents reference
questions while serving at the Social Science and General Reference
desks. Their evening weekend hours totalled 64 hours each semester
and up to 13 hours per week on the Social Science Department and Gen-
eral Reference desks.

Mr. Babb lectured both Dr. Angus' class in Agricultural Econom-
ics and Dr. Frank's class in Government and Business Economics 379
on the location and use of government publications in their subject area,

In late December, an exhibit of the A.LF. in World War I was pre-
sented in the lobby of the Main Library. The exhibit was prepared by
the Documents Section, and was based on materials from the Documents
collections.



Total reference questions answered., 1965-66: lEll

Total cards added to shelf list, 1965-66 5000

APPENDIX A. STATISTICS

1965-661964-65

Depository items 13,249 15,220

AC Depository, paper 2,690 909

!\EC microcards 11,386 16,131

JPRS 3,419

OAS 3,200

Total microcarcl.s 11,386 20,750

NASA 4,238 1,060

Non-leposit items 4,197 2,881

TOTAL 35,760 42,820



Data for the years previous to 1964-65 were not

available in strictly comparable form.

The amounts for depository items received pre-

vious to 1959-60 have been adjusted from a total of

depository and separate items, according to a ratio

derived from later depository-separate ratios.

The depository totals for 1952-1955 exclude

House and Senate Documents and Reports, which are

included in the figures for all other years.

The extremely high total of documents received

in 1957-58 is a consequence of our receiving, in

that year, a four-year backlog of NACA items, plus

our basic collection of AEC depository materials.
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APPENDIX B

1)CATING US. GOVE.RNXENT DOCUMENTS
In The University of Arizona Library

Al]. officia]. publioationa of t.he Government its agencies are designated

documex1LL U Governrient publications are houetd in the Main Library and in
ue Science Div.Lsion iost doci.nents are e a.Uied by a system devised by the
LQerii1t.mdent of Documents and are sbeivd a.rteiy froto the LLbrary s n-

arai c(-oas
The ì'kmt - Caiaio L r o

aoiert. that ot a$LLf ct . t cegz ccìiec . ns are £atxrci
in t .....Ly Catai, of (.rnmut ucatns-. Th-3 ta1g
jri L; oumets k adiiL, otf i&i c.encs area of tise ?Un L-bray
DuL- e.pi-eS o t othLy atic !uium since i946 are &a.iabLe in the

-itq crei u t t ro J 1c,o' o' xe ,cieroo j.ii'ior
n 4ex p a tJì c s t0hi. to &t

e c 3ch yc.ar an 1.Ai- . eu Pi ,

tke nn) a.r ther

_oat e »ocust on a Pr Li r3u t

ì,__. iooae documents o a part.icuiar ubjecL £ooc up the ub.)ect. t
aflnua: ,rdex t one o f tie viurnes of the t-iontiiy atalog . re parUcu)a.r
$UojEOt ts nct. Lted try a broider sùbject heathi

The nuw.ber Uow.nt. tne sibjecb iLìn the index ut su.ff ient to
iocae te document The nu.ber in the index is an entry nurthe ntries are
nurnbrd ectiveiy t,hroinoit each yearn The entry numbers appear ir the

left nirgin ct ne pa.e o.f t.ne Monthly oatalos. 3e1re 194, the number in
the index rep eents a number the pates of ts MontRly C.at. os being

nurchered onsecntíveiy throughout the yea.r) Lt is neeay to turn trom tue
index to th onthly Cata1u, entry0

The ionthiy CataioL entry inc..ude the full title f the do wìent , the

name of the iuing aeriey or deiartment,, order iformation. and r.ho 5uperir
tudent of DocurLent Classification number0

L'he Suerint,ec1ent of Docnents classification number may be reorü zed as
ra?riLnk. a letber or ietterQ represeatin.. the issuinL deparLant f oUod by

a r1Lmbr or numbers followed by a oolon followed by numbers or let,ters and

numbers ïdsntiÍyint the individual documcnt The classifica tio; number is com

monJ.,y the last. piece of information in each Monthly Catalo entry0

The ttaehed list of Superintendent of Documents classifications irìdieate
the Locations of the Librarys h LdLns0 The classifications refer to the

iai letter only of the Superintendent of Documents numbe.r

To Locate a karticuIar Document

To locate a particular £overwnent publications it is necessary to have some
idea of its date of issue iost documents are indexed in the fonthli Caalo
vOIUwe for the year they are saued, or in the volume for the foI.lcwir yea.rL

Do-iens are indexed by sub,ect0 Authors and titles seldom appear in the index
The use of t,he -LontUy CataloL. is described above,



To Locate a Government Periodical

Serial publications that are issued regt4ar].y are listed alphabetiw1 1y by
title in each February Monthly Cata1og The entry following the title includes
the name of the issuing agency, the frequency of publication, the source from
which the periodical may be obtained, subscription price and price per copy» and
the Superintendent of Doc unients classification number0

To Locate a Rouse or Senate Re ort or Document

House and Senate Reports and Documents are indexed by subject in the Monthly
Catalog0 To locate a House or Senate Report or Document, it is necessary to know
the session of Congress for which the Report or Document was prepared, and the
number of the Report or Document0 This information is provided in the Monthly
Catalog0

House and Senate Reports and Documents are not assigned a Superintendent of
Documents classification number0 Instead, they are collected into the numbered
volumes of the Congressional Serial Set0

The Numerical Lists and Schedule of Volumes for the appropriate session of
Congress, housed in the Documents Office, must be used to determino the Serial
Set volume number0

The Serial Set volumes are located in compact Etorage on the sixth tier
The volumes are arranged by volume number0 The volumes for the current session
of Congress are shelved in the Documents Reading Room0

To Locate a Con ressional Committee Rearm

Congressional Committee hearings are listed in the indexes to the Monthly
Catalog, under the name of the issuing Committee, and also under the subject of
each particular hearirg.

A particular hearing may be located more quickly by its subject; the index
'isting under subject being more detailed, a particular hearing may more readily
be identified0

Under the name of the Committee is a sub-heading, "hearings,1' folloed by a
list of entry numbers0 The Congressional Committee heading in the index is the
best source for a complete list of that. Comrnittees hearings for the year0

To Determine Whether the Universit of Arizona has a Particular Document

As a regional depository, the University of Arizona Library receives one
copy of each publication designated by the Superintendent of Documents as a
posit item0 Deposit items are denoted in the Monthly Catalog by a heavy black

dot0 Periodicals that are deposit items are marked with a heavy black dot in
the listing in the February Monthly Catalog0

The University of Arizona also receives many non-deposit government pub-
licabions, There is at. present no complete checklist or catalog of these items
availablt to the public0

A few documents have been classified with the Library 's regular collections
and are listed in the ¡nain card catalog0 Some Government periodicals are listed
on the visible indexes in th General Reference Department ançi in the Soci.l
Sciences Department of the Nain Li.brary, and in the Serials File of the Science
Dìvision.. Most items catalogued into the Library Vs general holdings wUl not be
found under the Superintendent of Documents classification number0



O

TJair.g th begi oning letter(s) of the classification number you obtained from
the Month Catal and checking it against this list you may easily determine where
de3ired material is shelved0 If you can °t find what you are looking fore ask the
Doc.wentS Librarian for help0 Documents do not circubte to undorgraduates

A . ., . ScienceDivision

AC thru AR . Main Library ist tier

C Main Library ist tier (except CJ3 CU C3O 3?, C52
in Sc.ueu . e

CA thru CZ . Main Library ist tier

D o Science Division (except Dl02,8 and. military history
in Main Library)

F5 O Main Library ist tier (except F32 in Science Division)

F6T tnxu HM e G Main Library ist tier

I O O u e O . Main Library let tier (except 119, 127, 128, 149, 163,
I188 in Science Division)

IA thru LR Main Library ist tier

N thru N S G G O O G Nain Library ist tier

NA thru NAb Science Division

NC thru NMB G G O Main Library let tier

NS .00000000000ScienceDivision
P t.hru SE Main Library ist tier

SI Main Library ist tier (except SI 3 in Science Division)

SS G G O 03 000GO 0MainLibrarylsttier

T . Main Library ist tier (except T27 in Science Division)

i trru Nain Library ist tier

WO r. 000 00 00 0NainLibrarylsttier

X 0 Congressional Record-1789 thru 1950, Main Library 6th t.
1951 to present, Nain Library, Documents Reading Ro0

XJ}I thru XJS ., Main Library ist tier

Y i thru Y 3 0 0 0 o e o Main Library ist tier (except Y30At7 and !3r.N21/5
in Science Division)

Y4 Nain Library ist tier

Y 6 thru Y 8 0 o o o Main Library 6th tier

00Go o. O e o so oNainLibrary6thtier
5eriaj Set Main Library 6th tier

4/20/66



APPENDIX C PROFESSIONAL STAFF ACTIVITIES

AND ASSOCIATIONS

James Babb

Member: American Standards Association

Member: American Society of Cinematographers

Attended: Library Use of Computers (Systems Engineering

399; Dr. Perry)

Attended and participated in: Systems Engineering 211,

Report on Dynamic Peripheral Vision

Cynthia Hal].

Member: Arizona State Library Association

Attended: Library Use of Computers (Systems Engineering

399; Dr, Perry)

Attended and participated in: Systems Engineering 2U,

Report on Dynamic Peripheràl Vision

Member: University of Michigan Phi Kappa Phi



ANNUAL REPORT - SCIENCE DIVISION

July l96 - June 1966

During the course of this year, the Science Division continued the growth and

development we noted last year. This was reflected most concretely in such

data as the number of books circulated and mater als added to our collection.

Less concrete, but equally real, was the increasing (and increasingly friendly)

contact we had wJ th our faculty; a sign of this was the number of times faculty

members dropped. in to make constructive suggestions or simply to chat wi th the

Science Division staff. Lack of faculty-library rapport seemed to be one of

our more serious problems and it is satisfying to see this apparently improved.

Many other problems do remain, but none are yet formidable.

PERSONNEL

Our turnover has been mild. Miss Miller and Mrs. Bean transferred, but we were

fortunate to secure lirs. Gloyd, who transferred from Main, and Mr. McConvllle,

fresh from Library School. Mrs. Gloyd, even while at Main had worked with us

for some time, and rMacI had been with the Science Division in 1963 and l96Lt as

a clerk, thus the problem of indoctrination and training was quite minor as both

slipped easily and efficiently into our roubine. Miss Carley received a weil-

merited promotion to Library Assistant from a Uwages position. The addition of

several "work-study" people was a boon to us; for many tasks, such as inventory,

were undertaken which could not have been attempted without them.

TRE COLLECTION

As our holdings increase, stack space becomes more of a matter for concern. Our

collection of books and journals now totals approximately L6,OOO titles and

137,000 volumes and before long we will be obliged to use a seventh shelf in

many areas or perhaps to shift material from one floor to another. This latter

would not be catastrophic by any means, and might have the virtue of bringing

related, but heretofore separated, materials closer together; but, in addition

to the labor involved, such a shift would break up our present neat and easily

understood arrangement. An inventory was begun last year but was interruped by

a shortage of help before it was half-completed; many discrepancies and errors
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were spotted as well as missTLng books noted. Especially when one cons:ders this

was done by '1ork-study" people, this was a great boon for the Library. Je were

pleased to note that our "missing" books percentage was weil under one per cent,

in contrast to the two or more per cent other libraries have reported. The fig-

iires are reported in Addenda -)4.

Documents - In addition to the steady influx of "hardcopy" government documents,

we have had to cope with an ever-increasing number of microfiche. We receive

over 1)400 pieces per month and, though small :in size (Lii' x 6"), each one must

be checked in and filed, and this by itself is no small task. The two microfiche

cabinets we are soon -to rece:Lve will alleviate the storage problem temporarily,

but when the N.A.S.A. material begins bo arrive in mass (presently, SUL is an

A.E.C. depository only) we may be inundated.

Research. Reports - This collection has been extensively revamped since Mrs.

Gloy arrivai. She has been able to concentrate her efforts on this material

and, as a result, has effected considerable changes and improvements: the col-

lection has been inventoried and weeded; over OO items have been sent to be cat-

aloged; and many of the catalog cards have been pulled and/or changed. The Li-

brary' s handling of this material has been complicated by the Federal Government's

tightened restrictions on access to their DUC reports. Daring the year, we had

to move the whole collection to a more private area and otherw:se limit patron

use. To allow free access to those Reports which are not restricted, Nrs. Gloyd

is splitting -the collection.

Student Lounge - Another lO or so paperback books were added to this room. The

shelves still look quite barren and we hope to add still more, hut what we do

have seens -to appeal to our patrons. An. informal survey was made and we were

mildly astonished to discover that a majority of -those queried prefer th,e present

casual arrangement of books. Our only problem is that some of the journals and

newspapers on display quickly disappear from the Lounge, most of the time these

haven!t been stolen, merely carried to another section of the Library and left

there.
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Reference Room - Rapid growth of this collect:ion continues; Mr. Espenshade added

212 new titles and had 7 more transferred from the regular stacks. Among the

new tilles were several reference tools which have helped make our reference iork

easier and more efficient; the most notable are listed in an Addenda - 3. Some

older and less-useful reference books were transferred to our circulating collec-

tion.

BUILDING AND EQUIPJiENT

Our building remains in good, if not perfect, condition as there are no serious

cracks or leaks at present. A. comparatively minor job of painting, patching or

repairing is all that we need or have needed this past year. Our lighting seems

better this year, i.e., the lights eemnot to burn out as quickly; but our

elevators, though working better now than they were last year, still break down

far too Often.

Vandalism has not been as much a problem lately. :Ecept for an occasional in-

stance of a sign being defaced or rudely ripped from the wall, th.e usual rest

room graffiti, etc., we are not unduly plagued by our patrons.

As we indicated earlier, the building is approaching capacity at a fast pace and

the addition of two more floors is now passing from merely desirable to necessary.

Our new acquisitions consume 1,000 or more linear feet of shelf space annually.

1Jhile the recent decision not to add more shelving until we get the fourth and

fifth floors is understandable, if we dontt get this addition soon, the Science

Division will be sorely crowded.

With the addition of the two microfiche storage cabinets, our Microforms Room

will be jammed11. The best solution would be to remove the book shelves which,

are now there, as they waste a considerable amount of space, and transfer the

microfilms which are stored on those shelves to microfilm ca'oinets. Not only do

such cabine-bs store microfilm more compactly, they help preserve them as well.

Our public telephone and public locker situation is a continual nuisance. We

now have only a handful of lockers which still have locks and we eagerly await

the day when they wi 11 be removed and the pay phones transferred from the read-

ing areas (where anyone making a phone caU can be heard throughout the room)

to the lobby.



LOAN AND REFERJNCE DESK USE

t?Business as usual' was the hallmark of both these departments last year; both

areas followed the same pattern, a very heavy work load early in the Fall taper-

ing off to merely moderate for the balance of the year, resulting in a gain of

roughly per cent in our circulation and a small loss in ref4ce questions an-

swered. However, last year we re-defined what constituted a reference question,

and in doing so reduced the kind of questions to be tallied. Consequently, that

decrease is more apparent than real.

OTHER NOTEWORTHY ACTIVITIES

The Science Division, in cooperation with the Library Admistration and various

teaching departments, worked th the College off Nedicine Librai' to decide which
journals and reference works should be transferred to their collecti on. At the

cost of considerable effort and time, lists of materials to be transferred have

been prepared. These transfers will benefit both librarLes; OE will be enriched

and SDL will have that much more room for other material and also be spared the

expense of maintaining subscriptions to neriodicals which wi11 be available a

short distance away.

We have also embarked on preparing a list of our holdings of medical journals for

a state-wide union list. This union list will benefit other libraries throughout

the state much more than it will benefit us, but we will be able to use our work-

in copy to prepare for our faculty the first in a projected series of subject

lists of journals available in the Science Division (Engineering, Physical Sci-

ences, etc., are to follow as time permits). Such subject lists have been requested

by several of our faculty and should prove quite useful. They are much appreciated

in other schools.

At the request of the Biology Department, we prepared last Fall an instruction

sheet on the use of Biological Abstracts, to be used in connection wth Biology

lA classes. These ìnstructions, together with the introductory talks we gave to

those classes, aided students, faculty and librarians. We are preparing addi-

tional instructions on the use of the Biological and Agricultural Index and Wll

use these also next Fall. Dr. Yoimggren and his liaison, Prof. Gaddis, were most

helpful and cooperative.



The Science Divison, and especially the Chief Science Librarian, was heavily

involved in the work of ix-. Mesick and others in getting the State Technical

Services Act progrn underway. While by far the greatest part of the work was

done by Dr. Mesick as its director, the Library contributed much in the way of

time, effort and knowledge, attending meetings in Tucson, Phoenix, and Flagstaff

in addition to offering help and advice to Dr. Mesick on campus.

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES AND NOTEWORTHY ACCOMPLISHtNTS NOT MENTIONED ELSEWHERE

Mr. Espenshade - Developed an outline to serve as a guide in orienting and
training new reference staff members; attended course offered by Prof.
Perry (SE 399) on automation and the library.

Mrs. Gloyd - Attended several meetings of Special Library Association
chapters, most important of which was one on Report Literature, given
in Albuquerque; compiled a bibliography on tt3tyle manuals in science
and technológy" for Mr. Powell.

Mr. Mautner - Helped arrange and served as host for a lecture by Mr. Zeitlin Òn
Galileo; as new president of the College & University Division of the
ASLA, attended a Council meeting in Phoenix; was chosen to head the AAUP's
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure; audited Prof. Perry's 3E 399
course.

Mr. McConville - Inventoried holdings in our Microforms Room; began to query
various state and federal agricultural offices in Arizona to obtain for
our files various ephemeral publications we are not now receiving.

Mrs. Stroehlein - Attended two major conferences in Washington, D.C., the
Third Wold Congress of Agricultural Librarians and the International
Federation for Documentation meeting: continued adding cross-references
to our card catalog; attended Mr. Perry's lectures.

MISCELLANEOUS

Displays - Mrs. Wright constructed or was otherwise responsible for a

continuous flow of attractive displays throughout the year, many of

which drew favorable comment from visitors.

Lectures - Representatives of the DDC and the Institute for Scientific

Information came on campus to talk to us. Mr. Sweet, of the ISI,

while offering the librarians nothing new, served a most useful

function in helping to advertise the Science Citation Index to unri-

versity faculty and students.
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Periodicals and Serials - Mrs. Wright continued to develop our list of

Main Library periodicals holdings and improved our set of Linedexes (one is

nov in each section of the SDL). The Main Library Periodicals File is

used often by both students and staff and saves us from having continually

to call the Main Library.

Tours and Lectures - The lectures the staff gave to students in the Biology

1k classes were noted previously. In addition, we conducted tours and/or

gave talks to groups of students in such fields as geology, agronomy,

watershed management and metallurgy. We also showed our facilities to

several of the faculty, to visiting librarians and scholars ànd to groups

of foreign students and new staff members. All told, more than 20 separ-

ate talks and tours were given to more than 2S0 persons.



ADDENDA - i

BOOK & PERIODICAL HOLDINGS1

Titles Volumes

As of July l,196S ).l,970 128,820

As of July 1,1966 Lt.6,l7 137,236

OTHER HOLDINGS
2

Mcroforms Research Reporbs Pamphlets Total

As of July l,l96 106,613 3,200 300 110,113

As of July 1,1966 l23,7Lt 3,38L l,lSO3 128,108

CIRCULATION

196L1/6 l96/66
2 Week Loans 63,67 6S,33
Reserve Loans 17,117 19,Slt.
Misc. (Special) 6,300 (approx.) 6,000 (approx.)

TOTAL 86,98L 9l,07

REFERENCE QUESTIONS 13,971t 12,803

i These figures are all approximations, since the bases rest upon estimates
made in the Spring of 1965. However, our 1965/66 data (e.g., the 16,931
microfiche added) is accurate,. perhaps within 1/2 of one per cent. Except

for Research Reports, Pamphlets and some 800 pieces of microfiche belonging
to the Thomas Nicro-Catalog set, all our holdings are included in Nain Library

reports. These data are not offical, of course, and are included only to give
the reader some idea of our size and growth.

2 ttMicroforins" includes microfilm, microcards arid microfiche. Our holdings as of

7/1/66 are respectively: 75L., 98,500 and 2L,300. Since we regularly acquire

only 30-50 rolls of microfilm and few (if any) microcards, our growth in micro-
f orti materials is due almost wholly to microfiche received from the government.

3 Includes approximately 800 Scientific American Reprints housed adjacent to our
pamphlet collection and not previously inventoried or counted.



146,175 126,1492

charged out at time of 1965 estimate 8,000

Periodical volumes bound, 1965/66 2,71414

TOTAL 137,236

ESTIMATED HOLDINGS BY DEWEY

ADDENDA - 2

CLASS

Titles Volumes

O0l-L99 (mostly 016) 815 5222

500-509 1276 8511

510-519 L.31O 7018

520-529 1360 2903

530-539 3101 5910

21468 9968

550 -559 2950 9021

560-569 1431 599

570,5714-579 1810 146146

580-589 2267 14818

590 599 268 6800

600-609 267 6014

610-619 7778 18,768

620-629 65149 16,1419

630-639 141416 18,038

6Io -6149 1007 1700

660 -669 15146 3605

670 -679 617 1288

680-689 109 119

690 -699 1430 535



ADDENDA - 3

IMPORTMTT REFERNCE WORKS ADDED

Bioresearch titles. Sept. 1965-

Dictionary of organic compounds. Lth ed. 5v. 1965.

Dissertation abstracts. v.25 (196)) -

Government-Wide index to federal research and development reports. 1965-

Sadtier Research Laboratories. Sadtier standard spectra. 13v. 1963-

Thomas micro-catalogs. LLth ed. 1966.

Union list of serials. 3d ed. 5v. 1965.

U.S. Geological Survey Library. Catalog ... 20v. (thus far) l96L-

Walker, Ernest. Mammals of the world. 3v. 1961j..

World list of scientific periodicals ... bth ed. 3v. 1963-65



ADDENDA -

SCIENCE DIVISION INVENTORY

Missing Approx.
Volumes Titles

- SUMMER 1965

Holdings

Approx.
Vols.

016 10 850 5100

500-509 7 1200 8500

510-519 82 lj.000 6500
520-529 18 1300 2900

530-539 2L 3000 5600

550-559 lii. 2800 8800

560-569 3 Loo 600

570,571L-579 9 1700 1i500

580-589 9 2200 Lt800

590-599 i8 2550 6700

600-609 1 250 600
20250 5LóO0



UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

ANNUAL REPORT, 1965/66

Use of Books and Manuscripts:

The record of readers' use of books and manuscripts was substantially

greater than a year ago, showing an increase of 20 per cent. The figures

follow:

1965/66 1964/65 1965/66

Arizona Collection 5074 July 787
* Collection 1242 Aug. 501
Holme Collection il Sept. 394

Campbell & Western Oct. 509
Nov. 650
Dec. 752
Jan. 687
Feb. 443
Mar. 694
Apr. 892

The use of photographs, not included in the tabulation above, also

shows an increase. In the first ten months a total of 236 photographs

were supplied to readers and reproductions were made of 115. The photo-

graphs now have to be sent out to be reproduced, but it is hoped that in

the next fiscal year the Library will be equipped to undertake this type

of reproduction. This service is urgently needed. The photographs are

used by various agencies, for example newspapers and magazines, as well

as by persons doing historical research.

The use of manuscripts also becomes greater as the collections

increase and become better known, not only in the State but also elsewhere,

chiefly through their listing in the National Union Catalog of Manuscript

Collections, 1959-date.



It was through this listing that we were invited by the Crolier Club in

New York City to lend them several manuscripts by Arthur Symons, British poet,

for their exhibit on French Parnassian and Symbolist Poetry, February 15

to April lO. The items sent were selected from two collections of trans-

lations by ymons, from the poems of Charles Baudelaire and Paul Verlaine.

Coincidentally, an inquiry came from Professor A.R.Jones, of the

University of Hull, England, for fuller information regarding the Symons

Manuscripts which we hold, He is now considering having some of them

filmed or otherwise duplicated for his use.

Of the other manuscripts in the Collections, there has been a steady

interest in the Lot Smith Papers. Among those who have used the Papers

are: Harold Schindler, Salt Lake City, who was interested in Lot Smith's

military experiences in 1857/58; Mrs. Winifred Smiley of Tucson, who is

writing a biography of Ammori M. Tenny, Mormon missionary in Arizona and

Mexico; P. T. Reilly, of North Hollywood, California, also writing a book

on Mormons.

Other research workers and writers who have made intensive use of

certain collections are:

Bailey, Paul, Western Lore Press, Los Angeles. The Edward Spicer

Collection. The U.S. War Relocation Authority. Japanese Center at Poston,

Arizona.

Bradley, Mrs. Ruth, Berkeley, California. Lou Blachly Papers.

Bret Harte, John, Tucson. Books and manuscripts relating to Frank

C. Lockwood.

Bugge, Daniel and J. Lee Carrell, of Window Rock, Navajo Reservation.

Berard Baile and other manuscripts relating to the Navajo.

Fathauer, Mrs. Walter, Tucson, Bisbee Deportation Manuscripts, 1917.



Gressley, Gene, director, Western History Research Center, University

of Wyoming, Laramie. Silliman Papers, Jacobs Papers, United Verde Copper

Co., Spenazuma Gold Mining and Milling Co. For research on investment in

early mining in the West.

Jenkins, G., Worthing, Sussex, ngland. Request for information on

the Maurice Fulton Papers.

Nyrick, David F., San Francisco. Request for information on the

Arizona Copper Co. Papers.

Nichols, Neal K., Tucson. U.S. Office of Education. Survey of the

University of Arizona, 1917. For dissertation on secondary school accredi-

tation in Arizona.

Quebbeman, Frances E., Tucson. Miss Quebbeman was a constant user

of books, documents and manuscripts for her thesis on Medicine in Territorial

Arizona. Manuscripts include the papers of dolphus H. Noon, M.D., and

Edward Palmer's Manuscript while acting assistant surgeon, U.S. Army in

Arizona, 1865-66.

Rice, Elizabeth L., Silver Bell, Arizona. Tucson Mining and Smelting

Co, Papers. ior a history of the company which she is writing.

Rieger, Morris, National Archives, Washington, D.C. Homer L. Shantz

Papers on his African expeditions. Material wanted for the National African

Guide Project which is in progress.

Ryan, Pat M., Indiana University, Fort Wayne, sent a reprint of his

article "Wild Apache in the effete east: a theatrical adventure of John P

Glum" in Theatre Survey, v 6 no. 2, November 1965, based on materials in

the Clum Papers.

Strong, Douglas, San Diego State College, Calexico. Request for

specific information from the Ralph Cameron Papers.



U.S. Military Academy, Library, West Point. 1equest for copy of a

letter from Winfield Scott to Colonel Aspinwall, in the Winfield Scott

Papers, relating to Dermis Hart Mahan.

Wapner, Bernard, North Hollywood, California. San Rafael Cattle

Company Papers. For information on Lt. H2O, Flipper.

Visitors:

Archibald MacLeish, distinguished poet, former librarian of Congress

and more recently professor at Harvard University, visited the Collections

on November 2, on the occasion of his lecture appearance for the Ruth

Stephan Center. He viewed the exhibit prepared in his honor in Special

Collections.

Librarian visitors included: Professor and Mrs. Wallace Bonk,

University of Michigan; Marjorie Le Doux, Latin American Library, Tulane

University; Richard C. Quick, Library director, Northern Arizona University,

Flagstaff; Grace Stevenson, former deputy director of the American Library

Association; Arnulfo D, Trejo, UCLA School of Librarianship.

Among other visitors: Professor Jerome FI. Buckley, Harvard University;

Mr, and Mrs. Harold Cherry, Lara, Wyoming; Lawrence Gay, Lsburg, New Mexico;

Dr. and Mrs. M.E.KS Johnson, Kalispell, Montana, and daughters Ellen and Ann;

Will !ogers, Jr., Tubac; Richard Sparks, Prescott; Mrs. Louise L. Udall,

Phoenix, (mother of Stewart Udall), Jacob Zeitlin, Los Angeles, was a

frequent visitor in the Collections at the time of his visit in October,

when he delivered a lecture on bibliographical problems concerned with

Galileo's works. He also brought fvr examination a number of books and

manuscripts, several of which the Library purchased.

Numerous groups of students were shown through the Collections at

different times, Among these were twG contingents of exchange students fröm

the University of Sonora, a group of children for Catalina Grade School, a

University class in Anthropology, Professor 5igworth of the English Depart-



ment brought his graduate seminar in English Literature for a class period

in Special Collections making use of selected volumes from our rare books

for viewing and discussion.

Fxhibits:

An exhibit honoring the centennial of the birth of Frederic William

Goudy was shown in September and October0 Goudy established the Village

Press in 1903 and won distinction as a designer of type faces. Among the

pieces exhibited was the first title page designed by Goudy in 1903 for

Frank Holmets School of Illustration in Chicago, Illinois. Several of

the now rare early printings of the \iillage Press were used from the

Thomas Wood Stevens Collection, A rare and handsome early specimen of

lettering by Goudy, Denslow's Mother Goose, was in the exhibit fîam the

Holme Collection.

During the month of November, the exhibit honoring Archibald MacLeish

was on view. Chiefly composed of editions of his poems, it was enhanced by

the loan of book jackets from the Ruth Stephan Poetry Center. The Hakluyt

edition of Bernal Diaz del Castillo's The True History of the Conquest of

New Spain (1908), the edition used by MacLeish in the writing of Conquist-

ador, was 'iven a prominent place in the exhibit. Scenes from the play

J,B, were also shown.

A selection of mountaineering books from the Richard Sparks collection

were exhibited in January and February. Prominent among the books shown

were first editions of two key books in mountaineering literature, Leslie

Stephen's The Playground of Europe, 1871, and Edward Whymper's Scrambles

Among the Alps, 1871. Douglas W, Freshfield's Exploration of the Caucasus

(2 y.) published in 1896, in a limited edition of 100 copies was one of the

treasures shown. Eight striking photographs of the Himalaya mountains, in



black and white from a portfolio, Images ae'l Himalaya, were hung in the

reading area of the Collections.

The National Geographic exhibit commemorated the work of Gilbert

Grosvernor as editor of the magazine for fifty years of great achievement.

In the exhibit case on the west wall were shown several issues of the Geo-

graphic featuring articles about Arizona: President Homer Shantz's article

on "The Saguaro Forest" in the issue for April 1937; Byron Curnìings' "The

Ruins of Cuilcuilco" in the issue for August 1923, and'The Secret of the

Southwest Solved by Talkative Tree Rings," by Andrew E. Jouglass,

The ay and June exhibit is featuring some important acquisitions

within the year, including The Dial, 1840-1844, a complete set; Thomas's

Almanac for 1796; Hydrodynamica by Daniel Bernoulli, 1738; Theatrum Iach-

inarum by Jacob Leupold; Regulations for the Order and Discipline of the

Troops of the United States, by Baron von Steuben, 1791; The American Draw-

ings of John White, 1577-1590.



Distinguished Purchases, 1965/66

Books:
Acuña, Cristobal de. RELATION DE LA RIVIEPE DES AMAZONES, Trad. par de

Gomberville. Paris, 1682. 4 y.

Beatty, Charles. JOURNAL OF A T%O MONTHS TOUR OF PENNSYLVANIA. London,
1768.

Begg, Alexander. RED RIVER JOURNAL. Toronto, 1956.

Bernoulli, Daniel. HYDRODYNAMICA. Strasbourg, 1738,

Blessington, Joseph P. A CAMPAIGN OF WALKER'S TEXAS DIVISION, N.Y., 1875.

Boturini Benaducci, Lorenzo, IDEA DE UNA NUEVA HISTORIA GENERAL DB LA
AMERICA SEPTENTRIONAL. Madrid, 1746,

Cabrera de Crdoba, Luis. FELIPE SEGUNDO, REY DE ESPAÏiA. Madrid, 1619.

Catherwood, Frederick. VIEWS OF ANCIENT MONUMENTS IN CENTRAL AIERICA,
CHIAPAS, AND YUCATAN. Barre, Mass,, 1965. (Reproduction of the
work first published in 1844)

Cleveland, Richard J. A NARRATIVE OF VOYAGES AND COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES.
Cambridge, 1892. 2 y,

THE DIAL. Bd. by Margaret Fuller and Ralph Waldo Emerson. Boston, 1840-44.
4 y. complete set of the original edition.

Douglas, James. JOURNALS AND REMINISCENCES OF JAMES DOUGLAS, M.D. edited
by his son. N.Y., 1910,

Elkus, Richard J. ALAMOS, A PHILOSOPHY IN LIVING. San Francisco, Grabhorn
press, 1965. folio.

Fernandez de Cordova, Antonio de. RELACION DEL ULTIMEESTRECHO DE
MAGALLANES EN LOS AHOS DE 1785 Y 1786. 2 y in 1,

Hafen, Le Roy R. BROKEN HAND THE LIFE STORY OF THOMAS FITZPATRIO(, CHIEF
OF THE MOUNTAIN MEN. Denver, 1931. edited. (Salonic)

Hulton, Paul Hope. THE AMERICAN DRAWINGS OF JOHN WHITE, 1577-1590. Chapel
Hill, 1964. 2 y. (Purchased from the SalOflic fund)

Karsten, Dietrich Ludw4 G. TAL3LAS MINERALÓGICAS DISPUESTAS SEGUN LOS DES-
CRUBINIENTOS MAS RECIENTES E ILUSTRADAS. 3. ed, Trad. por Andrs
Manuel del Ro, Mexico, 1804.



Books (continued)
McGill University, THE LAWRENCE LANDE COLLECTION OF CANADIANA IN THE RED

PATH LIBRARY OF MCGILL UNIVERSITY. (Gift purchase by Marvin
Frenkel of Detroit, Michigan)

McKeever, Thomas, A VOYAGE TO HUDSON'S BAY. London, 1819.

Metcalf, Samuel L. COLLECTION OF ... NARRATIVES OF INDIAN WARFARE IN THE
WEST. Lexington, Ky., 1821.

Montana, the Magazine of Western History. THE REDMAN'S WEST. 1965. its, ed.

Moody, W, G. A CPARISON OF THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN MINES IN MEXICO.
San Francisco, 1863.

Nieremberg, Juan E. HONOR DEL GRAN PATRIARCA SAN IGNACIO DE LOYOLA. Madrid,

1645.

Ortelius, Abraham. THEATRUM ORBIS TERRARUM. Facsimile edition of the original
Antwerp publication, 1570. (Gift purchase by Wilfrid O'Donnell,
Ontario, Canada)

Rawlings, Thomas, CONFEDERATION OF THE BRITISH NORTH AMERICAN PROVINCE.
London, 1865.

Ripalda, Gerninio de. CATECISMO MEXICANO QUE CONTIENE TODA LA DOCTRINA
CRISTIANA EN CASTELLANA. Trad. en ei puro idioma mexicano por el
padre Ignacio de Paredes. Mexico, 1758.

Rogers, Robert. JOURNALS OF MAJOR ROBERT ROGERS. London, 1765.

Ruidas y Caravia, Eugenio. LA FLORIDA. Madrid, 1893. 2 y,

Ruiz de Leon, Francisco. HERNANDIA .., POEMA HEROYCO. Conquista de Mexico.

Madrid, 1755.

Sandoz, Mari, THE BEAVER MAN. N.Y., 1964. ltd. ed,

Sandoz, Mari. OLD JULES COUNTRY. N.Y., 1965. ltd. ed.

Sarmiento de Gamboa, Pedro. VIAGE AL ESTRECHO DE MAGELLANES EN LOS AñOS
DE 1579 Y 1580. Madrid, 1788.

Sayas, Rabanera y Ortubia, Francisco. ANALES DE ARAGON DESDE EL AñO DE
MDXX HASTA EL DE ANO DE MDXXV. La Haga, 1666.

de Sous, Antonio. ISTORIA DE LA NQUISTA DEL MESSICO ... TRADOTfA EN
TOSCANO. Firenze, 1699.

Spain, Laws, statutes, etc. REGLAMENTO Y ARANCELES REALES PAR EL COMERCIO
LIBRE DE ESPAñA A INDIAS DE 12. DE OCTUBRE DE 1778. Madrid, 1778.

Stewart, Harry, Tucson. COLLECTION OF cHILDREN'S BOOKS AND EARLY TEXTS
FOR THE ELEMENTARY GRADES.



Books (continued)
Streeter, Thomas W. AMERICANA - BEGINNINGS; a selection from the library

of Thomas Streeter. Morristown, N.J., 1952.

Tasman, Abel Janszoon. JOURNAL OF HIS DISCOVERY OF VAN DIENEN'S LAND AND
NEW ZEALAND IN 1642. Amsterdam, 1898. (Gift purchase by Murray
Sinclair, Toronto, Canada)

Tokyo Daigaku. Andesu Chital Gakujutsu hosadan. COSTUME AND TEXTILE
ORNAMENT OF THE PRE-INCA CULTURES, ed. by Seeichi Izumi. Tokyo,
1964. 2 y. folio.

Ulloa, Pedro. ESTADO DE SONORA Y SU SITUACION ECONOMICA. Hermosillo, 1910.

U.S. Continental Congress. REGULATIONS FOR THE ORDER AND DISCIPLINE OF THE
TROOPS OF THE UNITED STATES. Philadelphia, 1779.

U.S. President's Mediation Commission. TRANSCRIPT OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN
CONNECTION WITH AN INVESTIGATION OF INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS AT
CLIFTON, ARIZONA. Washington, 1917.

Venegas, Miguel. NOTICIA DE LA CALIFORNIA. Madrid, 1757. 3 y.

Whipple, Amiel W, REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR .. EXPEDITION FROM SAN
DIEGO TO THE COLORADO. 1851.

Willis, Nathaniel P. AMERICAN SCENERY, illus. by W. H. Bartlett. London,
1840. 2 y.

Westerners. BRAND BOOKS OF THE DENVER, POTOMAC, STOCKTON AND NEW YURJ(
CHAPTERS. 108 y.

Manuscripts:
Gay, Lawrence E., Lordsburg, New Mexico.

Cureton Cattle Co. Correspondence and records, 85 pieces.
Stevens, Montague letters. 42 pieces.
Military forts documents. 19 pieces.
Colorado volunteers. Documents. 12 pieces.

Included with the above:
Degollado Terr. Northern Chichuhua, Mexico. Reports by Dr. James
Edmunds, Prof. Sheldon, Richard Inwards. London, 1890.

Contract between General Carlos Pachaco, Minister of Public Works and
Mr. Carlos Conant for the construction of irrigating canals. Mexico,
1890.

Tombstone abstract for Bunker Hill and other mines, Dec. 20, 1882.

Rosenstock, Fred, Denver.
U.S. District Court, Fort Smith. Case and docket book, 1879-1885.

D and D ranch, Colfax County, New Mexico. Account book.



Manuscripts (continued)
Zeitlin and Ver Brugge, Los Aeles, California.

Sonora mining manuscripts:
Mina de la Bronzisa en Sonora. 1825. 5 leaves,
Instrucciones formadas sobre tas rainas de San Pedro Vigilia, La Front-
ama y Foubacachi en Sonora. 1825. 10 leaves.

Instruccjons formadas sobre la mina de Santa Ana en el mineral de
San Juan Bautista de Sonora, 1325-26. 5 leaves.



Gifts, 1965/66

The Richard D. Sparks Collection: A private collection of unusual. interest and
value was presented in September 1965 by Richard D. SParks, of Prescott,
Arizona, in memory of his wife, Johnnie Matthew Sparks. It comprised
230 volumes of notable books primarily concerned with exploration in
various parts of the world, a "library of adventure" as characterized
by Sparks himself. There are many accounts of mountain ascents in the
Alps, the Himalayas and other areas, as well as reports of exploring
expeditions into remote parts of Africa, the Middle East and other parts
of Asia.

Many notable explorers of the 19th and 20th centuries are represented,
among them: Roald Amundsen, Gertrude Bell, Paul du Chaillu, Charles M.
Doughty, Sven Hedin, Owen Lattimore, T. E. Lawrence, Robert Perry, Henry
Stanley, Francis Younghushand, as well as noted Alpinists such as Leslie
Stephen and Edward Whymper.

The Ezra Pound Collection: Fleming Henry James, a student and collector of
Ezra Pound, presented his private collection to the University in
November 1965. In addition to the personal letters noted elsewhere,
the collection includes many scarce editions of Pound as well as works
about him, Among them is the "little" magazine The Edge, published in
elbourne, Australi.a and edited by Noel Stock, a full set of the London

edition of the Money pamphlets, Pound's Jefferson and/or Mussolini,
published by Liveright in 1936.

Purch, Dean, Correspondence files relating to Dean i3urch's period as Republican
National Committee Chairman, covering the 1964 presidential campaign.
27 cartons.

Clemons, Cyril, Kirkwood, Missouri. Holograph letter of Henry Fountain
Ashurst, March 5, 1957.

Family of Andrew E. Douglass, Tucson. Eight additional boxes of papers to be
added to the materials formerly donated.

James, Fleming Henry, Tucson.29Ezra Pound letters to Fleming Henry James, 1956-
57. 102 letters and post cards from members of the "Pound Circle" to
Fleming Henry James.
The Edge, no. 1-7, Oct. 1956-Aug. 1957. Published in Australia,

McPherson, Louise, Bradenton Beach, Florida. Poe's Cask of Amontillado, pub-
lished by the Blue Sky Press, 1904, Por the T.W. Stevens Collection.

Markland, BenC,, New York Mirror. y, 13 6. August 8, 1835.

Refsness, Joseph, Phoenix. LANCERS FOR THE KING, by Brinckeroff and Faulk. 1965.



Gifts (continued)
- Worrnser, Arthur, Tucson.

Beyer, Johann M.
TIIEATRUT1 MACHINARUM NOLARIUM. Dresden, 1788.

Leupold, Jacob.
THEATRUM MACfIIN:ARIUM, ODER: SC}{AUPLATZ DER HEB-ZEUGE. Leipzig, Zunkel, 1725,

THEATRUM MACHINARUM HYDROTEcHNIcARUM. Leipzig, 1724.
THEATR1JM MAHINARUM GENERALE. Leipzig, 1724.
THEATRUM MAHINARUM HYDRAULICARTJM. Leipzig, 1724-25.
THEATRUM MACHINARUM MOLARIUM. Leipzig, 1735, 2 y. in 1.

THEATRUM PONTIFICIALE. Leipzig, 1726.
THEtt'FRUM STATICUM UNIVERSALE. Leipzig, 1726.

Scheffler, Joachim.
THEATRUM MACHINARUN SUPPLEMENTUM. Leipzig, 1739.

Court ivron, Gaspard.
ART DES FORGES ET FOURNEAUX Â FER. Paris, 1762-29. 9 pts. in 2 y.

The above titles constitute an encyclopedic source for information on
mechanical engineering in the 18th century. Include more than 500 superb

copper engravings.

Gifts (through the Field Historian, John D, Giichriese)
Allen, Alvin, County Agricultural Agent, Prescott.

Business letters and records relating to the Activities of the Arizona
Mohair Grower's Association.

Minute book of the Yavapai County Dairymen's Association, Dec. 16, 1922
to April 1, 1924.

Bailey, Paul, Westerniore Press, Los Angeles, California. Original manuscripts
by Paul Bailey: "For time and all eternity," and "Grandpa was a polygamist."

Belt, Elmer, Los Angeles, California.
Newspapers: The Citrograph, Redlands, California, March 18, 1893.

Redlands Daily Sacts, Aug, 9, 1898.
Los Angeles Sunday Times, Dec. 2, 1900.

Blachly, Lou. Letters, papers and diaries concerning
Blachly's activities in Siam and North Africa.
pioneers in Arizona, Colorado and New Mexico.

the American West and
Audio tapes of numerous

xerox copies of letters
23 volumes of ledgers,

Blazer, Mr. and Mrs. Paul, Tularosa, New Mexico. Six
(New Mexico) dated 1873 to 1876. Microfilm of
journals, and day books and photographs.

Blackwell, Garrett E. (Pima County Agricultural Agent). Bound volumes of

correspondence (35) 1920 to 1941, and 125 boxes of pamphlets relating

to the work of the Pima County Agricultural Agent.



GIFtS (through the Field Historian, John D, Giichriese)
Brown, irs. Franklyn E., Prescott. Brochures, correspondence, maps and photo-

graphs relating to the mining industry in Arizona.

Clemens, cyril, Kirkwood, Missouri. Holograph letter by Henry Fountain Ashurst,
March 5, 1957.

Croxen, Fred W., Tucson., Nine stories by Fred Croxen concerning Arizona.

Cutting, Mrs. Dorothy, Nogales. Original record of Diaz land grant, 1892, with
related documents.

Dangler, 1rs. Ralph, Tucsofl. Land patent signed by President James Buchanan,
March l, 1860, to Daniel Canter, Jackson County, Missouri.

Easley, Mrs Howard, Tucson. Xerox copies of material dealing with H, Stevens,
early Arizona pioneer. Papers, documents, and photographs of Judge A,S.
Henderson of Patagonia, relating to his activities in business, mining,
retail trade in southern Arizona.

Ewing, Mrs. E. J. and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Elias and son. Forty-eight (48)
letters written by William F. Cody (Buffalo Bill) to E. J. Ewing and
other members of a mining corporation in connection with the mines
developed at Campo Bonito near Oracle, Arizona. Also includes mining
claims, photographs and letters from Ewing to Cody.

Franklin, Selirn H. Balboa Island, California. Papers of the late Selim M,
Franklin who arrived in Tucson to practice law in 1882. Includes
correspondence, record books, ledgers, newspapers and legal instruments
of elim . FranJ..in and Colonel William Hérring.

Gallegher, Paul, Glendale, California. Additional material relating to Frank A.
Schilling, including personal letters, lectures, newspaper clippings.

Green, Mrs, S. A. Tucson. Two early deeds: 1) a land deed, dated 1755, for a
piece of property in Berkt s county, Pennsylvania; 2) an indenture deed,
1842, also of Berk's county.

Honaker, Mrs. Carl (through Mr. Donald N, Bentz, Tucson). Correspondence and
documents relating to Martin Tew, cattleman and mining man of Copper
Creek, Arizona, 1928-1945.

Hager, Mr. and Mrs. Everett G., Terminal Island, California.
Arizona Populist, for Saturday, August 1, 1895.
Arizona Republican, Phoenix, June 2, 1908.
Arizona Gazette, annual edition, c. 1920.
Photographs of Bisbee and the border area between Bisbee and Nogales,

1880 to early 1900's.

Hunt, Dennis, Tucson.
Brochures and letters regarding the Santa Cruz County Fair and todeo,
1930's. List of citizens of southern Arizona who agreed to serve as
volunteer militia at the onset of World War II. Includes framed group
of rare cattle brands.



Gifts (through the Field Historian, John D. Gilchriese)
Kelly, Willaim J., Tucson. A collection of papers, documents, diaries, photo-

graphs, relating to an early (1858) Arizona Pioneer, James M. Tevis.

Lawler, Mr, and Mrs. John, Prescott. Manuscripts and records of John Lawler,
Arizona pioneer who caine to the Territory in 1877, moving to Prescott
in 1880. Contains much important material relating to the early history
of Prescott and the business activities of John Lawler.

McClean, John W., Phelps Dodge Corporation, Ajo. Photographs, account books,
journals and bank books belonging to John H. Behan and Albert P, Behan,
Also will of Julia M. Behan,

Metzger, Mr. and Mrs, J.A., Prescott. Records, hotel registers, correspondence,
personal and governmental of Ralph A. Cameron, a 1908 delegate of
Arizona Territory to the Congress of the U.S.

Moore, Lamar, Glendale, California, Books (81 y.) magazines and other material
relating to the range cattle industry.

Morris, irs. Shiras, Tucson. Xerox copy of Frank C. Lockwood's diary, 1908-09.

Nye, Nelson C., Tucson. Original manuscript of "The Curly Bill's Story" pub-
lished as The Seven Six-Gunners.

Power, Mrs. Katherine K., Philadelphia, Pa. Photographs, letters and other
items concerning General James S. Brisbin and the Bisbin family.

Russell, Ruth, Douglas, Arizona. The Irwin collection of 3,000 glass photographic
plates of places, people and personalities in Southern Arizona from 1900
to 1920.

Sears Roebuck and Co., through Joseph R. Metcalf, manager, Tucson store. Sears
Roebuck and Company catalogs on microfilm from 1888 to the present.

Snyder, Colonel Harry, Tucson. Fifty-three books on Canada, the Yukon and the
great Northwest.

Wells, Merle, director Idaho Historical Society, Boise. Correspondence and
documents relating to the DA Ranch in Yavapai County, Arizona, and its
owner, Mrs. G.L.Gates.

Whiting, Frank Marion, Jr., Tucson. Xerox manuscript dealing with the life of
Frank M. Whiting, Sr., and the Mormon establishment of northern Arizona
and the colonies in Chihuahua, Mexico.

Wilkinson, James Vail, Temecula, California, Documents and records relating
to the Empire Land and Cattle Company, the Crittenden Cattle Co.,
Whitestone and San Pedro Cattle Co.



Gifts from cwnpus offices:
Arizona State Museum,

From Robert A, Robinson, Whittier, California,
Cadet cap of his father, James Newton Robinson
who attended the University of Arizona, 1898.

1929 air photograph of the University campus from
Louis Schelibach collection,

Associated Students, University of Arizona,
25 cartons of correspondence and other records.

Huff, John, Office of Continuing Education,
Twenty-nine photographs of the University of Arizona,

J.F. McKale, Professor Emeritus, Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
Papers relating to original construction of the University of Arizona stadium.

Five baseball photographs,

Îaterial relating to McKale at Princeton University Training Corp, 1918.
Includes 8 photographs,

From W.H, Hatcher, Tucson Eight early photographs o.f the University of Arizona,

From Andrew P. Martin, Tucson, Six photographs including the University of
Arizona's sub-collegiate class, football team, sorority group, Mariner's
Juvenile Banc - about 1897-1900,

Vice-President ?arvin Johnson,
Drawing pad of sketches for the rebuilding of the "A" on Sentinel Peak,
Drawn by Charles Turner, fall of 1965,



Processing Activities:

The sorting and arrangement of the Andrew E. Douglass Papers has

been a major project of the year and has occupied much of Miss Ball's time.

Progress has been good but it is an immense collection and a time-consuming

project because of the great diversity of material involved. In addition,

there has been the problem of absorbing the new material which has come in

this year from the Úouglass family and from Mrs. Edwin Carpenter. However,

it is anticipated that it may be completed by the fall term, It is a rich

collection and will repay the time spent upon it, The collection, when com-

pleted, will comprise more than 100 manuscript boxes,

The Maurice G. Fulton Papers have been sorted and classified by Mary

Lu Moore who has carried the work forward as a graduate history project under

the direction of Professor Ewing, She is submitting a report on her work

which will be a guide in making the final description of the Collection,

One of the major contributions by I1iss Moore is the identification of the

many photographs in the Collection, From January to June, Miss Moore worked

on these papers in Special Collections, using Miss Ball's office and one of

the tables in the reading area, This resulted in some crowding of readers

but it is a satisfaction to have the Collection brought into an orderly

arrangement.

The Sonoran Parish Archives. The film of the Sonoran church archives

has been calendared by Mr, Park and Nicholas Houser, graduate assistant.

The processing of the Campbell Collection was begun this year under

the direction of Mr, Park, giving priority to the books not presently re-

presented in the University Library, Approximately 750 volumes have been

cataloged. This 'rk will have priority in the coming year, at least until



the titles not now in the Library have been fully cataloged and classified,

The Western Collection was established this year and about 150 volumes

have been processed for it. The scope of the Yestern Collection needs to be

defined more precisely in relation to other units of the Library and it would

be useful to specify areas for concentration. Both the Campbell and Western

Collection books are being classified according to L.C. Classification.

Special Activities:

Staff Association. As chairman of the Continuing Projects Committee it

became my responsibility, with my two committee members, Mrs. Lutie Higley

and Robert Mautner, to plan the procedures to he followed in the inauguratiion

of the the Undergraduate Book Award Contest as a project of the Staff Associ-

ation. This was a continuing responsibility until the close of the contest

and the awarding of the grants on April 21, during National Library Library

Week. It was a rewarding experience and I personally valued the opportunity

to serve on the jury to select the winners and to see and talk with the

students who contemplated entering the contest.

Ad hoc Committee on a Proposed Library School.

At President Harvill's request I served as chairman of this Committee

of which the other members are: Dr. Robert K. Johnson, Dean F. Robert Paulsen,

Dean Herbert D. Rhodes, Mrs. Elinore C. Saltus, A report has been prepared

which was submitted to Dr. ilarvill in May containing a suggested program of

Studies for the Master's degree in Library Science.

Lectures in Library Science Course.

In each of the two semesters, I gave three lectures in the course,

Library Techniques (L.S. 289), two on Classification and one on Rare Book

B i bi iOgr aphy.



I attended the special pre-conference Institute of the Rare Books Section

of the American Library Association in Detroit and Ann Arbor last July.

During the annual meeting of the Arizona Library Association in Tucson in

April, I served on a panel for a meeting of the Special Libraries section,

Publications:

With Dr. Johnson and Mr, Powell, I contributed to a symposium in the

Library Journal on "Library Education and the Talent Shortage" in the issue

for April 1, 1966, p. 769-70,

I contributed the following notes to the Staff Association's Newsletter:

"Archibald MacLeish Exhibit." University of Arizona, Library Staff

Association Newsletter, number 21 (Nov. 24, 1965), 1 and 4.

"The Richard D. Sparks Collection." Staff Association Newsletter,

number 22 (Dec. 15, 1965) 9.

"An Undergraduate Award for a Personal Library." Staff Association

Newsletter (Peb. 1, 1966) 3-4,

"Special Collections Represents U. of A. Library in G1ier Exhibit."

Staff Association Newsletter, 3 (March, 1966), 2.

"Catherwood Drawings in Special Collections." 3 (Apr,, 1966), 4.

fly review of a "Festschrift" in honor of a distin'uished Norwegian lib-

rarian appeared as follows:

Med Soken som Bakgrunn, Pestskrift til Harald Tveters,

College and Research Libraries, 26 (Nov. 1965), 527-28.

Chief, Secial Cections Librarian
Ì.ay 2ô, 1966



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
T U C S O N

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS COLLECTION ANI'IUAL REPORT, 1965/1966

The fiscal year 1965/1966 has been one of expansion for the Instruc

tional Materials Collection, taxing to the utmost the physical capacity

of this facility. With the addition to the collection of over 2800 new

items, including books, non-book and audio-visual teaching materials, as

well as increased student and faculty use of the services, the shortage

of reader sace, shelving, storage facilities, and work space for staff

is beccming acute.

Summer sessions of 1965 were exceedingly busy for Miss Mary Lu Moore,

Instructional Materials Librarian, and Mrs. Cherrill Field, Library Assis-.

tant, while Mrs. Evelyn Harris, another assistant, was on leave to attend

the University of Denver School of Librarianship. Aside from abnormally

heavy traffic from the summer classes and the numerous library orientation

lectures and tours, books and materials were furnished for Operation Head

Start and two summer workshops held at the Cou ege of Education.

Two major projects were undertaken in the Fall: The cataloging and

processing of all pictures, posters, kits, three-dimensional teaching aids,

and other audio-visual materials that had not previously been completely

cataloged in the I.M.C.,; and the changing over of the card catalog to the

new 9th edition of Sears List of Subject Readings, which proved to be a

major revision of the entire card catalog and involved more than two
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tronths' intensive work. The first project is still being carried on by

Mrs. Field as time permits; more of these materials are beinc added to

the collection so rapidly that cataloing is necessarily behind.

Also in the Fall, Miss Moore, assisted by several student assistants,

revised and weeded the large backlog of book orders in the consideration

file accumulated for the past eight years.

A bookplate design for the Redfern gift fund, designated for the pur.

chase of rare children's books and anc3io-visual materials for the I.M.C.,

was completed and approved durir the year. Miss Jean Moore, an art student,

submitted a number of original designs from which a choice was made. The

finished product, printed in brown ink on bamboo-colored stock, was well

received by Mr. and Mrs. John Redfern, the donors, when they visited the

I.14.C. in March.

In January, 1966, Miss Moore resigned to complete requirements for

her Master's degree in history, and Mrs. Harris was appointed Acting In-

structional Materials Librarian.

During the Spring term, a concentrated effort was made to update the

entire I.M.C. collection of children's and adolescent books, filmstrips,

teaching pictures, and other audio-visual materials, in anticipation of a

summer NDEA Institute in School Library Science to be directed by Mrs.

Elinor Saltus at the College of Education. Granted additional book funds

to fill these needs, the I.M.C. sought out new juvenile books and materials

in the subject areas receiving greatest current curriculum emphasis -- those

concerned with countries most involved in present world affairs, racial and
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other social problems, economic or consumer education, vocational and

"how to" books, art books, and awardwinnïng children's books in all areas.

large portion of the Redfern gift fund was expended for correlated audio..

visual materials, includng filmstrips, recordings, 2" x 2" color slides,

teaching transparencies for the overhead projector, curriculum color prints,

art prints, etc. Also, the I.M.C. has been acquiring every available bibi io-

graphy of children's books and list of approved teaching materials, as well

as adding new books to the reserve collection for the teaching of children's

literature arid school library science.

The Cataloging department undertook during the year the reclassification

of most of the books in the I.M.C. reserve collection, designating them as

"j Ref" books, shown in the Main Library catalog as to be found in the I.M.C.

All books with changed classification have been relettered and all catalog

entries changed at the I.M.C.

Since the I.M.C. card catalog had long outgrown its 60 drawers, it was

augmented this year by a borrowed 60.-drawer cabinet which houses the cards

for the textbook collection, curriculum guides, EFLA film evaluations list,

the Audio Cardalog, the Dewey list of filmstrips, title list of bulletins,

and the paperback book authcr-title list. Cards for cataloged non-book

items in the collection are interfiled in the regular book catalog, the

Various media indicated by different colored stripes across the tops of the

cards.

Despite conStant attempts to weed old editions from the textbook collec-

tj0 the total number of texts increased by about 500 volumes, filling the

shelf section. In addition, some 300 texts currently in use in schools in
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Mexico are housed separately ir a courter-high shelf section borrowed from

the Main Library. Shelf units were added to wall space between the win

dows in the Fall; with an additional 4' x 7' unit, the 6' counterhigh

unit, and a bookcase from the Main Library, shelf space was increased during

the year by a total of about 140 feet, all of which is already in use. A

borrowed table and chairs increased reader capacity to about 60.

The outlook for the I.M.C. in the corning year is one of continually

increasing activity. With Mrs. Harris on leave to continue her studies in

Ferver, Mrs. Field will be assisted for the summer by Mrs. Nan Schubel, a

former student assistant, and a fully.trained staff of students, five of

whom were hired and trained during the Spring to replace some of the eight

graduating seniors. The I.M.C. will be busy serving not onl.y the regular

su'nmer classes and the Institute for school librarians, but three other

Institutes in the College as well.

Tables appended to this summary show the increases in services and

materials at the I.M.C. for the past year. That the figures for reference

questions have rncre than tripled indicates somewhat the increase in total

services to the faculty and student body of the College of Education.

Evelyn Harris
Acting Instructional Materials

Librarian



Instructional Materials Collection

MATERIALS COUNT

1964/65 1965/66

Children's literature. S , 2 9L

Adolescent literature 1 32*

* Collection 333 532

Total trade books 8,640 10,154

Textbooks 7,801 8,448

Encyclopedia sets 9

Cirriculum guides 1,206 1,253

Paperback books 171 383

Classroom magazines 20 36

u11etins 92 111

Phonorecords 239 307

Filmstrips 677 714

Slides 209 298

Viewmaster reels 57 57

Pictures, prints, posters, charts

Maps 20

Teaching devices 6

Kits 2

Tapes 5 5

Transparencies 12

Cataloging collection 212

Total non-literature materials 10,509 12,702

TOTAL MATERIALS COUNT 19,149 22,856



Instructional Materials Collection

dR CULA TION

l6k/65 l65/66

Reference questions 350 1,273

Building use 13,10$

Roas 31O3

TOTAL CIRCULATION kS,63 514,1114
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Map Collection

1965/66

Annuel Report

Looking back over the amount of work accomplished it would seem
justifiable to report this to have been a good year in the Map Collection.

Al]. phases of pub] ic service continued to require an increasing amount
of staff time. Although this is to be desired, ít is at the same time
difficult for a small staff to also keep abreast of technical processing.
T4owever, a sizeable number of new maps and atlases were added to the collec-
tion. Uapuily, an inventory taken during the year revealed a very small
number of missing sheets.

Public Service

Requests for reference service this year have for the most part
followed the same patterns established over the last few years in that we
assisted faculty members with classroom and professional materials; students
with class assignments and research problems; and non-university patrons
with numerous and varied uestiors.

There was a marked increase in the number of map assignments given to
classes this rear. The staff encountered some difficulties in this regard,
when the teachers making these assignments failed to notify us in advance.
Usually these classes are large, and it is often hard to provide enough
materials for all of the students at a given time. Several professors
asked permission to bring their classes to the Map Collection for an entíre
class period, requesting the staff to explain the organization and contents
of this material with special emphasis placed on their particular subject
fields.

Several departments on the campus are now organizing their own teach-
ing collections of topical maps in their respective fields. This has been
a cooperative effort in that the staff of the Map Collection has been asked
to assist these map curators in the organization and planning of these
libraries. By working together much duplication of material has been eflmin-
ated. Librarians from the Tucson Public Library, the Arizona Pioneers I-lis-
torical Society and the Arizona State University visited us to discuss
organization plans for their map collections. Raving these libraries cata-
loged will creat1v benefit all of us, who are working in this field, as
well as the general public.



NEW ACQUISITIONS

A number of excellent atlases were added to our collection this
year with the Atlas dver Sverige being our most distinpuished acquisi-
tion. A standing order was placed for the second edition of the Atlas
of Australian resources. To fill a very weak area in our resources, we
were pleased to get a copy of the Atlas of Greece. The new 1965 edition
of the Oxford economic atlas of the world also found a welcome place
on our shelves. The first of the eight volume Meyers Grosser Physischer
Weltatlas promises to be an excellent reference tool. Mapped in the best
German tradition, each volume will be devoted to a different subject.

By way of historical cartoeranhy we acquired from Eniland facsimiles
of the famous "Gough map of 1360", and "The Portolan Chart of Angellino
de Daloroto - 1325". From the Real Academia de la Historia in Madrid we
bought a copy of Mapas Fspañoles de America, Siglos XVXVII. And from
Vale University we secured copies of the now fatuous Vinland map and
Tartar Relations

Good journals in the field of cartography are few indeed, but this
year cartographers had cause to feel much pride in the publication of two
new ones of excellent quality. The Map Collection now has: The Carto-
graphic -journal, punlished by the British Cartographic Society and The
Cartographer, published by the Ontario Institute of Chartered Cartographers.

The government map depository programs, the U. S. Geological Survey
and the U. S. Army Map Service, are continuing, to provide an almost over-
whelming number of sheets. In addition to the depository maps, the Survey
gave us a number of sheets, which we had failed to receive over the years,
of the United States topographic series 1:250,000.

From Special Collections we received additional sheets from the
Fulton Collection, and a large assortment of maps from the Douglass
Collection.

Foreign topical sheets were acquired from such notable sources as:
Russia's Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartofrafii; Royal Thai Survey
Department; Canadian Geological Survey; Organization of African Unity,
Scientific, Technical and Research Commission; Colombia Department
Agrologico; Mexican Direccion General de Geugrafia y Meteorolocia; and
the French Bureau de Recherches Geologiques et Miníres to name only a
few.

Maps of local interest include "Arizona public lands" published by
the Arizona State Office of the IT. S. Bureau of Land Management. Work-
ing cooperatively the Department of Geology, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics and the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Arizona



published a much needed annual precipitation map tor the State of Ariz-
ona. The Arizona State Highway Department released the seventh in their
series of county aUases, this one being the Atlas of (reenlee County.
Mr. Frank Midvale very generously gave us a copy of his new map showing
the prehistoric irrigation of the Salt River Valley.

The "friends of the Map Collectiont' continued to remember us with
some excellent gifts. In resnonse to our written requests, we were able
to acquire a considerable number of eneral and topical sheets.

Statistics

Public Service

Reference questions 3,551

Circulation - Ruildirg use 2,890

Circulation - home use 996

Acquisitions

Sheet maps 4,292

Rooks 165

Total holdings

Sheet maps 67,902

Books 619

Wi thdrawa is

Sheet maps 5

Books .... 3



Processing

Although long overdue, the combined efforts of a number of staff
members succeeded in getting the 2LiO volumes of the U. S. Geological
Survey Geologic atlas bound. With this sturdy new binding, these val-
uable folios should be serviceable for years to come.

To accommodate some 10,000 new catalog cards, which were made this
year by the staff, it was necessary to refile and expand the card cat-
alog. Old guide cards were replaced with new ones in an effort to im-
prove the general appearance of the catalog.

Because many of the old mops received this year were in such bad
condition, much staff time was spent in mounting and repair work. Cir-
cula ting maps also need to he mended from time to time, and some new
maps, which will receive hard use, were rnounted before being placed in-
to circulai-ion.

Fac i 1 i ties

Several new pieces of equipment have been added during the year,
which have iniproved our operations.

A new cork exhibit board has permitted us to display interesting
maps; the housing of the geologic folios has been decidedly improved
by the addition of a new atlas case; and the plastic relief maps
are much easier to handle now that they are suspended from a file rack.

Very soon the acquisition of sheet maps will have to be greatly
curtailed, unless a substantial number of new map cases can he bought
over the next few years. This yéar the staff completely ref iled the
entire collection in an attempt to re-distribute the available space
to areas where expansion is the most rapid. Even so, very litt)e
space remains for future growth. At the present time many of the plan
file folders and the drawer type cases are overly loaded to the point
of being crammed. Needless to say this condition causes much wear and
tear on the maps as well as the staff.



Professional meetings attended:

Annual Convention of the Arizona State library Association,
Tucson, Arizona

Arizona State Library Association's Special Libraries Division
quarterly meeting at the Amerind Foundation, Dragoon, Arizona0

Member of professional organizations:

Special Libraries Association
Rio Grande Chapter

American Library ssociation
Southwestern Library Association
Irizora State Library Association

Special Libraries Division

S ta f f

Althotwh the map room was not opened for service until 1957, it was
ten years ago this year that the staff first started to organize this col-
lection.

During this period of time a number of very dedicated young men and
women have assisted in the growth of this library. So to them and to the
very able statf, which I now have, go the very highest praise and most
sincere aPpreciation.

Respectfully submitted,

Professional Activities

i'\ \íl1À
Mary Llo 1a ley
Map Libr+ian



ANNUAL REPORT
MUSIC COLLECTION

1965 -1966

Submitted herewith is the annual report for 1965/66.

I. STOCK

During the year 3,556 items were added. Holdings acquired since
1959, the year in which the library was organized, now number 40,842.

BOUND MUSIC

This comprises the basis of the collection. During the year 1,095
scores were added.

The collection is constantly growing in depth. The entire Music
Faculty joins us in selecting material in their special subject fields.
We are not only purchasing the important current publications, but are
back-buying in order to compensate for our very recent organization. To
support the collection we have created a scholarly catalog consisting of
60,000 cards which has been tailored to the needs of this University.

Each year many books have been selected, have been paid for by the
music budget, then placed in the Humanities Library. This one phase of
our activity has never shown within our collection. Since our needs for
materials so far exceed our budget we now plan to refer all books which
we select to the Humanities Librarian, to be ordered from the Humanities
Library budget.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

In addition to the basic reference works (dictionaries, encyclopedias,
thematic indexes, etc.) the "monumental sets" and complete works make up
an important part of a music library's reference collection. We plan to
add to these sets each year. We have acquired 87 sets of historically
important music plus 71 sets of complete works, of which the following
were purchased during the past year:

Bach, J. S. NEUE AUSGABE S»1TLICHER WERKE..
Rimskii-Korsakov. COMPLETE COLLECTED WORKS..
Schubert. COMPLETE WORKS..

Lists of our complete holdings in these two catagories were
distributed to the Music Faculty.

-1-



Various indexes have been prepared to serve as an adjunct to our
collection of reference works. Two card indexes, consisting of 8,500
cards, for collected songs and piano music are being prepared by Mrs.
Emilie Hance. A major undertaking was the preparation of an index to
the 40 volumes of the Mozart, COMPLETE WORKS. We are investigating the
possibility of having this printed and made available to other libraries
in the music field.

SHEET MUSIC COLLECTION

This covers vocal and instrumental music. The pieces are slight
physically, but not necessarily in musical content. The collection is
prepared and given brief cataloging within the Music Collection to save
processing costs and cut processing time.

Historical popular sheet music of the 19th and 20th centuries forms
a useful portion of this collection. Although this is used currently for
our reference work, its principal value will be to serve the needs of
future students since it illustrates changes in social interest.

Added 798
Total collection 5l96

RECORD COLLECTION

This includes mainly classical recordings, but also ethnological
and folk music, juvenile musical recordings for use in music education
and a circulating collection of music, minus one part, where the borrower
provides the missing voice or instrument. During the coming year we
plan to extend the circulating collection to include popular classics
and semi-classical selections.

Added 408
Total collection 9,663

TAPE COLLECTION

Some music on tape has been acquired, but because of the high cost
and the difficulty which it presents in classroom and student listening
situations, we are purposely allowing the collection to remain small.

We are continuing to acquire, however, tapes of Faculty recitals
and orchestra, opera, and choral performances made at the University.
These frequently include contemporary (or very old music) not coLuutercially
available.

Tapes of each student recital held in Crowder Hall are available to
students the day of the concert for a critical analysis of their own
performances. They are erased at the end of each school year.
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CLASSROOM COLLECTION

This collection, which serves the students enrolled in music education
classes, now contains all the music series used in the forty-eight contin-
ental states, Hawaii and Alaska. Care is taken to keep the collection up
to date for the summer workshops, which draw students from all parts of the
country.

Added 97
Total collection 902

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Folk and native music of the Southwest and music and records by
Arizona composers are assembled in a special Arizona collection.

Robert McBride and Robert Muczynski are two composers in residence on
the faculty. Music by these and other well-known musicians who have been
associated with the University, such as Otto Luening and Ulysses Kay, is
being acquired as it is made available commercially and an effort is being
made to acquire gift manuscripts and papers.

MICRO MATERIALS

The microcard collection consists of 133 manuscripts and early
printed music, books and periodicals from the 15th tothe 19th century.
Although numerically rather small, the collection provides us with
scarce and rare materials which would otherwise be impossible for us
to procure and which serve to support our graduate program.

PERIODICALS

Music periodicals now number 132 titles; 13 new titles were acquired
during the year.

II.. ACTIVITIES

We have all carried a heavy work load during the past year.
Circulation has increased 18h (it exceeded 31,000). We have had staff
on leave, staff on temporary appointment, excessive illness and greater
demands made upon us by students and Faculty than ever before. We need
the services of an additional professionally trained assistant to do
reference work and search orders, particularly since we plan to move into
larger quarters and anticipate an increase in student enrollment.

NEW LIBRARY

Of major importance is the new music library which will be located
in the west wing of the Music Building. It will seat approximately 70
students.
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We submitted detailed plans which, with few exceptions, were approved.
This is most gratifying, as has been the fact that the School of Music
allocated this generous space to us when their own needs were so pressing.

The new quarters will triple our present area and provide additional
book stacks, study carrels, listening facilities and work space for the
staff. Had this space not been acquired, all available shelving area would
have been consumed within the year.

An important factor is the flexibility with which the new library
is planned. If necessary all furniture and equipment can be adapted to
another location and the space converted to a large classroom for the
School of Music.

STAFF

Offices: E. Phillips: Vice President, Arizona State Library
Association.

President, Special Libraries Division
Arizona State Library Association.

Program Chairman, Special Libraries Division
Annual State Conference.

Memberships: A. Ross: Arizona State Library Association.
American Association of University Professors.
Southwestern Library Association.

E. Phillips: Music Library Association.
United Kingdom Branch, International
Association of Music Libraries

American Library Association
Arizona State Library Association
Southwestern Library Association

Conferences: A. Ross:
Annual conference, Arizona State Library

T. Bissen:
AssociationE. Hance:

E. Phillips: Presided at meetings of Special Libraries
Division throughout state.

Annual conference, Arizona State Library
Association

When it became necessary to find a temporary replacement for
Miss Ross, our Music Cataloger, we had the extreme good fortune to acquire
the services of the former head of the Los Angeles Public Library Fine
Arts Department, Miss Olive T. Sprong. It was a pleasure to work with
Miss Sprong, personally and professionally.

Miss Bissen left on June 1 for two and one half months combined
vacation and leave of absence. She is completing certain academic work.
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Important in our work are the weekly staff meetings since these,
more than any single activity, affect service to the borrower, our
primary function. Here problems and procedures which lead to improved
service are discussed. Members of the staff review new music, books,
records, periodicals and reference works. Training sessions are also
held for Student Assistants.

In conclusion we wish to thank Dean Hull and Mr. Buchhauser who
have given us their support during the year and who have been responsible
for providing us with new quarters. I would also like to express my
appreciation for the fine work done by the members of the staff during
the year. They have carried the work forward with energy and enthusiasm.

Respectfully submitted,
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ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION

ANNUAL REPORT

(1965-1966)

Today, an area of major interest to the United States,
and consequently to the faculty and students of colleges and
universities, is Asia. The war in Viet Nam has brought this
area under close observation. The expansion and development
of Red China and her support of the war in Southeast Asia, the
Sino-Russian split in the Communist world, the desperate con-
flict between India and Pakistan, and the tremendous economic
growth of modern Japan have all played a great part in creating
an unprecedented impact on the Western world. It may be true
that "the East-West encounter will dominate the rest of the
20th century."

Since the establishment of the Oriental Studies
Collection in our Library, interested persons have been able
to find the first-hand and vernacular materials for their
studies and research in the Asian areas.

The primary function of this Collection is to
facilitate faculty and student research. As expected, the
Universitys Oriental Studies Department makes the most use
of the Collection. Students of such courses as the Histories
of China and Japan, Government of the Far East, Modern
Communist China, Chinese Thought, Chinese and Japanese Liter-
ature, and the languages of China and Japan find the original
sources of information on their subjects to be of great value.

Faculty and graduate students in other departments
such as History, Anthropology, Politics, and Government also
make use of the Collection for seeking related materials.
Some local organizations and individual patrons seek help to
identify the origin and background of antiques and artifacts
of the Far East which they have acquired.

In an effort to improve the services of the Collection,
it has been our aim to concentrate on acquiring materials in
the areas of general references, the Humanities, and Social
Sciences. In addition to our basic holdings, some notable
books were acquired such as Ssu Pu Ts'ung K'an (Collectanea
of Chinese Classics), 2112 Chinese fascicles in 110 vols.;



Li Taj Chi Shih Nien Piao (Chronological Tables of Chinese
History), 40 vols.; Chung Kuo Shih HsUeh Ts'ung Shu (Generalia
of Chinese History), 120 vols.; Wai Chiao Pu Hui Pien (Docu-
ments of Foreign Relations), 33 vols.; and Yiíeh Ya T ang
Ts'ung Shu (Generalia of Chinese Literature), 20 vols.
Notable Japanese works include the Gendai Nihon Bungaku
Zenshu (Collection of Modern Japanese Literature), 98 vols.;
Gendai Nihon Shiso Taikei (Collection of Japanese Philosophy),
36 vols.; Zoho Shiryo Taisei (Documentary Records of Japanese
History), 40 vols. All of these works are indispensable for
research and advanced studies.

Oriental materials are acquired by three means; namely,
purchase, exchange, and gifts. A large part of our materials
is purchased from Red China via Hong Kong. Among these mater-
ials are the daily newspapers, periodicals of literature,
language, history, economics, politics, and science, and works
by modern Communist Chinese authors as well as traditional

works. Other Chinese materials are purchased directly from
Taiwan. Here we also have newspapers of Nationalist China,
various magazines, and standard reference works.

For our Japanese section, materials are purchased
directly from publishing houses in Japan. Here is found a
great number of valuable periodicals of major interest to
every field of study, as well as basic reference materials
in the Japanese language.

In our exchange program, materials are exchanged with
other organizations such as the National Taiwan University,
Academia Sinica, and the National Central Library. Exchanges
have been made with other Oriental libraries in the United
States such as those of the University of Kansas, University
of Michigan, Harvard University, and Cornell University.
Duplicates in our collection are exchanged with duplicates
in the collections of other libraries and some valuable books
have been added in this manner.

We have received many gifts from various institutiäns
which have also added many titles to our collection. Many
rare and out of print books are acquired this way. Individ-
uals or institutions who have heard of our collection have
made generous gifts to us and thus many interesting and
valuable materials were added which otherwise may be lacking.
For example, recently a gift of Series of Documents of
Modern China in 16 vols, was made by the Modern China Histor-
ical Society in Taiwan.



Joh B. Liu
Oriental Studies Librarian

July, 1966
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As for cataloging and processing, 2,659 titles in
6,020 volumes were cataloged and processed this year. Many
catalog cards were obtained from the Library of Congress,
but books published before 1955 are not shown in the L. C.
Union Catalog, and therefore it is necessary that we catalog
those books by ourselves. Because this Collection is operated
autonomously, the staff is responsible for the selection of
new materials, cataloging, processing, reference, circulation,
and other general administrative duties. The technical
processing alone requires a great amount of work. In addition
to the regular library duties, the teaching of a course for
the Oriental Studies Department has also taken a portion
of time.

This year, the Collection has three part-time workers.
Mr. Chan works 15 hours per week, Mrs. Clisby, 20 hours, and
Mr. Markham, 6 hours. After a certain period of experience,
they have become familiar with the general library practice,
and their help has contributed greatly to the progress of
the Collection.

Submitted by



CATALOGING:

APPENDIX

STATISTICAL PRESENTATION

(1965-1966)

j GROWTH OF HOLDINGS & NEW ACQUISITIONS:

Old Holdings New Acquisitions Current Holdings
1964.4965 1965-1966 1965-1966

The total number estimated is 420.

Titles Volumes Titles Volumes Titles Volumes

Chinese 9,218 15,931 1,663 4,124 10,881 20,055

Japanese 4,236 6,059 550 1,562 4,786 7,621

Korean &
Others 125 880 20 145 145 1,025

Total 13,454 22,870 2,233 5,831 15,812 28,701

Total 2,659 6,020

TOTAL CARDS ADDED TO THE CATALOG:

Chinese Japanese Total
4, 068 2,315 6, 383

Titles Volumes

Chi n e s e 1,534 3,775

Japanese 1,125 2,245

4. EPERENCE QUESTIONS ANSWERED:

Average of 2 or 3 reference questions a day.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FIELD HISTORIAN
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY

Tucson, Arizona
May 20, 1965 -- May 30, 1966

The following report is submitted by the Field Historian and will

outline the major activities for the past twelve months. As stateiin previous

reports the last twelve months have been spent in the various fields necessary

to constantly enlarge the image of what we are doing at the University of Arizona

to preserve and interpret historic materials concerning Arizona and the West.

As stated in previous reports, in order to be successful over a long period of

years the first essential endeavor should be of creating an image where it con-

cerns the University of Arizona in the field of collecting those documents and books

concerning the Great American West. In this regard the following efforts have been

successfully carried out and I believe they have created a respect and stimulated

the interest of many thousands in our program here at the University of Arizona.

OFF-CAMPUS ACTIVITIES, TALKS AND LECTTJIRES

This could be divided mainly into two parts:

Appearances on Television, Other than Re-runs of the Western Roundtable, and
On Radio Programs:

The Field Historian appeared approximately every two weeks as a guest on

The Frank Kahl Show, KGUN-TV, Channel 9, Tucson, for half-hour programs, speaking

on various western topics and answering questions, until that show was discontinued

in January of 1966. The Field Historian also was a guest on KVOA-TV, Marie Fraesdorf

program, several times during the suwuLer of 1965, and has been appearing approximately

twice monthly on CBS Radio, KOLD, for one-hour programs on a show entitled "Party

Line" and is continuing to contribute to this program. This has been since August

of 1965 until the present time.

Outside Lectures:

The following is a list of off-campus lectures given since the last Annual
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Report, May 20, 1965:

May 22, 1965--Arizona Mobile Homes Association, Tucson.

May 26, l965--NCO Wives Club, DMAFB, Tucson

June 1, 1965--Sahuaro Rotary, Tucson.

June 3, 1965--East Phoenix Rotary, Phoenix, noon.

June 3, 1965--Dons and Donas Club, Phoenix, evening.

June 5, 1965--Westerners Corral, Tombstone.

September 8, 1965--Phoenix Westerners, Phoenix.

September 14, 1965--Tucson Advertizing Club, Tucson.

October 6, 1965--Zonta Business and Professional Women's Club, Nogales.

October 15, 1965--Pimeria Alta Society, Nogales.

December 18, 1965--Arizona Press Women, Tucson.

January 13, 1966--Ajo Rotary, Ajo.

February 22, 1966--Tombstone Federated Women's Club, Tombstone.

March 3, 1966--Saf ford-Graham County Chamber of CoilLilterce, Safford.

March 14, 1966--Old Pueblo Rotary Club, Tucson.

April 7, 1966--Suburban Women's Club, Tucson.

April 29, 1966--Arizona Broadcasters Association, Tucson.

May 6-7, 1966--7th Annual Historical Convention (represented University
but did not give talk this year), Tombstone.

May 13, 1966--Catalina Rotary Club, Tucson.

PUBLICITY AND NEWS RELEASES

Many feature stories have gone out through the Associated Press and local

press regarding collections acquired by the Field Historian for the Western

Collection.

DONATED HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS

1. Mr. Alvin Allen, County Agricultural Agent in Prescott, July 20, 1965--Minute
book of the Yavapai County Dairymen's Association from Dec. 1922 to April, 1924.
Estimated value: $25.00
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Arizona Mohair Growers Association, Prescott, April 12 and May 10, 1966,
business letters and documents regarding this association and its history. Two
donations. Estimated value: $400.00.

Mr. Charles Arnold, Tucson, May 24, 1965--collection of Dr. John K. Cook,
píoneer and founder of Sioux City, Iowa. Collection emphasizes the founding of
this town and embraces all original documents relating to the business activities
of Dr. Cook, the original plat map of Sioux City, newspapers, tintypes, and an
expecially rare Black Hills broadside. Estimated value: $2500.00.

Mr. Paul Bailey, Los Angeles, California, September 2, 1965--original manuscript
and pr&ff sheets of his best-seller, FOR TIME AND ALL ETERNITY plus complete manu-
script and draft of GRANDPA WAS A POLYGAMIST. Estimated value: $1000.00.

Dr. Elmer Belt, Los Angeles, California, January 21, 1966--Old Southern
California newspapers. Estimated value: $25.00.

The late Mr. Lou Blachly, Tucson, March 16, 1966--audio-tapes and letters,
papers, etc. This collection is now part of the Western Collection holdings, having
been processed through probate court. Estimated value: $5000.00.

Mr. Garrett E. Blackwell, Pima County Agent in Charge, Tucson, October 12, 1965--
125 boxes and 35 bound volumes of Agricultural Extension Service material. Estimated
value: $1000.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blazer, Tularosa, New Mexico, March 16, 1966--xerox copies and
microfilm of ledgers, jouriiaas, day books and letters of New Mexico material of the
Blazer family, 1873-1876 until 1919. Estimated value: $100.00 (cost of our re-
productions of this material only.)

Mrs. Franklyn E. Brown, Prescott, Arizona, November 23, l965--One book of stock
issues of the consolidated mines of Arizona. Estimated value: $100.00.

Mr. Fred Croxen, Sr., Tucson, January 19, 1966--Nine stories of Arizona history
and personalities. Estimated value: $50.00.

Mrs. Dorothy Cutting, Nogales, November lO, 1965--Public land grants of the
Porfirio Diaz administration. Estimated value: $150.

Mrs. Ralph Dengler, Tucson, September 2, 1965--A Jackson County, Missouri,
land certificate signed by President James Buchanan. Estimated value: $25.00.

Mrs. Howard Easley, Tucson, and Mrs. Mignon S. Grier of Miami, Arizona, July
7, 1965 and July 17, 1965--xerox material re. H. Stevens, an early Arizona pioneer,
plus much historic material (31 boxes) dealing with the late Judge A.S. Henderson of
Patagonia. Estimated value of 3 gift reports: $850.00.

Mr. Lee Ellis, Oakley, California, September 2, 1965--certificate of stock
issued tp Mark Twain in 1872 in Virginia City, Nevada, by Eilley Orrum, "King of
the Comstock." Estimated value: $10.00.

Mr. Selim H. Franklin, Balboa Island, California, October 1, 1965--much historic
material of the late Selim M. Franklin, Arizona Territory attorney and legislator,
and much material of Colonel William Herring, one of Arizona's outstanding pioneer
attorneys. Estimated value: $5000.00.
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Mr. Paul Galleher, Glendale, California, September 2, l965--Additonal material
dealing with Frank A. Schilling and his early life in Arizona and New Mexico.
Estimated value: $100.00.

Mrs. S.A. Green, Tucson, September 3, 1965--two rare documentary deeds and some
miscellaneous letters describing legal aspects of the deeds of Berk's County, Penn-
sylvania, 1755 and 1842. Estimated value: $100.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett G. Hager, Terminal Island, California, March 8, 1966--
old Arizona newspapers. Estimated value: $10.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett G. Hager, Terminal Island, Calif., November 16, 1965--
37 photographs of Bisbee and the border area between Bisbee and Nogales, circa
1880's to early 1900's. Estimated value: $100.00.

Mrs. Carol Honaker, Tucson, July 20, 1965--envelope containing numberous docu-
ments and correspondence relating to Mr. Martin Tew, cattleman and mining man of
Copper Creek, Arizona, 1928-1945. Estimated value: $15.00.

Mr. Dennis Hunt, Tucson, May 2, 1966 and February 18, 1966--New Mexico brandbook,
1907 and notebook of Papago Indian brands, newspaper clippings, and framed collec-
tion of various rare cattle brands, signatures. Estimated value: $350.00.

Mr. Merle Wells, Director of Idaho Historical Society, Boise, Idaho, January
19, 1966--material of Mrs. G.L. Gates of DA Ranch in Yavapai County, Arizona. Esti-
mated value: $500.00.

Mrs. Edna Jackson, Willcox, Arizona, November 18, 1965--Three calendar almanacs,
circa 1890-1900. Estimated value: $10.00.

Mr. William J. Kelly, Tucson, October 14, 1965--collection of diaries, corres-
pondence, photographs , and other papers relating to one of Arizona's early pioneers,
James H. Tevis. Estimated value: $3000.00.

Mr. and Mrs. John Lawler, Prescott, July 15, 1965--manuscript material of late
John Lawler, Arizona pioneer, miner, rancher and businessman. Estimated value: $3000.00.

Daniel B. Linderman and A.S. Linderman (dec'd) through daughter Florence A.
Linderman, Santa Barbara, California, January 19, 1966 aix July 12, 1965--issue of
stock from Reliance Copper Company, 1922, and 58 items of Miss Linderman's career
as a University of Arizona graduate, United States Navy nurse, including some medals.
Estimated value: $55.00.

Mr. John W. McLean, Ajo, Arizona, January 19, 1966--collection of historic
photographs, account books, day books, journals and bank books of Albert P. Behan,
son of John H. Behan, and of John H. Behan himself, famed sheriff of Cochise County,
Arizona. Estimated value: $1,050.00.

Mrs. Rose Hattich Machomich, Laguna Hills, California, July 1, 1965--book
entitled PIONEER MAGIC, written by her brother, William Hattich of Tombstone, Arizona,
before his death in 1964. Estimated value: $2.00.

Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Metzger, Prescott, Arizona, September 2, 1965 and July 15, 1965--
much historic material relating to the late Ralph A. Cameron, legislator, hotel
owner (Cameron Hotel at Grand Canyon). Estimated value: $1500.00.
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Mr. Lamar Moore, Glendale, California, November lO, 1965--books (hard and soft
bound), pamphlets, brand books, historical journals, magazines, assorted periodicals,
book dealers catalogs, relating to the American West. Estimated value: $500.00.

Mrs. Shiras Morris, Jr., Tucson, January 19, 1966--xerox copy of Frank C.
Lockwood's diary, 1908-09. Estimated value: $100.00.

Mr. Nelson C. Nye, Tucson, December 15, 1965--Original manuscript of THE CURLY
BILL STORY. Estimated value $500.00.

Mr, George Pittman, San Manuel, Arizona, July 20, 1965--One issue of Arizona
Copper Camp newspaper, 1916. Estimated value: $5.00.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Pollock, Flagstaff, Arizona, May 27, 1965--Personal diaries of
Mrs. Tom Pollock, Sr. (Mary Pollock) from 1910 to 1923--an addition to the Univer-
sity's original Pollock Collection. Estimated value: $250.00.

Mrs. Katherine K. Power, Philadelphia, Penn., March 15, 1966--photograph,
articles, letters and 1 xerox copy of personal record of General James S. Brisbin,
western military pioneer and author of BEEF BONANZA. Estimated value: $100.00.

Miss Ruth Russell, Douglas, Arizona, October 12, 1965--Irwin collection of
approximately three thousand glass plates representative of places, people and
personalities in Southern Arizona from 1900 to 1920. Estimated value: $3000.00.

Sears Roebuck and Company through the courtesy of Mr. Joseph R. Metcalf, Manager
of the Tucson store, April 22, 1966--All Sears Roebuck and Company catalogs on
microfilm from 1888 to the present. Estimated value: $500.00.

Mr. Charles Sewell, Tucson, January 19, 1966--xerox copy of book entitled
LAMPAZOS, SUS HOMBRES, SUE TIEMPO, SUS OBRAS, written by Leopoldo Naranjo, 1934,
of which the original is one of three extant copies known. Estimated value: $100.00.

Mr. Waddell F. Smith, Director of the Pony Express History and Art Gallery,
San Raphael, California, May 2, 1966--book EMPIRE ON WHEELS, by Mary Lund Settle and
Raymond W. Settle, 1949. Estimated value: $10.00.

Colonel Harry Snyder, Tucson, January 20, 1966--Total of 53 books on Canada,
the Yukon, and the great Northwest, some very rare. Estimated value: $1433.25.

Colonel Harry Snyder, Tucson, June 11, 1965--two books, rare: THE BRITISH
DOMINIONS IN NORTH AMERICA, 1832, and a signed edition of THE WAR TRAIL OF BIG
BEAR, 1885. Estimated value: $265.00.

Wells Chamber of Couuuerce, Wells, Nevada, January 31, 1966--one copy of
AGED IN SAGE by Miss Jean McElrath, 1964. Estimated value $5.25

Mr. Frank Marion Whiting, Jr., Tucson, September 2, 1965--xerox manuscript
dealing with life of Frank M. Whiting, Sr., and the Mormon establishment of northern
Arizona and the colonies in Chihuahua, Mexico. Estimated value: $25.00.

Mr. James Vail Wilkinson, Temecula, California, February 23, 1966--ledger books,
minute books, letter press books, deeds, maps, incorporation papers, letters, docu-
ments, statements, court testimonies, legal papers dealing with the Empire Land
and Cattle Company, Crittenden Cattle Company, Whetstone and San Pedro Cattle Company.
Estimated value: $10,000.00.
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PURCHASED HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS

The Field Historian recommended several outstanding historical collections

for purchase in consultation with the University Librarian, Dr. Robert K. Johnson.

These were added to the growing Western Americana Collection.

PUBLICATIONS AND REVIEWS

The Field Historian had published a reprint of an article written in 1929

by John Phillip Clum entitled IT ALL HAPPENED IN TOMBSTONE, Northland Press, for

which the Field Historian wrote the foreword and annotations. In addition, the

Field Historian is writing articles which appear monthly in an Arizona newspaper

entitled Arizona Currents. Occasionally, more than one article of the Field Historian's

appears in one issue, and these articles are scheduled to run for twelve months--

February 1966 to February 1967.

The Field Historian also has recotiatiended to the University of Arizona Press

two books which are now being published:

The biography of William Sanders Oury, written by Dr. Cornelius C. Smith,

for which the Field Historian will write the introduction.

The story of the XIT Ranch, written by C.E. MacConnell, for which the

Field Historian will write the introduction.

CONCLUSION

The various contacts made by the Field Historian to bring additional materials

and in particular donated materials to the University of Arizona Western Collection

in the next twelve months should bear much fruition. Contacts by the Field His-

torian with prospective donors have increased and the Field Historian feels that the

next twelve months should be most productive.

JDG/ c sa

Respectlly Submitte
/

7
John D. Giichriese
Field Historian
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CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1

By Type

State funds, budgeted $

National Defense Education Act

Special $12,055.00 appropriation

of Income

1964/65

235,000.00

39,916.73

- -

1965/66

246,054.00

32,057.43

12,153.20
(July 1965)

Special $100,000.00 appropriation
(January 1966)

Title lia of Federal Higher
Education Act

Gifts

Binding

- -

- -

1,696.04

37,524.92

13,128.07

10,000.00

4,290.50

33,375.23

$ 314,137.69 $ 351,058.43



SUBJECT ALLOCATIONS:

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENDITURES ENDING JUNE 30, 1966

2

Department Allocation
Boo k

Expend.
Journal
Expend. Totals

Accounting $ 600.00 $ 664.18 $ 227.50 $ 891.68
Agriculture 6,500.00 5,054.71 5,889.81 10,944.52
Aero. Mech. Engr. 2,200.00 1,826.20 1,012.25 2,838.45
Anthropo logy 5,000.00 4,223.64 1,025.09 5,248.73
Architecture 1,500.00 847.11 112.18 959.29

Art 2,500.00 2,881.84 590.46 3,472.30
As trono my 400.00 189.92 652.04 841.96
Atmospheric Physics 350.00 332.92 992.51 1,325.43
Biology 400.00 323.93 323.93
Botany 1,500.00 651.81 1,108.65 1,760.46

Business Education 100.00 38.95 8.75 47.70
Chemical Engineering 850.00 9Q.77 400.96 1,301.73
Chemistry 4,500.00 3,998.02 6,967.22 10,965.24
Civil Engineering 1,000.00 1,126.71 1,128.30 2,255.01 *
Classics 1,200.00 1,433.88 91.63 1,525.51

Drama 500.00 456.42 88.73 545.15
Div. Econ. & Bus. Res. 350.00 253.65 114.50 368 * 15

Economics 3,500.00 2,773.52 899.58 3,673.10
Education 6,600.00 5,831.81 891.56 6,723.37
Electrical Engr. 1,200.00 1,067.35 1,604.83 2,672.18

English 6,700.00 6,991.24 463.92 7,455.16 *
Finance 550.00 350.14 365.65 715.79
Geochronology 500.00 305.76 104.50 410.26
Geography 2,000.00 507.72 2,683.35
Geology 2,500.00 2, 842 . 93 2,451.35 5,294.28

German 1,050.00 1,126.71 220.96 1,347.67
Government 4,500.00 3,306.94 1,565.66 4,872.60
History 4,800.00 3,462.26 1,440.24 4,902.50 *
Home Economics 1,000.00 845.51 386.70 1,232.21
Management 1,800.00 1,630.58 590.30 2,220.88

Marketing 800.00 603.67 190.63 794.30
Mathematics 4,500.00 2,023.90 2,686.43 4,710.33 *
Metallurgical Engr. 400.00 551.57 539.11 1,090.68
Microbiology 900.00 659.85 1,131.68 1,791.53
Mining and Geol. Engr. 600.00 712.42 437.90 1,150.32

Nuclear Engr. 400.00 298.27 522.89 821.16
Nursing 700.00 824.23 289.00 1,113.23
Oriental Studies 9,000.00 9,646.41 1,562.87 11,209.28
Pharmacy 2,000.00 1,565.38 1,830.68 3,396.06
Philosophy 1,000.00 948.95 184.03 1,132.98



LIBRARY DIVISIONS (Excludes Periodicals)

Science Division $ 8,739.29
Humanities Department 8,962.00
Social Science Department 7,021.05
Music Collection 6,748.65
Reference Department 1,850.49
Map Collection 1,850.70
Instr. Materials Collection 2,129.50
Oriental Studies Collection 688.61
General Library Fund 16,138.99
Replacement 1,512.07
Supplementary 1,087.20
Medicine 383.57

* Asterisks indicate those accounts whose subject fields have been

augmented further by NDEA expenditures (q.v.).

3

epartmeflt Allocation
Book
Expend.

Journal
Expend. Totals

pbysics 2,000.00 1,683.95 3,148.46 4,832.41

psychology 1,400.00 1,125.48 1,685.22 2,810.70

public Administration 1,000.00 834.37 270.48 1,104.85
Romance Languages 6,00.00 6,791.16 1,145.05 7,936.21 *

Russian 700.00 473.41 97.20 570.61

Sociology 1,900.00 1,073.66 473.18 1,546.84
Speech 250.00 242.09 132.94 375.03
$ystems Engr. 1,200.00 1,452.87 220.35 1,673.22

zoology 2,600.00 2,613.82 3,726.47 6,340.29



Total $32,057.43

4

N. D. E. A. EXPENDITURES

Department Books Backfiles Microfilm Amount

Civil i -- $450.00
Engineering $450.00

English 847 8 70

$5,963.81 $2,710.94 $1417.92 $10,092.67

History 56 3 41

$369.68 $170.19 $467.25 $1,007.12

Mathematics -- 3

$313.48 $313.48

Spanish 1279 12 1

$10,589.40 $3,784.09 $18.65 $14,392.14

French 618 13 --
$3,826,82 $1,975.20 $5,802.02



OTHER EXPENDITURES

NON-BOOK MATERIALS

* Includes subscriptions on microfilm ($1,080.53)

** Includes $350.00 for services from the Bibliographical
Center for Research, Denver.

*** $6,075.00 from special appropriations.
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Periodical subscriptions $ 63,78.7l *

Periodical backfiles 16,859.79

Periodical replacements 474.61

Inter-Library loan costs 1,600.00 **

Catalogue cards 8,837.10
Library of Congress 8,678.10
H.W. Wilson 159.00

Farmington Plan Books 1,356.50
Colombia 298 vols. 1,319.90
Panama 12 vols. 36.60

U.S. Government Documents 975.00

Maps

Manuscripts

Microprint

Microfilm
Subscriptions
Separates
UA Dissertations

Music scores

Phonorecords (music)

Tape recordings (oral history)

Memberships

1,080.53
574.13

2,265.01

$ 1,720.00

7,000.00

886.95

3,919.67

3,198.20

739.54

710.50

1,101 .05

***



Dr. Marvin P. Jaffe and
Saul D. Jaffe Memorial

Charles U. Piekrell Memorial

Redfern Foundation

Harris E. Salonic Memorial

L.B. Schmidt Memorial

Sarah K. Schmier Memorial

Experiment in International
Living

International Space Law
(N.A.S.A. grant)

Pima County Medical Society

Marvin Frankel

Wilfrid J. O'Donnell

Murray Sinclair

GIFTS AND SMALL GRANTS

3 vols. $ 37.04

2 vols. 45.29 *

4 vols. 18.50

11 vols. $82.87

3 vols. 35.00

103 vols. 804.74

58 vols. $ 194.40

48 vols. 323.49

90 subs. 34619.17

$ 115.00

115.00

100.00

Total $ 4,290.50

* Plus $66.97 which has been transferred to (and included in)
Salonic Memorial sum [to reimburse overdraft in latter].
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Periodical subscriptions added:

Purchased 440
Gift or Exchange 123

553

Continuations (excluding sets) added:

Purchased 435
Gift or Exchange 340

775

000000000000000000000000000000

HANLEY COLLECTION

Volumes in collection 36,466
Less volumes withdrawn 130
Plus volumes reinstated 23

36,359

Purchased to replace withdrawn copies
or maintain series and sets. (Estimate)

75

36,434

7



BINDING STATISTICS

Total $ 33,375.23

* Includes 64 Music Scores and 136 vols. of documents.

** Includes 194 Music Scores.

a

Periodicals

Books

"Pam-boundt'

Theses

Newspapers

Special Charges

HandBound Books

"Perma-bound"

5508

2102

1129

634

11

16

174

*

**

$ 22,073.35

4,588.25

1,985.05

2,223.30

110.00

2,111.38

101.20

182.70



Dear Dr. Johnson:

Our general organizational situation was very good this year,
primarily because we were able to hire a second person to function
as typist of purchase orders. Overloads in the accounting section
in the middle of the year made it necessary to transfer her half-
time to the accounting section, however, which was unfortunate.

The major concern in operations procedure related to those of
the accounting section and those routines were under scrutiny all
year. The Burroughs posting machine, transferred from the Business
Office, could not be released to us until the middle of August, at
which time routines had to be established for its use. The arrear-
age of July orders to be encumbered was then such that Miss Diamos
could not achieve current footing until mid-November.

The adopted accounting procedure is a standard one, involving
machine posting on ledger sheets, one for each sub-account, of every
encumbrance and payment and liquidation. (The abandoned procedure
utilized 3x5! slips filed by sub-accounts, and then by entry on
the slip).

Use of the posting machine has not been an unqualified success,
but an improvement, at least. Its chief benefit is that we are able
to render monthly reports to the fifty academic departments to whom
we allot monies and that these monthly reports can be prepared
quickly and without any break in our work.

Further, we in the department can know daily where we stand
financially, providing the posting is current. It is also far
easier to trace errors, both machine and human. Versatility of
machine bookkeeping is well-known and I will discuss that feature
later.

Disadvantages of the system are several. I will cite them
here only in brief form. Inasmuch as we assume we will be able to
improve some defects with which we have lived through a year of
trial and error: (1) the simple quantity of transactions we annu-
ally handle is such that we have had to add personnel where we thought
we would be holding down hours--we typed 4400 orders this year and
each order could be multiplied by a variable of from i to 18 since
each could have contained from 1 to 18 books; (2) we still lack a
technique whereby we can anticipate charges on monographic series
and annuals which arrive on standing orders and which inevitably
play havoc with free balances--some libraries set aside money to be
used for this, cumulate totals, and debit the departmental accounts
for their portion at the beginning of the fiscal year following the
year of their payment; (3) in his processing of professors' slips
ready to be given to the typist for ordering, Mr. Makuch is somewhat
hampered by the fact that the orders are now typed on a sub-account
basis, and he may not míx requests on more than one fund; (4) report-
ing to booksellers on the status of their invoices, usually alleged
to be unpaid, is far more difficult than in the past; (5) disencum-
bering money for books which are found not forthcoming is more time-
consuming than in the past.

9
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Although for the past two years we have required the equivalent
of two full-time persons in the accounting unit, we have been able,
always, to augment Miss Diamos' time with student personnel. In the

early spring, as I mentioned earlier, we had to transfer half the
time of a clerk-typist to help keep the accounting current and next
year we will have to have a full-time person there.

It was not unexpected that we would have to add a second person
in the accounting unit, but I had hoped that the inauguration of the
posting machine would enable us to defer the necessity for another

year or two. It is not to our credit that we begin, in 1965/66,
routines of this sort which other libraries are now phasing out and
replacing with automation.

Machine posting is far more versatile than any manual system and

it is fortunate that we had it available during a year in which we
had to adjust to so many changes in our funding. Following is a sum-

mary of our financial "downs and 'sups".

Poor fiscal control on my part during 1964/65 resulted in the
accrual of outstanding commitments in the amount of $11,915 at the

end of spring 1965. (I, in turn, blame the old accounting system
which could never be relied upon because our free balances were
never current.) It is customary that we have unpaid invoices at the

end of any fiscal year but never to such degree.
Our 1965/66 increment from the University administration was

$11,000. This was less than we had hoped to receive. Unpaid in-

voíces, then, consumed our entire increment for the year and to all

intents and purposes, our basic budget for libra'ry materials remained

at the 1964/65 level.
In July, upon your petition, President Harvill granted a special

appropriation of $12,000 to be used for the purchase of designated,
expensive sets for which we had particular need but which we had been

unable to purchase.
In September the University administration altered the method

which they had established in 1961 regulating apportioning funds
received from federal National Defense Education Act grants. Under
the original formula, the Library had been enriched annually in the
amount of $2,500 per N.D.E.A. Fellow for the purchase of books in

their appropriate academic fields.
A revised formula was established granting the Library a base

of $500 for each N.D.E.A. Fellow and enabling the academic depart-
ments concerned to petition the Dean of the Graduate College for

supplementary funds, as needed.
This loss of potential for library resources was protested by

the academic departments of English, History and Romance Languages;
they were assisted by Dr. Johnson in their attempts to have the new

formula renegotiated. The outcome seemed to be that the revised
formula for Library apportionment of N.D.E.A. monies is to stand.

Restitution was forthcoming on behalf of the Library, however,
when president Harvill was able to release uncommitted funds in the
amount of $100,000 for Library enrichment. The administration sug-
gested that a portion of the money might be applied to the subject
areas from which N.D.E.A. grants had been reduced and 417. of

$100,000 was assigned to English, History and Romance Languages.
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t this writing, only $13,123 of the enrichment fund has been
spent. Much more of it is encumbered and the final expenditures
ana1ysi: will appear in my 1966/67 report.

However desirable increased funds for the bookstock, their
impact on top of state funds and N.D.E.A. funds (though reduced) is
deleterious for this department because of the augmented number of
man-hours which must be found to verify, order, pay, and process.
The portion of the money from which Librarians may purchase will be
reserved for expensive items; the more so because this money has
no time limit after which it reverts.

That processing costs vary in inverse proportion to the cost of
the book is well known. Sets, collections and single books of high
value reflect proportionally less labor costs by virtue of their
high prices. It is anticipated, then, that relatively little in-
creased labor will be required to administer the unallocated funds
held in reserve.

But the percentage of the funds which we have sub-alloted to
the academic departments involved will doubtless be spent by them
for books in the usual price range (under $10). It is in this group
that the impact of the percentage alloted them will be felt. Under
the "old formula" a great deal of fiscal control was retained by
the departments as they selected and requested library material from
their $2,500 per capita grantsJ Compensatory restitution has been
provided from state funds. These funds have been transferred to the
Library accounts and will require the full complement of bookkeeping
accorded state funds.

The import of the three preceding paragraphs and accompanying
footnote does not warrant their length, perhaps, but I have included
these details because they ore yet another example of the problems
created by grants of "outside" money when no compensatory staff
accompanies them.

The federal Higher Education Act was memorable in the U. S.
Congress for its last-minute delays; we received notice late in June
that the University would qualify for a $5,000 grant from Title lia
of the Act, provided it could encumber an equal amount by June 30.
Inasmuch as the Library earlier had decided to use $13,200 of its
enrichment fund to purchase the ítem below,2 it was able to respond

1-While acquisitions verified the books, ordered them, and obtained
proper vouchers, it kept only a running tab of expenditures. The
appropriate departments maintained encumbrance figures since they
received carbons of all our purchase orders. Later, after books had
been received and proper vouchers obtained, Acquisitions certified
the material "received" and sent them to the academic departments
for their further processing (disencumbrance), signatures, and f or-
warding to the Comptroller. This routine will still be followed for
the reduced N.D.E.A. subventions.

2Microfilm copies of all the books contained in Pollard, A. W.
Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed in England, Scotland, and Ire-
land .. 1475-1640. London. 1926. This lot consists of 815 reels

of film which contain images of about 12,000 books published during
1475-1640. To make these useful, the Library is purchasing indivi-
dual catalogue cards prepared for these by the University of Michigan

Library ($800).
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inunediately when the University asked if we would be able to gener-
ate an order in the amount of $10,000 quickly. The Library is
grateful to the University administration for providing the $5,000
for this purpose. News releases relating to the usefulness of this
microfilm will be issued in autumn 1966.

The second area of change and improvement for this department
this year was the fact that the Catalog Department began subscrib-
ing to the advance form of Library of Congress catalog cards (in
January). These are used by the catalogers after the books arrive
(for card copy) o course, and for us represent a whole new bibli-
ographic spectrum, inasmuch as we can now bibliographically verify
requests with far greater speed. The proof slips arrive weekly
and require many hours time to interfile--I offered at the outset
to contribute time from my staff up to half that required for this
operation, but Miss Siebecker has usually found filing time from
within her department or outside and we have not had to make this
contribution. 'It is difficult to compute the savings in time
gained through utilizing L.C. proof slips, but I believe it would
not be an overstatement to aver that they represent the equivalent
of a full-time verifier.

Miss Siebecker's report will doubtless give the details of
use of these cards for transcription and her plans to photocopy
same, the better to gain production time for our card catalogs.
Since another advantage of our use of proof slips is reduced costs
of purchasing cards from the Library of Congress, I point out that
although we spent $1,000 less on L.C. cards this year, this differ-
ence is probably due to the fact that we were very low on funds in
the spring of the year when we usually replenish our deposit account
at the Library of Congress and preferred to conserve funds rather
than remit another $1,000 to Washington (which would have brought
our outlay for the year to $10,000).

Costs to replace stolen, mutilated, or worn-out books doubled
over 1964/65. This sum is conservative since about 507. of the books
purchased for this reason are charged against subject-area sub-
accounts. If one were to estimate the total cost of replacing books
last year, I would suggest that $3,500 was required. Further, I
hold an arrearage of records on at least $600 worth of titles which
have disappeared and which must be replaced within the next month
or two.

The cost of replacing periodical issues appea's on page five.
Labor factors add far more to replacing periodical issues than books,
of course, but this ooes not appear. Most depressing are the labor
costs which are entailed in replacing pages sliced out of bound vol-
urnes which have escalated fantastically since we opened the stacks
to all undergraduates in 1963. I say more about this problem in the
Gifts and Exchanges section of this report.

Most of the records for books found to be missing cross my
desk. Ny statistics show that almost half (965) of the 2000 books
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which were expunged from the records this year represented slips
which had accrued from the first phase of the stack inventory under-
taken last year by the Loan Department. I regret I do not share
their gratification that the statistics for these losses are "low,
which idea they base on the fact that this is the first coinprehen-
sive inventory since 1955, from which they conclude that the losses
can be amortized by the number of intervening years. This is false
thinking and I am trying to do statistics on the second phase of
stack inventory loss records, the better to ascertain how many books
stolen were acquired after June 1963. Since all undergraduates and
townspeople were granted free access to our bookstacks in September
1963, I may next year be able better to prove what a mistake the
policy of open stacks has been. (By which time it will be too late,
of course.)

My gloom over the vulnerability of books so dearly acquired has
been mitigated somewhat with the decision that a special, locked
range in the stacks will soon be forthcoming in which we can house
and give a measure of protection to a few thousand books which are
particularly attractive to the unethical among us. The following
is extracted from my annual report for 1962/63: A "cage" is but an
ounce of prevention because from two to five years must elapse for
the mutilations and losses to make themselves manifest ... and by
that time it will be a case of locking the barn door ex post facto.
And there will be no cure.

Another source of solace is the plan to have the Curator of
Western Americana systematically locate and segregate the many hun-
dreds of semi-rare books on the trans-Mississippi West now in the
stacks and I hope this project can move forward during the next
year--I will even offer to try to find some departmental staff time
to contribute towards this effort if interruptions threaten that
endeavor.

Apart from problems relating to accounting routines, I wish
briefly to cite areas in which we are weak in budgeting. I have
discussed most of these areas with you throughout the year and set
them forth here as a reminder that planning must be undertaken so
that funds can be set aside for implementing programs which we
have undertaken and which are not now adequately supported.

First: Strengthening Latin American holdings. I am delighted
that we have a Latin American specialist effective July 1966, but
need direction in providing him funds. As a corollary, I assume
he will be able to advise whether he will need a separate sum for
Farmington Plan commitments on which we have fallen far behind.

Second: I believe those responsible for selecting material
for the Western Collection ought to have the reassurance of an
allotment, the better to plan their buying, to relieve me in an
area wherein I am not competent to approve their purchases, and give
them equal footing with other Library divisions. (This would not
preclude their asking help on exceptional purchases as do other
Library divisions.)

Third: I wish to be relieved of decisions and reporting on
Library of Congress (and H. W. Wilson) card costs, Interlibrary
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Loan costs, and federal documents costs. These are not burdensome,
but I feel they are none of my concern since they are uindirect
CoStSt of our investment in the bookstock for which I am responsible.
There are but a few transactions annually in these areas and all
should be handled on requisitions out of your office.

Fourth: Two or three thousand dollars per year could be saved
by having our books purchased overseas bound at point of origin, but
this would be impossible to administer so long as binding funds are
obtained from the supply-budget. If at least a portion of the bind-
ing money could be transferred to capital, these savings could be
effected.

Fifth: Mr. Sacconaghi and I need help in avoiding the arbi-
trary in the matter of refusing periodical subscription requests.
A committee of review should be established or, if it is not, we
need some guidelines which will enable us to avoid arguments when
rejecting subscriptions either for inappropriate coverage or cost.

Sixth: We annually seem to require about thirty services
(newsletters, stock and bond analyses, express-information on taxes,
estates, corporation statistics) which fulfill specialized needs of
a few academic departments. They are expensive (about $5,000 for the
thirty) and we have always debited their cost against the books al-
lotments of the departments who need them. By so doing, we violate
our policy of allotting funds to the department.s for books, per se,
the better to maintain quality in the collections. The departments
involved are unable to buy as many books, then, as they should; in
some cases we usurp up to half their allotment by this giving with
one hand and taking away with the other.

I need permission, then, to inflate the already high cost of
periodical renewals by applying the $5,000 costs for these services
thereunto; this money can be analyzed in annual reports, of course.

The acquisitory activity of the Department reflects the com-
bined selections of the faculty, the divisional librarians, and
ourselves. Faculty selections were, as usual, related to their
immediate needs for curricular purposes and their activity is
shown in the subject allocation expenditures on pages two to three
of this report.

There is no written or even unwritten "traditional" policy
governing faculty selections, and I failed, again, to initiate a
program of disseminating guidelines for buying so that they might
be aware that we expect them to strive for more balance in their
fields and remind them of their commitment to the future as well
as the past (since we are a "new" library).

Divisional librarians ask for what they think they need, basing
their decisions on demand (as well as their concept of the direction
of the curricula) and to strengthen weak areas. The two largest
allotments were made to the Science Division Library and the Human-
ities Department. It is regrettable that their final expenditures
did not equal their allotments, hut available funds were
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expended before we could pay many invoices which accumulated on
their sub-accounts and payments for these will appear debited
against their 1966/67 allotments.

Nr. Makuch and I also select titles to be ordered although
our time is very limited in this respect. Mr. Makuch's background
in Slavic and Hispanic areas qualify him especially to recommend
in those fields and we are grateful for his abilities. With the
encouragement of the Russian Department, a considerable number of
the Russian belles lettres, indispensable Russian reference books,
and bibliographies were selected by him. As time allowed, he
supplemented the selections of the Spanish Department, namely in
the Luso-Brazilian area, in an effort to rectify the innumerable
gaps in our Latin American holdings. For the first time we were
able to systematically check the lists of books offered by the
United States Book Exchange, made up in large part of duplicates
from the Library of Congress; about two hundred items were added
from that source, and at modest cost.

My largest efforts were again the systematic evaluation of
the weekly citations in Publishers' Weekly (usually about 400
items) from which I select in some subject areas which I feel are
overlooked, plus books which I feel are worthy but which I assume
the academic departments will not hear about until months later.
I also regularly check three or four other periodicals.

In the spring of 1964 we embarked on what I had hoped to be
the first segment of a three-year program to bring into fruition
a system whereby we could receive automatically the major output
of all university presses in the country plus the output of the
best United States coiuuiercial publishers. These would represent
titles which we would doubtless be asked to order and their receipt
would give us automatic coverage without the labor cost of genera-
ting orders. The first phase of the program is all I have felt we
could afford to date (entire output of about a dozen of the major
scientific houses). Depending upon the rate of 1966/67 expendi-
tures, I hope to authorize the jobber who supplies books for us in
this way to start sending all United States university press im-
prints effective January 1967.

Charges for individual books received on our blanket orders
have been charged against the sub-accounts of the academic depart-
ments in whose fields they concern. In the past this has still
left them sufficient funds for their current needs; when we begin
the receiving of the entire output of university presses, we will
have to limit the charges against the academic subject allotments
and exact the rest (probably about $5,000 to $6,000 annually) from
the 'General Library" budget account.

Expenditures from N.D.E.A. library grants were about $7800
less than those of 1964/65 which does not reflect the fact that the
several departments were given less to spend this year so much as
it does that the Mathematics Department did not choose to use their
N.D.E.A. grants on our behalf. Their expenditures in 1963/64 and
1964/65 were $8,600 and$9,700 respectively. Had Mathematics ordered
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books to either amount the $7,800 decrease would not exist. I have
not verified it, but assume that many of the N.D.E.A. dollars spent
were carried over from 1964/65.

Acknowledgment must be made of the conscientious and productive
work of Dr. Sigworth and Dr. Whitby in coordinating the many details
involved in recommending purchases on the N.D.E.A. library grants
for the English and Romance Language Departments. Apart from the
many hours they spend at their task, they have developed acumen in
the matter of selecting from antiquarian catalogues, the treatment of
which we are at very great disadvantage since almost all come from
Europe or the eastern United States, and which libraries east of us
receive at least a week before we do.
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Architectural Reference: We seemed to get through the year
without having to demand policy statements as to the criteria on
which ne1y-purchased books are to be permitted to be located
there. But we will need these guidelines soon.

Documents: I continue to be disturbed as to the number of
federal publications which are sent to us from Documents (and the
Science Division Library) with requests that they be classed Dewey
only because they do not appear in the Superintendent of Documents
Monthly Catalog. I am sure that, with the arrival of the new Docu-
ments Librarian, more mutually satisfactory arrangements can be
worked out.

Interlibrary Loans:pleased us very much this year by instituting
routines which enabled them to remit for two and three dollar trans-
actions with libraries in other states through the Library's Photo-
copy unit, instead of utilizing Acquisitions' accounting machinery
and purchase orders. This has been a great relief as well as a
considerable dollar saving in both labor and funds from the book
budget.

Instructional Materials Collection finally received administra-
tive permission to have cards for certain anthologies and reference
works to be shelved there appear in the Main Library card catalog,
routines for which were created by the Catalog Department. It re-

mained for Acquisitions to implement same, of course, and, while
these procedures create extra work, we feel we can cooperate willingly
because we avoid the need to buy second copies of many titles. Finan-
cially, it should be recorded that about $600 was spent from the
Education departmental allotment for books required by the Instruc-
tional Materials Collection and $1,000 was given them from our January
enrichment fund to buy books which they felt they needed for their
N.D.E.A. institute for librarians held summer 1966.

Oriental Studies Collection continued to do almost all the work
connected with purchasing the books and periodicals it needed.
Inasmuch as Acquisitions lacks typewriters with oriental characters
we simply covered Mr. Liu's lists of books requested with uBooks as
per attached" purchase orders and doctored the order so that the
booksellers would ship and bill to Oriental Studies Collection. He
continues to check in magazines in eastern languages, also.

Science Division Library is commended for its relations with
the scientific academic departments to whom it regularly sends
requests slips for books which it wants. These are unsigned slips
and the departments may accept or reject the recommendation of the
staff in the Science Division Library by countersigning or not.
If acceptable, charges for the books are debited against the depart-
mental subject allotment. In lesser degree, the Science Division
Library has been able to elicit the cooperation of the scientific
departments by having them submit slips originating within the
department to the Science Library instead of to Acquisitions, which
benefits both Science Division and us.

That the Western Collection should be given the stability of
a budget has been suggested earlier in this report, as has my optimism
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that the persons responsible will be able to move forward on the
project of deciding which books of ssmi-rare or fragile nature can
be removed from the stacks for shelving ai.ewhere.

Many months of the yecr seamed to elapse before decisions
could be made. relative to classification numbers to be used in the
creation of this collection and these delays caused the number of
books in the cataloging arreorage to mount. DeLays in decisions
relative to the Campbell Collection created further uneasiness on
the part of Acquisitions, inasmuch as books "in limbo" for long
pericds make our work difficult since most of our efficiency is
predicated on our ability to know what titles we have in the Library.
That cards for many new books seemed never to appear in the public
catalog was confusing to sorne users.

In the late spring, we were reassured to see cards from the
arrearage and from the Campbell Collection appearing in the public
catalog and it is good to know that some of the backlog will be
dispelled. We are also pleased that Dr. Gjelsness has seen fit
to accept a high percentage of books which we regard as rare or
semi-rare for inclusion in that part of the department devoted to
same.
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During 1964/65 we invested $12,000 more on periodical sub-
scriptions and renewals than in 1963/64. During 1965/66 we in-
vested $12,500 more than in 1964/65. Journal subscription costs,
then, comprise 25.9, of our budgeted funds (excluding binding).
Backfiles costs, if added to this, would bring the total expendi-
ture for periodicals to 32.87. of our budgeted funds (excluding
binding).

Should we permit ourselves (again) to spend $12,000 more during
1966/67 and if I debit costs for business services against renewals
and hold expenditures for backfiles to $17,000, we will have used
37.l7 of our budgeted funds for periodicals.

Whether or not this would be a worthy investment depends on
he degree to which these periodicals are, or will be, indexed in

other (more expensive) periodical media, all the more important
in this Library system because only a minute portion of magazines
currently received are placed in racks in areas convenient to
readers.

Some examples of price rises during the last year are: ASM
Review of Metal Literature, from $25 to $500; Public Affairs
Information Service, from $50 to $100; Sociological Abstracts,
from $35 to $100; Biological Abstracts, from $260 to $340; and

Biochemical Pharmacology, from $75 to $100. Doze1s of other maga-
zines increased their rates, of course, in less degree. We do
not keep records on increased costs due to subsciption rises, but
it probably amounts to about $1,000 annually.

Clearly, we must begin to budget funds for renewals, increased
rates, and new subscription requests. This will begin with 1966/67.
I have a committee routine worked out which I am sure can be imple-
mented. By budgeting an amount over which the committee cannot
approve we will have better control. Mr. Sacconaghi has done a
splendid job on approving and denying requests for new periodical
subscriptions but it is time that he is relieved of the vulnera-
bility of often appearing to be arbitrary about it. The committee
will do this.

For the first time in several years we have an accurate count
of the number of magazine titles on which we keep checking cards.
In December, at Mr. Powell's request, we manually counted the num-
ber of titles in the revofiles. Since that time new titles have
begun to be received; the following data are as of June 30:

To this we must add about 150 bound purchased annuals, whose records
do not appear in the revofiles.

No count was made of the number purchased as opposed to those
received gratis or on exchange, but source has little significance

Periodicals 5,269
Serials 456l

9,830
Less discontinued - 53
Total 9,777
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in rnagazin-handling time. One h.s only to multiply segments of
10,000 by estimates of factors of 4, 6, or 12 (quarterly, bimonthly,
of monthly) to get a picture of how riuny tens of thousands of
pieces of mail must be opened, sorted, alphabetized, checked-in,
marked, collected for binding annually. With the exception of one
half-time student assistant, we have added no personnel in the
serials section since 1961, and yet we have been adding titles for
them to handle at an average of about 800 per year since 1961/62.

One reason the serials section has been able to "keep up" is
the fact that the Loan Deportment has done most of the stack col-
lecting of the volumes ready to be bound in the Main Library for
the last two years and that the Science Division Library has
assumed the same responsibility for its titles.

Serials section did, however, type about 10,000 binding-instruc-
tion slips over the past year. Unfortunately, another year has passed
without our being able to devise a way in which we can dispense
with binding-instruction slips, preparation time for which is pro-
bably the greatest problem in the department. These comprise an
embarassing vestige of nineteenth-century librarianship and, how-
ever eager I am to cast them off, I have been able to elicit no
cooperation from the library departments involved. Acquisitions'
only hope (other than whatever relief may be provided by the new
Chief Technical Services Librarian) is to abandon them. More about
this problem appears later in this report under Gifts and Exchanges,
which shares a part of the binding responsibility.

Relations with the binders in Phoenix remained very good over
the year, although the Roswell firm raised its rates in small ways
so as to reflect from five to ten cents more per item than charged
by the Arizona Library Binding Company.

The electric paper trimmer housed in the repair division seemed
to be 'iout of service" many weeks out of the year whk±i was dis-
turbing. This machine is needed to shear off the uncut edges of
books, mostly in foreign languages, up to two inches in thickness,
to obviate the binding of same. Whenever it cannot function, serials
is in jeopardy, lest the Repair Division decide that it can no longer
tolerate the backlog of this type of book and "dump" them on serials
to be processed for binding.

This was the year of the creation of the College of Medicine
Library and more work was done on deciding which medical journals
now in our Science Division Library shall be transferred to the
College of Medicine Library. These lists are now fairly solid, but
not as many titles will be dropped from our subscription lists as I
had hoped, since many more seem to be needed to be retained by life
science curricula on this campus. It is also evident that we will
have to pay for the transferred titles through calendar 1967, because
even though the College of Medicine Library is now functioning, it
cannot render public service throughout most of calendar 1967.

The checking-in of periodicals is the one area in which no
backlog can ever be tolerated but also the area in which we antici-
pate no palliative for growth. Creation of a Bindery Preparation
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Section would en&ile Serials Saction to devote its tirn and talent
to that for which it exists: processin suh3cription nnteri3l nd
fi1lin in gaps in our hoidin3s.
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The heaviest burden which is on the time of our lone Gifts
and Exchanges assistant is neither handling gift material nor
correspondence and records associated with exchanges. It is the
fact that she has had to handle an ever-increasing number of
"repairs and rebinds", true stepchildren of the Library. These
books are the rshabby items which other Library units decide
need care--they are sent (almost daily) to Gifts and Exchanges
and their disposition consumes from five to fifteen hours per
week.

Four factors have determined the flux of this kind of books.
First, the fact that we opened the stacks two years ago which
both increased circulation and exposed all books to curious hands.
Many studies have been made on paper stock used in books printed
in the late nineteenth century and first half of this century and
a percentage of our books are just like those found in hundreds
of other large libraries: incapable of restoration due to pulpy
paper; readable, but fragile in the wrong hands. Second, creation
of the Humanities and Social Sciences Departments produced ano-
ther factor of increased circulation as well as a group of atten-
dant librarians who are justifiably concerned with the appearance
of the books in "their" areas. Third, the crew which did the
comprehensive inventory of many classifications in the stacks
last winter were given orders to pull off the shelves books need-
ing attention! Fourth, there is evidence of periods of lack of
discretion in the Loan Department after they have segregated can-
didates for attention, to recognize that the conditions of certain
books are categorically irremedial, "hopeless".

In addition to the fact that Gifts and Exchange seems to
have to handle shabby books, they are sent even more tedious pro-
blems in the form of bound volumes of journals out of which users
have sliced articles. Mutilations, too, have mounted, and it
seems the lot of Gifts and Exchanges (for no reason other than
that of tradition) to issue requests (usually through Interlibrary
Loans) for photocopies of the missing pages to be secured from
other libraries, and, when received, to forward the mutilated
volume and the new pages either to serials (who will prepare it
to go to the binder) or to the Repair Section (who will tip in the
replacing pages). This unwanted stepchild-operation is increas-
ing and has the unusual potential of making five sections very
unhappy: Loan, Gifts and Exchanges, Interlibrary loan, Photocopy,
and the Repair section. The whole operation should be moved into
the Serials Section probably, and I may do this soon.

But the larger problem, that of "repairs and rebinds" should
be removed to the Loan Department, where it is more logically
placed. After a few years there, it can be moved into a Bindery
Preparation Section, under the supervision of the Catalog Depart-
ment, surely forthcoming. Problems relating to books which have
been in the stacks for years should not revert to Acquisitions
whose functions relate to acquiring and processing books new to
us. Acquisitions personnel are very much "at sea" on the skill
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of practical book repairs and they have to make decisions relating
thereunto. At least 5O7 of the time spent by Gifts and Exchanges
goes into preparing charges on these hooks (the charges go back
to tuo Loan Dpartrnent inasnuch as many weeks will clapsa before
the book is returned to tht ;tacks) . This work ought to be done
in the Loan Department.

Since it is the Loan Department which fathers these rejecta-
wenta, they are in far better position to know the defects of
same and they should sort them and send the reletters (at lest)
directly to ti-ic Repair Section, making charge slips therefor cr
not, as they wish. There is no good reason why Loan could not
segregate books needing only relettering from their daily jumble
of books needing rebinding, restoring, or rel-ettering, and see
that ti-icy are relettered.

As for the books which must be restored, repaired, rebound,
or withdrawn and replaced--these decisions weigh heavily on the
Gift and Exchange Assistant and she relys on me for many of thea;
and we hoth work in the dark unless we see how the hook in hand
relates to other copies and ec1ition, all correlative to the need
which we think c::ists. 'How it relates' requires endless trips to
the catalog and/or the stacks; as to 'do we need to retain it?"
depends on what books Acquisitions thinks circulate, and Acquisi-
tions has little faith in its own guesses.

I recoarnend that the Lcan Department be provided with a
stock of form-strips to be inserted in each book. Each strip
can provide space for a summary of the presence of different, o:
later editions of the title, and the conditions thereof; the con-
dition of other volumes in sets; and the specific thing Loan
wishes done to the book in question. The book should already be
charged by the time it reached Gifts and Exchanges. A significant
part of this work would be done by Humanities and Social Sciences,
probably, who should share the responsibility which I think is
Loan's.

Given intelligent direction in the form of the slips, Gifts
and Exchanges would be able to handle these daily lots of books
with dispatch, which is, of course, the ultimate wish of the Loan
Department, whose problems these books really are.

This procedure should be instituted soon so that the kinks
could be ironed out over the year or two looking toward the day
Loan will forward them to the Bindery Preparation Section instead
of to Gifts and Exchanges.

GIFTS

This was not a notable year for small, unsolicited gifts.
We received 6034 books and pamphlets, of which 2759 were retained

as useful for the collections. About 250 books were "begged",
requests havíng originated from within professors' or librarians'
request-slips or from Acquisitions personnel. Miss Cochrane
checked 90 duplicate periodical exchange lists, from which 937

pieces were received.
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Personal donors to the Library numbered 12.
Having never had them, we finally managed to get a separate

series of bookplates printed bearing the added inscription "in
memory of". We revised and improved our ubegT postal card es-
pecially in clarifying the address. And we instituted the infor-
mal picture postal card bearing the colored "tourist" view of
the Library on its verso, which we use as informal acknowledg-
ment of average gifts.

Mrs. Merry complains annually that our letterheads lack
the indicia "U.S.A.", the inclusion of which she feels would not
be extraneous, since a great deal of her correspondence is with
foreign countries, some of whom are not careful to cite "U.S.A."
on envelopes which causes delays in the arrival of mail.

English-language newspapers and periodicals continue to
arrive through the subsidy of the P.L. 480 program. These now
number 28 from India; 14 from Israel; 4 from Pakistan and 3 from
the U.A.R. A trickle of monographs also arrive from India (12);
Israel (15); Pakistan (4) and U.A.R. (3). Advance notice of
these is always received so that we can set up the records in
advance.

Details relating to the fact that the annual Pima County
Medical Society contribution ought soon to be donated to the
College of Medicine Library remain to be worked out. This money
is credited to a special account within the Comptroller's Office
and responsibility for approving invoices for subscriptions on it
should be transferred to Medicine soon.

Our thanks is also extended to the Arizona Alumnus which
granted space so that we might elicit interest and cooperation
relative to our needs. The idea to publicize in this fashion
originated with Miss Diamos. Mr. Makuch provided the descriptive
material which Mr. Powell condensed into copy. Three alumni
responded with generous checks* and one is reminded of attempts
during the decade 1950-60 to foster a climate in which o "Friends
of the Library" group could grow.

In our never-ending struggle to dispose of unwanted books,
we sought permission to have a large lot of them donated to a com-
mittee within the Library's Staff Association which would then,
on its own time, have o book sale in the Student Union Arcade,
proceeds to go to their Undergraduate Book Contest project. Per-
mission was denied. This idea was an extension of our "old" idea
of having an annual book sale in the lobby of this Library and
the Science Division, permission for which seems to be impossible.

*Their names appear as the last three on page six and the
books for which they donated money are cited in the 1965/66 report
of the Special Collections Division.
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Ultimate disposition of unwanted books included donation of several
hundred to Northern Arizona University Library, and to the annual
Junior League Ruauuiage Sale. Superseded texts from the Instructional
Materials Collection went mostly to the Indian Oasis School at Sells,
and a few to the Arizona Boys Ranch at Queen Creek. A few quality
duplicates were exchanged for credit with antiquarian booksellers
and many hundreds of periodicals issues also. We made only one
modest shipment to the United States Book Exchange this year.

EXCHANGES

Attrition of the University's publication program is having
its toll on the Library's exchanges, which we annually note. Com-
plaints and notification of withdrawal of exchange agreements
have been received this year due to the unequal nature of many of
our arrangements with other institutions since the Bulletin and most
of its sub-series and the Engineering Experimental Laboratory pub-
lications are no longer issued.

Mrs. Merry sent out about 380 copies of Anthropological Paper 9;
about 300 copies of each of two Bureau of Mines Bulletins and two
mailings of 175 copies each of the Journal of the Arizona Academy
of Science, a semi-annual for which we pay in order to have the
equivalent number of exchange agreements which net us more in
return than we invest.

Relations with the University of Arizona Press have proved
most pleasant and we appreciate the fact that they feel a responsi-
bility toward the Library. As for the remaining University agencies
who "publish', we need publicity relating to our need of copies for
distribution as well as for retention.
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Mr. Andrew Makuch, Acquisitions Librarian
Mrs. Jeanne Briner, Bibliographer
Miss Virginia E. Rice, Senior Acquisitions Assistant (to 30 June)

Miss Connie Diamos, Acquisitions Assistant
Mrs. Judith Merry, Acquisitions Assistant
Mrs. Genevieve Buchholz, Acquisitions Assistant

Mrs. Portia Whipple (formerly Orr), Acquisitions Clerk
Miss Barbara Burrola, Acquisitions Clerk

Mrs. Louise Bondow Daw, N.D.E.A. Bibliographer, 6 August-
Mrs. Frances Adams, N.D.E.A. Assistant
Mr. Lee Irons, N.D.E.A. Assistant ( time) to 30 May

Mr. Lawrence Feldman, N.D.E.A. Assistant ( time)

Mr. Charles D. Sacconaghi, Serials Librarian
Miss Virginia Cochrane, Serials Assistant
Miss Florence Therriault, Serials Clerk
Mr. Harry E. von Bergen, Serials Clerk

The chief contribution of Mr. Makuch was his drive in the
never-ending search for competent dealers, particularly those who
will go out of their way to find out-of-print items. Foreign
vendors, especially those from Latin America, remain a problem,
but his Hispanic interests qualify and enable him to do a first-
class job in that area. Mrs. Briner, who went on contract this
year, having been with us since April 1963 on non-contract funds,
assumed increased responsibilities of a supervisory position with
ease and handled the work-flow of the thousands of professors'
order slips received during the year with aplomb.

I was very sorry to have to contemplate Miss Rice's resigna-
tion at the end of the year, yet pleased to know that she leaves
to attend graduate library school. It is gratifying to have had
a part in stimulating her toward this, for she is extremely capable
and will be able to better herself and the profession. The first
half of the year was an ordeal to Miss Diamos, who again battled
the rising tide of encumbrances and vouchers, at the same time
evolving and testing new routines utilizing the posting machine,
and I am very grateful for her loyalty and appreciative of her
suggestions.

Mrs. Merry will be leaving us soon, to go with her husband and
we will lose her fabulous memory, storehouse of four years' small
details, not written down, and difficult to reconstruct. Mrs.
Buchholz chafed under a second year of "trouble-shooting", since
it is her lot to smooth out our errors with jobbers; her job is
one of small satisfactions.

Mrs. Whipple typed many thousands of purchase orders, usually
under the pressure of too many bosses, and took it all in her
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stride, being endowed with a sense of humor which daily helped
dispel overanxiety in others. Miss Burrola also typed endlessly,
taking orders from everybody and pleased all with her quiet
efficiency and interest in learning more and more.

Mrs. Daw brought us general library experience and we were
able to train her in bibliographic verification, work which not
ali can long tolerate--she has learned well and is very produc-
tive. Mrs. Adams, Mr. Irons and Mr. Feldman were all half-time
staff and performed efficiently.

Mr. Sacconaghi was called on many times to 'help out with
work on separates, even though he has enough to do with serials,
and is always glad to fill the breach. His willingness to tackle
the sorting of the daily package mail is much appreciated, since
intelligent minutes there save a great deal of work later. There
were few occasions over the year when I had to concern myself
with problems in the Serials Section.

Miss Cochrane very capably took care of the problem solving
related to magazines and the many series which do not arrive--
her years with us have made her invaluable. Miss Therriault
elicited more and more cooperation from the Science Division
Library whom we are anxious to have handle their own periodical
problems. And Mr. von Bergen warded off countless distractions
as he checked-in more than his share of periodicals as well as
sort hundreds of pounds of mail.
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Mrs. Briner and Mrs. Buchholz maintained membership in the
Arizona State Library Association.

Mr. Makuch attended the 84th annual conference of the American
Library Association in July and was a member of the Arizona State
Library Association.

Mr. Sacconaghi was a member of the American Association of
University Professors and the Arizona State Library Association
on whose College and University Division's Committee on the Union
List of Serials in Arizona he was active. He was the author of
"Uncle Sam Explores the Southwest" in the Spring, 1966, issue of
The Arizona Librarian. He represented the Library at the fifth
Annual Conference on the History of Western America held in Helena,
Montana, in October. He also attended the seventh Annual Arizona
Historical Convention held in Tombstone, in May.

Mr. Poland maintained membership in the American Association
of University Professors, the American Library Association and,
in April, completed a two-year term as editor of The Arizona
Librarian, quarterly journal of the Arizona State Library Associa-
tion. He also served as Chairman of the Constitution and By-Laws
Committee of the Resources and Technical Services Section of the
Southwestern Library Association. He was elected president of
the Library's Staff Association in September.



DISTINGUISHED PURCHASES, 1965/66

BOOKS:
Alvarez de Abreu, Antonio Jose. VICTIMA REAL LEGAL. Madx'id,

1726. $80.00

Andrews, Frederick Henry. WALL !IINTINGS FROM ANCIENT SHRINES IN
CENTRAL ASIA. London, 1948. $49.00

Boughton, Joseph S. THE LAWRENCE MASSACRE BY A BAND OF MISSOURI
RUFFIANS UNDER QUANTRILL. Lawrence, Kansas, 1884. $100.00

Carter, Elizabeth. P0tS ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS. London, 1762.
$53.00

Catholic Church. Liturgy and Ritual Antiphonary. CODEX ALBENSIS,
ed. by E. Falvy. Graz, 1963. $60.00

* Chaucer, Geoffrey. THE ELLESMERE CHAUCER REPRODUCED IN FACSIMILE
2 vols. Manchester, 1911. $224.00

Columbia University. Libraries. Psych. Library. CUMULATED
SUBJECT INDEX TO PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, 1927-1960. 2 vols.
Boston. $650.00

Columbia University. Libraries. Psychology Library. CUMULATED
AUTHOR INDEX TO PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS-FIRST SUPPLEMENT,
1959-1963. Boston. $90.00

Compendium of Annual reports, Inc. THE COMPENDIUM OF ANNUAL
REPORTS. New York, 1964. $100.00

CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM LATINARUM. 38 vols. $2,290.00

Costa-Rica. Laws, statutes, etc. COLECCION DE LOS DECRETOS y
ORDENES QUE HA EXPEDIDO LA LEGISLATURA DESDE [Sept. 6 -
Dec. 29, 18261, vol. 1. San Jose, 1832. $99.70

Danvers, Frederick Charles. THE PORTUGUESE IN INDIA, 2 vols.
London, 1894. $50.00

Dungan, J. Irvine. HISTORY OF THE NINTEENTH REGfliLENT IOWA
VOLUNTEER INFANTRY. 1865. $75.00

Eberstadt, Edward. ...CATALOGS OF AME$ICANA. 4 vols. New York,
1965.. $110.00

ELLIOTT MONOGRAPHS IN THE ROMANCE LANGUAGES. y. l-40. $283.00

29
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Books (continued)
CORPUS INSCRIPTIONUM LATINARUM. Berlin, 1862. 38 vols. $2290.00.

ENCYCLOPEDIA PERTHENSIS; or universal dictionary of knowledge.
Comp. by A. Aitchison. 23 vols. Perth, 1816. $95.00.

* Enfantin, Barthelemy Prosper. SCIENCE DE LtHOMME. Paris, 1858.
$65.00.

ENTSILSLOPEDICHESKII SLOVAR BROKGAUS-EFRON. St. Petersburg, 1890-
1904. 82 vols. $885.00.

Fludd, Robert. UTRIUSQUE COSMI MAIORIS...METAPHYSICA. Opoenheim,
1617-18. $562.50.

Foote, Henry Stuart. TEXAS AND THE TEXANS;...2 vol. Philadelphia,
1841. $65.00.

Graesse, Johann Georg Theodor. TRESOR DES LIVRES RARES ET PRECIEUX...
(DRESDEN, 1858_69) [reprint] 8 vol. 1951, $96.00.

GRANDE ENCICLOPEDIA PORTUGUESA E BRASILEIRA. 40 vols. Lisboa,
1936-60. $525.00.

Grant, Maurice Harold. A CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE OLD ENGLISH
LANDSCAPE PAINTERS (in oil). 8 vols. Leigh-on-sea, 1957
$200.00.

Grodecki, Louis. CHARTRES. New York, 1963. $65.00.

* Guzman, Francisco de. SENTENCIAS GENERALES. Lerida, 1576. $250.00.

Harvard University. Law School. Library. CATALOGUE OF INTERNATIONAL
LAW AND RELATIONS. DobbsFerry, 1965. $1000.00.

Heylyn, Peter. COSMOGRAPHIE IN FOUR BOOKES. London, 1670. $70.00.

Hillairet, Jacques. DICTIONNARIE HISTORIQUE DES RUES DE PARIS,
2 vols. Paris, 1963. $40.00.

HISTORIA GENERAL DEL ARTE MEXICANO. 3 vols. Mexico, 1962_64.
$60.00.

Jansenius, Cornelius. ...DOCTRINA SANCTI AUGUSTINI... Louvain,

1640. $244.00.

La Croix du Maine, Francois. LES J3IBLIOTHEQUES FRANCAISES, Paris,

$300.00.

Larco Hoyle, Raphael. CHECAN, ESSAY ON EROTIC ELEMENTS IN PERUVIAN
ART. Geneva, 1965. $50.00.

Lelong, Jacques. BIBLIOTHEQUE HISTORIQUE DE LE FRANCE. .5 vols.
Paris, 176875. $300.00.
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Books (continued)
Livius, Titus. TODAS LAS DECADAS...2 vols, in 1. Colonia Agrippina,

1533. $83.75.

LONDON ENCYCLOPEDIA. Ed. by T. Curtis. London, 1829. $125.70.

Machado, Buenaventura. PRIMERA PARTE DEL LIBRO LLAMADO SILVA DE
ESPIRITUALES Y MORALES PENSAMIENTOS...Barcelona, 1632.
$66.65.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society. DICTIONARY CATALOG OF THE
LIBRARY OF THE MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
3 vols. Boston, $165.00.

Mexico. Constitution. BASES Y LEYES CONSTITUCIONALES DE LA
REPUBLICA MEXICANA. Mexico, 1837. $75.00.

Mich&élis de Vasconcellos, Carolina. GLOSSARIO DO CANCIONEIRO
DA AJUDA. i vol. Lisboa, 1921. $62.00.

Munsell Color Company, Inc., Baltimore. MUNSELL BOOK OF COLOR,
NEIGHBORING HUES EDITION. (40 charts) Baltimore,
$155.00.

New York. Public Library. DICTIONARY CATALOG OF THE MUSIC COLLEC-
TION. Boston, 1965. $1605.50.

OTTUV SLEVNIK NAUCNY. Prague, 1888.,1940. 40 vols. $510.00.

Pujasol, Esteban. EL SOL SOLO. Barcelona, 1637. $250.00,

* ?hiladelphia. Library.Company. A CATALOGUE OF THE BOOKS BELONG-
ING TO... Philadelphia, 1789. $50.00.

Pinkerton's National Detective Agency. ANNUAL REPORT OF 1895,
FEB., 1911, SEPT., 1914. $55.00.

Pope, Alexander. THE SECOND EPISTLE OF THE SECOND BOOK OF HORACE.
Imitated by Mr. Pope. London, 1737. $95.00.

* PROSE FIORENTINE RACCOLTE DALLO SMARRITO. [pseud] 17 vols.
Florence, 1716-45. $275.00.

* Querard, Joseph Marie. LA LITTERATURE FRANCAISE CONTEMPORAINE.
6 vols. Paris, 1842-57. $95.05.

RIDER'S BRITISH MERLIN...l815. London, 1815. $87.50.

Ridgway, Robert. COLOR STANDARDS AND COLOR NOMENCLATURE.
Washington, D.C., 1912. $75.00.

Ridley, William. KAMILAROl. Sydney, 1875. $90.00.

Rivadeneira, Pedro de. OBRAS DEL PADRE PEDRO DE RIBADENEYRA
DE LA COMPANIA DE JESUS, AGORA DE NUEVO REUNISTAS
Y ACRECENTADAS. Madrid, 1604-05. $51.96.
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Books (continued)
Roman, Manuel Antonio. DICCIONARIO DE CHILENISMOS Y DE OTRAS

VOCES Y LOCUCIONES VICIOSAS. 5 vols. Santiago de Chile
1901-18. $90.00.

SERIE DEGLI UOMINI I PlU ILUSTRATI.I..12 vols, in 11. Firenze,
1769-75. $375.00.

Shaw, Richard Norman. ARCHITECTURE A PROFESSION OR AN ART. London,
1892. $42.00.

Svenska Saliskapet. ATLAS OVER SVERIGE. Stockholm, 1953. $96.00.

* Tasso, Torquato. LA GERUSALEMME LIBERATA. Genoa, 1617. $100.00.

* Taylor, John, 1580-1653. THE WORKS,..comprised in the folio edi-
tion of 1630. Manchester, 1869. $70.00.

Terrasse, Charles. CHATEAUX DE LA LOIRE. Paris. $50.00.

Theobaldus. PHYSIOLOGUS. Bloomington, 1964. $82. 50,

Tokyo Daigaku. Andesu Chitai Gakujutsu Chosadan. COSTUME AND
TEXTILE ORNAMENT 0F THE PRE-INCA CULTURES, ed. by Seeichi
Izumi. 2 vols. Tokyo, 1964. $175.00.

U. S. Geological Survey, Library. CATALOG. 25 vols. Boston, 1965.
$1235.00.

U. S. Library of Congress. Lw Library Hispanic Law Division.
INDEX TO LATIN AMERICAN LEGISLATION, 1950-1960. 2 vols.
Boston, $156.00.

Vuillard, Edouard. L'OEUVRE GRAVE. Monte-Carlo, 1948. $51.00.

Weber, Victor Frederic. KQJI HO TEN; DICTIONNAIRE A L'USAGE DES
AMATEURS ET COLLECTIONEURS D'OBJECTS D'ART JAPONAIS ET
CHINOIS. 2 vols. [r 1965] $55.00.

WIELKA ENCYKLOPEDIA POWSZECHNA. Vol. 1-6. (balance on keysort)
Warsaw, 1962. $50.00.

Aristoteles. TOTIUS PHILOSOPHIAE NATURALIS PARAPHRASES. Pansus,
1531. $170.50.

* Items purchased on N.D.E.A. funds.

Other distinguished acquisitions are cited in the Annual Reports of the
Special Collections Department and of the Map Collection.
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Significant Acquisitions

#-Purchased on NDEA Funds.

English
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, vols. 15-28 (1916-29) $310.
#Maeria1s for the Study of the Old English Drama, 30 vols. $3148.

#Gewanee Review, vols. 1-146 (1892-1938) $810.
#Shakespeare Jahrbuch, vols. 1-50 (1865-19114) $800.
#Shakespeare Association of America. Bulletin, vols. 1-214 (19214-l9li9) $Soo.

History
Montana Historical Society. Contributions, vols. 1-3, 5, 8-10. $175.
Victoria History of the Counties of England. 35 vols. $800.

Humanities
Leyden. Rijksethnographischen Museum. Katalog. vols. 1-23 (1910-32) $100.
Royal Central Asian Society. Jaurnal. vols. l-U. $125.

Government
China. (People's Republic). Daily News Releases. Nov. '63-Jan. '65.

(Microfilm, 114 reels) UOO.
World Court Reports. 200 vols. $2100.

Romance Languages and Literature
#Archivo Portuguez-Oriental. S vols. (1857-76) $178.
Arte y Decoracion en Espana, vols. 1-lO (1917-27) $137.
#Atenea. 192 vols. $385.
#Oruz y Raya, Nos. 1-39 (1933-36) $335.
#11 Giornale Dantesco, vols. 1.-142 (1892-19140) $1,122.
#Hora de Espana, Nos0 l-22 (1937-38) $335.
#Neophilologus, vols, l-10 (1915-25) $150.
#Revue de Linguistique et de Philologie, vols. l-148 (1867-1916) $686.
#Revue de Philologie Française et Provancal, vols. 2-5, 7-35, 38-146 (l889-193ii) $1433.
Revista Universitaria, Míos I-XXIV and Segunda serie, Míos I-V (1906-30,

1935-140) $320.
Zeitschrift fUr Deutsches Altertum und Deutsche Literatur, vols. 67-93

(1930-614) $1495.

Science
Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome. Memorie, Series 3-7. (1876-191414) $965.
Akademia Nauk 355E. Doklady (Old series). 1922-1933. $180.
Archiv fUr Zeflforschung, vols. 1, 11-23. $1145.
Aso ciaci6n Geolbgica Argentina. Revista, vols. 1-19 (19146-614) *1%.
Asociaci,n Mexicana de Geblogos Petroleros. Boletin, vols. 1-lS (19149-63) $210.
Calcutta Mathematical Society. Bulletin, vols. 2-50 (1910-59) $525.
Optik, vols, l-7 (19146-50) $1140.
Paris. Ecole Normale Suprieure. Annales Scientifigues, 18614-1963 (147 vols.) $980.
Periodico di Matematiche, Series 1-14 (1886-1963) 714 vols. $1128.
Soviet Physics. JETP. vols. ]...9 (19%-59) $1470.

Miscellaneous
National Geographic Magazine, vols. l'-»8 (1888-1897) $90.
Times, London. Palmert s Index, 1790-1905. $980.
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The Catalog Department is continually searching for new
ways of keeping up with the flood of printed books and other
library materials. This year the statistics show a decrease
of 4102 volumes cataloged, 2985 of these being newly cataloged
and 1117 being adds. The lag seemed to be in the catalogers'
section. Some of their duties, which could be handled by the
sub-professional OT clerical staff members, have been trans-
ferred so that the catalogers will have more time to spend on
original and difficult cataloging, but still more can be done
in this respect by re-assigning various duties in the depart-
ment. Part of the decrease in cataloging was due to the fact
that fewer adds were received in 1965/66 than in the preceding
year. Approximately 40 per cent of the cataloging consisted of
original work, a rise of 3 per cent over last year. While we
have one new position in cataloging, two science catalogers
have resigned. These positions are difficult to fill and the
beginning of the new year is not getting off to a particularly
good start.

In January the Catalog Department subscribed to Library
of Congress proof slips as an experiment. While it does take
considerable time for filing, we hope enough use can be made
of them by both Acquisitions and Catalog Departments to make
it worth while. In the near future we hope to be reproducing
cards by means of Xeroxing proof slips. This will speed up
the cataloging of some of the books because we will not be
ordering L.C. cards for them and we can eliminate the extra
step of typing a master as we do in our present method of pro-
ducing cards.

Changes in the buying habits of the Acquisitions Department,
while resulting in a saving of time or money for them, sometimes
mean more work for the Preliminary Cataloging Section, but it
may well be that the total work for the Library is reduced. We
now need to do more searching and type more card orders when
all imprints of certain publishers are bought in blocks. The
buying of English imprints means more original work for us or
involves making corrections on L.C. cards because the printed
cards often do not fit the books.

The work in the Preparations Section has increased greatly.
Older imprints, though newly acquired, are often in poor condi-
tion and require repair before they can be sent to the shelves.
Also, the paperbacks, which are being received in increasing
numbers, need either pamphlet binders or regular binding before
they can circulate. The library is acquiring more special mat-
erials, such as the Western and Campbell Collections, which
require plastic covers and other unusual preparation.



Library of Congress Classification

The Catalog Department hopes that a decision will be made to
change from Dewey to the Library of Congress classification. The
defects of Dewey become more serious as time goes on and this is
especially true as we proceed with the use of the 17th edition,
which was published about a year ago. There is increasing coop-
eration among libraries, and many academic libraries are taking
advantage of the work already done by the Library of Congress by
changing to their classification. One outstanding advantage in
using L.C. is that sub-professional staff can catalog the books
with printed cards, leaving the original and difficult work for
the professional catalogers. Since libraries double in approxi-
mately eight years, this would be a distinct saving of time in
the coming years over that needed to classify in the Dewey scheme.
The number of books to be reclassified would, of course, depend
on the money available for such a project. Part of the reclassi-
fying can be done on the time saved in using L.C.

Law Library

The cataloging of the law books will no longer be done by
the Catalog Department since the Law Library now has its own
cataloger and is completely independent of the Main Library.

Main Catalog

Three new catalog cases have been purchased for the expansion
of the catalog this summer, This area in the General Reference
Room is crowded now and where will we expand in the future? About
2000 cards are filed in the main catalog each week and at this
rate it does not take long to fill a catalog case.

Staff

Mr. Soteriades has retired after three and a half years of
dedicated service as a science cataloger. Both the Catalog Depart-
ment and the Library are indebted to him for the great effort he
put forth in producing the card catalog for the opening of the
Science Library. As his last contribution lie has done the major
part of the work on the Library Staff Handbook which is soon to be
published.

The Catalog staff members have been very active in the acti-
vities of the Staff Association and contributed largely to its
successful program this year. The accomplishments of the depart-
ment would not be possible without the hard work and cooperation
of its staff members, and their interest and loyalty is appreciated.
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Cataloging Statistics

HANLEY COLLECTION
(Included in General Library Statistics)

Total volumes in the collection in 1964/65 38406

Reinstated 23

38429

Withdrawals -130

Net total 38299

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966

1964/65 1965/66

Microfilm Reels
New 88 titles 93 reels 258 titles 297 reels

Additions 112 254 119 290

Total Microfilm 200 347 377 587

Microcards
New 6 titles 347 cards 19 titles 106 cards

Additions 4 271 7 7

Total Microcards lO 618 26 113

Microfiches
New 6 titles 24 cards i title 47 cards

Additions 1 15 - -

Total Microfiches 7 39 1 47



CATALOG ING DEPARTMENT

Acquisitions Statistics
July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966

1964/65 1965 /66

Source
Order, Subsc., contin. 28643 26712
Gifts, exchange 4859 5457
Law 1860 2392
Bindery 5912 5273

Total 41274 39834

Reinstated 27 981

Total 41301 39932

Withdrawn 1509 19922
Net Total 39792 37940

Microfilm Reels 368 592

Microcards 516 (cards) 113

Microfiches 39 (cards) 47

Tape Recording 0 1

23 of these were reinstated in the Hanley Collection.
130 of these were withdrawn from the Hanley Collection.



CATALOGING DEPARTMENT

Cataloging Statistics3-

Does not include any figures for the Map Library or Oriental Studies
Collection
Including analytical entries.

Class numbers assigned 25544 29795 22788 26144

Additions
Continuations

Bound & Unbound 8827 21545 9698 20508
Law 675 1914 524 873

Total Continuations 9502 23459 10222 21381

2nd copies 1422 2286 2086 3247
Total Additions 10924 25745 12308 24628

Law Library
Original 53 279 189 1167
Printed 77 566 75 344

Total Law 130 845 264 1511

Total volumes added 36598 56385 35360 52283

Recataloging and reclas-
sification 1372 2085 760 1448

TOTAL VOLUMES PROCESSED 37970 58470 632O 3731

Temporary cataloging 618 921 475 569

July 1, 1965 - June 30, 1966
(With comparative figures for 1964/65)

1964/65 1965 /66

Main entries made2 (General Library)
Original 10227 10023
Printed 17419 14951

Total 27646 24974
Cards added

Original 76309 76227
Printed 103446 93560
To Law Library 803 1566

Total 180558 171353

Titles Volumes Titles Volumes
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